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WELCOME TO THE

BLACK BOOK 2015
In 2014, M2M Now took a new approach to how we cover the M2M and
IoT market. Every issue we took a specific focus on a sector that is seeing
early adoption of M2M technologies and services and commissioned
analyst firms to write a series of reports on each
We began the year by publishing the first of our M2M
Now Insight reports on the Automotive sector. The
report was authored by Greg Basich, the senior analyst
at Strategy Analytics Automotive Multimedia and
Communications Service. The Insight threw up some
fascinating projections about how this particularly
mobile industry is developing with connected vehicles
and M2M technology increasingly embedded in the
vehicles we use.
Next, we turned to the adjacent market of Fleet
Management & Asset Control in a report written by
Johan Fagerberg, the chief executive and senior
analyst of Berg Insight. Fagerberg highlighted that the
firm’s short-term outlook for the global fleet
management industry is positive even though the slow
recovery in the economies in some regions is holding
back the full market potential temporarily. There is still
a long way to go before the technology becomes
adopted by all potential beneficiaries.
Then, we moved on to explore the Smart Utilities
market in a report authored by Dr Therese Cory, the
senior analyst at Beecham Research. She revealed that
there are concerns in Europe about older power
stations operating at today’s levels not being able to
meet the demands for energy by 2020. According to
Smart Energy GB, the cost of home energy in the UK
has risen seven times faster than household income in
the last ten years, she reported.
Finally, we examined the mHealth market in a report
written by Andy Castonguay, the principal analyst at
Machina Research. Castonguay identified mHealth as
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one of the industries that has the greatest potential for
M2M and IoT solutions but warned it also presents one
of the greatest challenges to providers.
This, our first M2M Now Black Book presents these
fascinating reports all in one place. In addition, we
introduce the Black Book with a speciallycommissioned report from Matt Hatton, the founder
and chief executive of Machina Research. This exclusive
report assesses the potential development of M2M in
2015 and beyond. Hatton segments the M2M landscape
and predicts that the total number of M2M connected
devices will grow from 3.6 billion in 2013 to 26.1 billion
in 2023.
In addition to these reports, we also include an
extensive interview with M2M executives from
Telefónica UK, a feature exploring how women are
taking a lead in M2M and we present our Hot List of
contract wins for 2014.
We hope you enjoy reading the M2M Now Black Book
and feel, as we do, that it sets the scene for another
exciting year of M2M market development. M2M Now is
certainly excited to continue and improve our coverage
as the market accelerates.

Enjoy the Black Book.

Jeremy Cowan,
Editorial director and publisher
M2MNow

M2M Now Black Book 2015

REPORT

M2M is forecast to exceed
26 billion devices in 2023
Snapshot
Machina Research predicts that the total number of M2M connected devices will
grow from 3.6 billion in 2013 to 26.1 billion in 2023. That includes LAN, such as WiFi
or Zigbee, and WAN, such as cellular connections. Connected Living and Working,
is the largest sector with over 21 billion connections in 2023. This sector includes
high volume applications such as building automation, consumer electronics, home
security and smart meters. The vast majority of connections in this sector are
short-range. The second biggest sector, Connected Car, is by definition wholly
dominated by wide area connections. Connected Car will have 1.7 billion connected
devices in 2023, incorporating both embedded factory-fit connections in vehicles
and aftermarket devices focused on a single application
Health will have 1.1 billion connected devices in 2023, spanning
consumer-oriented quantified self wearables through to
complex clinical environments. The Industry sector comprises
almost one billion connections at the end of the forecast
period, comprising a diverse range of typically complex
applications including fleet management, manufacturing, retail
and supply chain. Machina Research’s final sector is
Connected Cities which will have 750 million connections in
2023, covering municipal applications such as CCTV, public
transport, road traffic management, and street lighting.
M2M is characterised by diversity. Figure 1 below illustrates
Machina Research top-level segmentation of the M2M market

The report’s author,
Matt Hatton, is
founder and chief
executive of
Machina Research

into five sectors and sixty application groups. Many are interrelated and co-dependent. Each has its own very well defined
characteristics. In fact, one needs to delve even a layer deeper
than this, to that of individual applications, to truly understand
the diversity.

Barriers to entry continue to fall in 2014
The market growth identified above is, naturally, stimulated by
falling barriers to entry. Over the last 12 months there have
been a number of commercial, regulatory and technical
developments that are influencing the growth of the sector,
including:
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REPORT

Growth of LPWA
One of the most important trends in M2M over the next year
or two will be the widespread deployment of Low Power
Wide Area networks from the likes of Neul and Sigfox. These
networks are particularly appropriate for M2M, offering long
battery life and lower costs to deploy, which should
significantly improve the economics of M2M deployments,
albeit only for those that only generate very small amounts of
data. Machina Research recently completed an extensive
review of its LPWA forecasts.
In total Machina Research expects more than three billion
LPWA connections by the end of 2023. The biggest
application groups for LPWA are all to be found in the
Connected Living and Working sector, including Building
Automation, White Goods, Building Security, Tracking and
Smart Metering. The other four sectors all see more modest,
although still significant deployments. Connected Health sees
the next biggest adoption, focused on Worried Well and
Assisted Living application groups. This is followed by
Connected Industry, where a diverse range of applications
including various elements of the supply chain, will make use
of the technologies. Connected Cars and Connected Cities are
relatively small, but still account for over 100 million LPWA
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connections each. For cars there are only a few appropriate
applications, while for cities, the total volumes of addressable
connections are relatively small.

Figure 2: Global Low Power Wide Area M2M connections 2013-23

It should be noted, of course, that much is being done under
the auspices of 3GPP to reduce the cost of LTE devices and
make the more appropriate for M2M. These LTE-MTC
developments should see lower cost devices for traditional
cellular networks, although not quite cheap enough to
compete in the niche that LPWA is carving out.

The evolution to IoT
One of the defining characteristics of M2M in 2014 has been
the increasing shift to talking about the Internet of Things
(IoT). These terms are often used interchangeably for the
current and emerging world of connected devices.
According to Machina Research’s definition, M2M relates to
connecting a type of device to fulfil a particular functional
requirement, such as reading a meter, or sending alerts. The
IoT concept, in contrast, encompasses the connection of a
wide range of diverse assets to some kind of network in a way
that enables the data feeds emerging from these assets to be
combined into applications, and allows for control messages
to be transmitted in the opposite direction. Potential sources
of data that could be stitched into IoT applications include:
M2M applications and connected devices, corporate IT
systems, published data feeds, crowdsourcing, end users,
social media, and other IoT applications.
Unlike M2M or telematics, no organisation can deliver the IoT
on its own. It involves the collaboration of a diverse range of
different stakeholders. What they are able to do, however, is
put in place offerings that are IoT-compliant. Figure 3 illustrates
the four key characteristics of IoT applications that need to be
considered by any organisation hoping to be IoT-compliant.

Figure 3: Key characteristics of IoT applications
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• A growth in enterprise demand – During 2014, more and
more enterprises are seeing the requirement to have an
IoT strategy.
• Technology adapts to suit M2M – The last 12 months has
seen a lot of technological developments that are focused
on M2M. We have seen the standardisation of Bluetooth
Low Energy, the increasing deployment of Low Power Wide
Area technologies, and the adaptation of cellular
technologies, for instance through 3GPP initiatives to build
a more M2M-friendly version of LTE – dubbed variously
LTE-MTC, LTE-M or Cat.0 – and the GSM Association’s
move to provide a standard framework for subscription
management.
• Application development enablers – There are an
increasing number of tools available to IoT application
developers to help with building applications, and
horizontal connection support platforms and service
enablement platforms reduce the complexity of developing
new applications.
• Processing – The cost of processing power continues to
fall, allowing more sophisticated and/or cheaper application
processing on any device.
• Partnerships, alliances and standards development bodies
– The last 12 months has seen increasing moves from
various vertical and horizontal organisations to drive
complexity out of the process of connecting and managing
M2M devices. Examples include the industry initiatives such
as the Eclipse Foundation and the Industrial Internet
Consortium, vertical alliances such as the GENIVI alliance in
automotive, FI-WARE in smart cities, and the Continua
Health Alliance, and CSP-led initiatives such as the Global
M2M Association and the M2M World Alliance. All of these
continued to make progress over the year. During 2014 the
OneM2M standards development body issued its first
candidate release, although the long-term impact remains
unclear, while HyperCat was launched as a consortium to
drive IoT standards.
• The supply side becomes more sophisticated through M&A
– There has been a substantial amount of M&A activity in
2014, aimed at combining complementary assets to provide
simpler propositions for customers. PTC acquired Axeda, to
add to the ThingWorx purchase of December 2013. KORE
expanded its scale and US coverage by buying RACO
Wireless. Wyless bought Aspider M2M, extending its
coverage more into Europe. This is notwithstanding the
continued consolidation in the fleet management sector, as
discussed later.

Regulation can both nurture and
block the development of the IoT

broad categories of factors that should influence the city
manager, as illustrated in Figure 4.

The regulatory position over so-called permanent roaming is
both the most important, and the most unclear. Over 80% of
regulators have no explicit rules. In some countries, such as
Brazil, the regulations are being tested, and around the world
the likelihood is that regulation will get tougher, particularly in
Europe. This has significant implications for mobile
connections reliant on roaming either through necessity –
because the carrier has limited geographical footprint – or
choice – because roaming SIMs can take advantage of
national roaming.
The other major issue that has the potential to disrupt the
development of the IoT relates to data management. Data
sovereignty issues may place onerous obligations on where
data can be managed, and how. Countries around the world,
including India, Gulf States and various others, have
implemented specific rules about data management that place
particular requirements on those companies supporting M2M in
those countries. The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation
will also affect the provision of IoT around the world. Anyone
involved in the IoT must be aware of the new rules about user
privacy and how data can be stored and distributed. It’s not
just about Google and the “right to be forgotten”.

Smart Cities: cutting through the hype
Over the last few years there has been a lot of activity
revolving around Smart Cities. We have seen successful
deployments of numerous different applications. There have
been increasing deployments of connected parking schemes
such as by SF Park in San Francisco. Another key growth area
over the last twelve months has been street lighting where the
likes of Echelon and Philips CityTouch are starting to carve out
interesting niches. We have also seen increasingly integrated
systems connecting different aspects of the smart city. In
Helsinki, for instance, public transport and traffic lights have
been connected to allow for more efficient public transport.
Another great example is Valencia’s decision to hand
Telefónica a contract for comprehensive smart city
management, based on the European FIWARE standard. So,
progress is being made both in terms of the specific vertical
applications, and the stitching together into more holistic
smart cities deployments.
However, while Smart Cities initiatives are gaining pace, there
is still a lot of hype in the sector. Much of the noise emanates
from suppliers rather than residents or stakeholders who often
remain unconvinced. This balance needs to be redressed, and
more attention paid to the procurers and consumers of smart
cities: the city managers. The aim for city managers should be
to stitch together the various potential smart-cities initiatives
into some kind of cohesive implementation plan. In
undertaking this task, Machina Research has identified four
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We have identified some of the barriers to entry that are
helping to encourage the growth of M2M in 2014. One area
that may create a barrier is regulation. This last twelve months
have seen increasing attention from regulators towards M2M
and IoT. In some cases this has been aimed at nurturing
growth in this nascent sector, as seen with Singapore’s IDA,
and Ofcom in the UK. In others it has been aimed at removing
explicit barriers for instance with countries such as Brazil and
Turkey reducing taxes on M2M SIM cards. However, it also
became increasingly apparently in 2014 that regulation could
become a significant barrier. During the year, Machina
Research surveyed a wide group of regulators and similar
bodies across the world, identifying several strands of
regulation that have the potential to disrupt the adoption of
the Internet of Things.
Figure 4: Smart cities project prioritisation

Smart city project implementation reference benchmarks are
clearly relevant. Considerations include the extent to which a
specific smart cities application has matured, and the degree
to which an application can be ported to new environments
and cities together with any dependencies. For instance, a
monitored car parking solution might be a particularly easy
solution to deploy in a city benefitting from Low Power Wide
Area (LPWA) network coverage, but may require a complex
and expensive backhaul network deployment in a city that
does not benefit from such coverage. Clearly, when making
any project recommendations, a city manager will need to
develop some kind of business case justification, and so costs,
payback and expected benefit benchmarks will be particularly
important. It is also important to recognise that not all
benefits from smart cities initiatives will be financial: citizen
well-being has a value too.
The concept of citizen well-being highlights the need to
consider a set of city specific intrinsic considerations when
prioritising potential projects. Not all cities are the same, and
not all cities will benefit from any specific smart cities initiative
to the same extent. Macro-economic level considerations
include the level of development of a city and the size and
type of city. The availability, or otherwise, of specific
infrastructure should also be considered, such as whether the
city has a metro system.
Other aspects of local context must also be taken into
account. Some cities have powerful mayors with a high
degree of autonomy, whilst local officials in other cities have
more limited powers. In the former case, electoral cycles are a
particularly pertinent consideration: any potential smart-cities
initiative would benefit significantly from the potential to
deliver tangible returns within a single electoral cycle. Access
to budgets and project funding is also a significant
consideration. Often city budgets are fragmented to the
extent that the benefits from investment in a smart city
solution may fall on one P&L, whilst the costs of deployment
of that solution may fall on another P&L. Vendor financing can
provide an elegant solution to such fragmentation challenges.
But, again, such financing will perhaps be easier to arrange in
fast-growing Singapore than recently bankrupted Detroit.
The wider context within which a city exists must also be
considered. China has taken this concept to an extreme,
whereby some cities are earmarked for comprehensive smart
cities solutions, whilst other cities focus on the deployment of
smart-cities initiatives that enhance some specific
differentiating factor. A third category of cities mostly focus
on upgrading communications infrastructure. In general, many
countries will seek to make political capital from the
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REPORT
Figure 5: Machina Research's segmentation
of the M2M market, with energy-related
Application Groups highlighted
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deployment of trophy smart city solutions, whilst others will
seek to compete for foreign direct investment on the basis of
availability of smart cities infrastructure. Government
mandated environmental and other targets can also be a
significant, and often non-negotiable, driver of the adoption of
smart cities solutions.
It is clear that smart cities are far from a one-size-fits all
concept. Every potential project in every city should be
subjected to a rigorous and consistent analysis to ensure that
the smart cities strategy adopted by any specific city is the
most appropriate for that city. Of these four broad categories
of influencing factors, the first suggests the need to compile a
database of consistent and cohesive analyses of a diverse
range of specific smart cities project implementations. Such
benchmark analyses should include deployment timeframes,
costs, expected benefits and any potential project
interdependencies. The latter three categories suggest the
need for a smart-cities-specific strategic analysis framework,
designed to take into account the specific limitations and
opportunities that any given city manager may potentially
need to contend with.

Smart utilities: managing energy
use is a key driver of M2M growth
The last twelve months has seen a continued growth in
deployments of smart meters, and awarding of contracts for
multi-million meter deals. During 2014 contracts were awarded
in many countries including Denmark, Estonia, Finland, India,
Norway and Poland. However, in spite of the continued
positive news about planned deployments, the reality of the
challenge associated with these huge deployments also
became apparent. In the UK, for instance, there are concerns
that the 2020 target will not be met for deployment of the
Department of Energy and Climate Change’s scheme.
Furthermore, in some countries, particularly in Europe, there
continues to be push-back against widespread deployments
due to privacy and security concerns.
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However, it is critical to note, that smart meters are a long way
from being the only relevant part of the M2M/IoT market
associated with energy. Today, many of the most prominent
applications relate to energy. Looking at Machina Research’s
segmentation of the M2M market (see Figure 5) over a
quarter of application groups in M2M relate to energy saving
in some way, albeit sometimes tangentially as with Road Fleet
Management and Public Transport which are at least partly
aimed at reducing fuel consumption.
However, it is in the more traditional electricity generation and
consumption process that M2M really comes into its own. This
starts with the extraction of fossil fuels: oil and gas rigs and
stripper wells benefit from continuous monitoring. So too
does generating capacity in all its forms, whether it relies on
fossil fuels, or more green equivalents such as photo-voltaic,
wind turbines or domestic microgeneration. The growth of
this distributed generating capacity has created a requirement
for a highly managed network of devices, and what has been
termed Virtual Power Plants.
The drive for efficient use of electricity has encouraged a
massive adoption of monitoring of electricity distribution
grids, where the difference between the most efficient (with
around 4% losses) and the least efficient (with 40-50%) are
startling. The advent of smart meters, of which we’re
expecting 1.5 billion to be installed worldwide in the next ten
years, extends this quest for energy efficiency into almost
every home and business. Meanwhile countries around the
world are gearing up for demand for electric vehicles with
large numbers of (connected) EV charging points.
Beyond this, the main stimulus for connecting many devices
within the home, whether they are white goods such as
refrigerators or washing machines, or building automation
systems, is to reduce energy bills, by either optimising usage
or time-shifting demand away from peak times. Therefore, the
adoption of connected versions of these domestic goods and
appliances are driven by reducing energy consumption.
Overall these Application Groups, identified in Figure 5, will
account for 11 billion connections in 2023, the equivalent to
42% of all M2M connections, up from 16% in 2013.
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Environment &
Public Safety

The healthcare market represents one of the biggest
opportunities for M2M. Spending on healthcare accounts for
9.3% of GDP in OECD countries and with aging populations
there is tremendous pressure to use technology to keep a lid
on spending. M2M represents an opportunity to extend
healthcare services to underserved populations, reduce the
cost of care delivery, improve patient engagement and
compliance, and lead to improved clinical outcomes. However,
there are also substantial challenges associated with the
sector: complexity, restricted budgets, comparatively
stringent levels of regulation and necessary certifications, and
high levels of organisational idiosyncrasy at national, regional
and institutional levels.
In spite of the challenges implicit in delivering solutions to the
healthcare sector, there has been some genuine world class
innovation in the use of connectivity, including:
• Telemedicine – Increasingly M2M is being used to enhance
the old style videoconferencing service, with HD video, and
diagnostic tools. In the developing world it is being used to
supply services to remote and poor regions, as with
organisations such as Apollo Telemedicine, and the Africa
Teledermatology Project. In the developed world it allows
specialist physicians to treat more patients, as is the case
with Stanford Medical Center’s use of Cisco’s
Healthpresence platform.
• Connected Medical Environments – In hospital
environments, M2M is being used to better monitor patient
conditions, increase utilisation of equipment and streamline
workflows, improve patient record collection and access,
and improve equipment reliability through, for instance,
pre-emptive maintenance. In the latter example the
Swedish company Elekta, which manufactures large
radiation machines for the treatment of cancer, has
agressively retrofitted equipment already in the field and
has designed all new equipment for performance sensors
to monitor machine activity and component condition.
Elekta has reduced on-site repairs by 30% and been able to
shift maintenance visits increasingly to non-operational
hours thus reducing service disruptions for clients and
permitting increased “up time” for its radiation machines.
• Clinical Remote Monitoring – There is increasing pressure,
both budgetary and from patients, for more in-home
treatment and monitoring. Companies such as BL
Healthcare and Telefónica through its AxisMed acquisition,
are providing comprehensive solutions for patients,
clinicians and other stakeholders. In a more low-tech
solution, California start-up Reflexion Health has developed
a software platform that targets patients who are
undergoing physical therapy (PT). The software utilises the
Microsoft Xbox 360 and its Kinect camera sensor accessory
to visually guide, track and record a patient’s exercise
movements related to prescribed PT movements. Current
testing indicates that the PT platform can double the
proportion of patients correctly performing their physical
therapy and reduce treatment costs by as much as
US$9,000 due to the efficiencies of the approach.
• Chronic Care – Remote monitoring has proved invaluable in
the treatement of remote cardiac monitoring, with over one
million people being fitted with a pacemaker worldwide
every year. M2M solutions are proving very effective at
helping sufferers of chronic respiratory conditions such as
sleep apnoea, asthma and various other chronic conditions.
Typically solutions, such as that from ResMed or Propeller
Health, track usage of inhalers and similar other equipment,
with dramatic improvements in outcomes; in the case of
Propeller Health increasing medication adherence by as
much as 80%.
• Prescription Compliance – It is often challenging for
patients to maintain adherence to their prescription
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regimen, which may involve dozens of pills per day. Today
50% of medications for chronic illnesses are not taken as
prescribed, and in the US this accounts for 125,000 deaths
per year, and an estimated cost of over US$100 billion.
Today, connected medication dispensers such as AT&T’s
Vitality GlowCap, and smartphone applications can help.
However, the latest innovation, as deployed by Proteus
Digital Health, is for a sensor the size of a grain of sand,
within the pill, that emits a pulse when taken that signals a
receiver on a wearable patch that the pill has been taken.
Machina Research forecasts the adoption and growth of M2M
across these and numerous other applications. In total we
anticipate nearly one billion connected devices in the sector by
2023. Unsurprisingly, given the dynamic growth in consumerbased activity trackers, sensors and non-clinical home
solutions, the majority of M2M connected healthcare devices
will be accounted for by consumer-oriented applications. As
illustrated in Figure 6, in 2023 consumer oriented applications
will account for 606.9 million connected devices, or 65% of all
M2M connected devices in the healthcare sector.

[Source: Machina Research, 2014]

mHealth: huge opportunity and
genuinely exciting innovation

Figure 6: M2M devices and revenues in consumer and non-consumer
healthcare markets

However, the majority of revenues will be accounted for by
the non-consumer segment, due to the significantly higher
average capital cost of such devices. Connected devices in
medical environments (for example, hospitals) alone are
forecast to account for US$903.5 billion in revenues in 2023.
However, the bulk of this revenue will only be addressable by
established medical equipment manufacturers, although
related revenues opportunities will be available for systems
integrators and potentially certain niche platform providers.

Industrial automation: Enterprise
IoT is on the agenda for CEOs
Over the course of the last year, the concept of the Industrial
Internet has started to grab headlines. The initiative aims to
bring together manufacturing equipment, facilities, products,
supply chain and enterprise IT systems, with embedded
sensors, microprocessors and transmitters in equipment and
products talking to one another, exchanging commands, and
enabling industrial processes to be controlled and optimised.
Enterprises are becoming far more interested in what M2M
and IoT can do for them.
There have been a number of developments to generically
stimulate the growth in connected devices: products have
become smarter, embedded with greater processing and
storage capabilities, and connected through ubiquitous
network technologies which provide bi-directional high
bandwidth connectivity.
The game-changers for the industrial sector are in the
increasing ability to handle real-time data transfer and
processing, supported by advanced analytics tools. This
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allows data to be processed and looped back into operational
processes with actionable insights. This is underpinned by the
convergence of OT and IT – operational technology and
information technology. There is evidence for increasing use
of automated and/or self-managed systems, increasing
numbers of analytics tools are becoming available (such as
Watson services through IBM BlueMix).

[Source: Machina Research, 2014]

The next step for enterprise IoT is into servitisation, which
delivers some of the most significant and innovative
opportunities from smarter, connected products. This
concept, relates to the delivery of services as an integral part
of providing products. Examples include predictive
maintenance services, warranty management, usage based
billing models and geo-fenced solutions. For manufacturers of
products, this opens new revenue opportunities, new products
and services, and new extended customer relationship models.

Figure 7: Changes in Enterprise IoT

These new services are creating different revenue models
from traditional product revenues, namely longer term
revenues. As enterprises recognise these opportunities in
Enterprise IoT, and more and more begin to explore the field
of smarter, connected products, particular challenges will
appear as common issues. Here are a few:
• How to turn identified business ideas in enterprise IoT into
tangible and operational results?
• How to strike the balance between long-term strategic
objectives and short term solutions?
• How to identify the significant opportunities in enterprise
IoT, and prioritise efforts appropriately?
• How to overcome issues of complexity and lack of skills in
enterprise IoT to deliver new products and services?
• How to structure these new customer relations and manage
disintermediation?
• How to exploit data assets without compromising customer
data privacy and data ownership?
The list is far from exhaustive, and as enterprises begin to
operationalize the industrial internet, they will seek answers to
these questions and stimulate significant changes in how
suppliers might address the opportunity. To give just one
example, the PTC acquisition of Axeda and ThingWorx can be
understood as a pre-emptive action to answer these
questions. So to can the establishment of industry groupings
such as the Industrial Internet Consortium. Machina Research
certainly expects additional acquisitions and partnerships to
be announced between product manufacturers and IoT
service enablers in the coming months.

Fleet and asset tracking:
consolidation continues
Fleet management is one of the more mature sectors in M2M,
but nevertheless will see some quite substantial growth in the
next few years. Machina Research believes that at the end of
2013 there were approximately 11 million Fleet Management
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connected devices worldwide. By 2023 we expect that to
grow to 60 million, plus another 10 million vehicles connected
via a factory-fit connection. In revenue terms, it will grow from
US$2.9 billion to US$11.7 billion over the same period.
The use cases for fleet management are well established and
mature – job management and scheduling, vehicle tracking
and route optimisation, vehicle monitoring and preventative
maintenance, driver hours tracking, and driving behaviour
monitoring, which often includes fuel consumption reduction
and accident reduction. Benefits range from 10% to 25% lower
fuel consumption, reductions in insurance claims of up to 70%
and increases in labour productivity ranging from 10% to 50%.
Despite, or perhaps because of, it’s the sector is seeing some
substantial disruption with a flurry of mergers and
acquisitions some of which are indicated in Figure 8. There
were several significant deals in 2014. Lysanda acquired stolen
vehicle recovery specialist TRACKER with the intention of
combining to create a new Tantalum Corporation combining
B2B and B2C products. TomTom bought the telematics
operations DAMS Tracking. Fleetmatics bought the Italian
company KKT which owns the routing optimisation and
scheduling software Routist. Michelin acquired Brazil’s Sascar.
From the telco side, the most significant move was probably
Vodafone’s acquisition of Cobra Technologies.

Date

Buyer

Target

September 2010
December 2010
April 2011
July 2011
June 2012
July 2012
July 2012
August 2012
November 2012

Trimble
Trimble
Masternaut
Trimble
Trimble
Telogis
Verizon
Trimble
Vodafone

Punch Telematix
Tata AutoComp
Cybit
PeopleNet
GeoTrac
Navtrak
Hughes Telematics
TMW
Zelitron

January 2013
January 2013
September 2013

Trimble
Danaher
EcoFleet

ALK
Navman Wireless
Oskando/Autolog

Notes

Merger

Acquired full ownership,
previously held it
already owned 40%

Oskando and Autolog
merged to form EcoFleet
Omnitracs originally a
Qualcomm subsidiary.

November 2013

Vista Equity

Omnitracs

December 2013
February 2014

Omnitracs
Lysanda

February 2014
April 2014
June 2014
June 2014
June 2014
August 2014
September 2014

WABCO
TomTom
Fleetmatics
FleetCor
Michelin
Vodafone
Omnitracs

Roadnet Technologies
TRACKER
Combined TRACKER SVR
offer into new Tantalum
Corporation B2B and
B2C offering
Transics
DAMS Tracking
KKT (Routist)
Masternaut
Sascar
Cobra Technologies
XRS

Figure 8: M&A in Fleet Management and related areas

The vehicle manufacturers have also begun to take an interest,
albeit often in partnership with the aftermarket specialist
companies. Within the last year Telogis has announced
arrangements with Volvo for Volvo Link, Ford for Ford Crew
Chief, GM for OnStar for Fleets, Hino Trucks for Hino INSIGHT,
and Mack for Mack Fleet Management Services. Daimler
Virtual Technician, a remote diagnostics solution offered in
North America, is provided by Zonar Systems.
The other interesting potential future disruption comes from
the likes of Google, Apple and perhaps Microsoft. The Google
Play Store and the Apple App Store both offer many low-cost
applications which can be used by individual truckers and the
managers of small-to-medium fleets. Microsoft has fewer apps
in its portfolio, but the HERE mapping and navigation platform
which it licenses from Nokia has real potential. The handsetbased offering represents a very real threat to the M2M solution.
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COMPANY PROFILES
Cycle30

Company summary

Key differentiators

Cycle30 provides cloud-based technology platforms for
enterprise companies, original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) and communications service providers.

Cycle30 has three key differentiators:

For the Internet of Things market, Cycle30’s Mobius platform
provides a complete device lifecycle management platform,
including connectivity management, provisioning, analytics and
most importantly, advanced revenue management including
value-based pricing for IoT products. The company provides
advice to OEMs on how to build appropriate, future-proof
connectivity into their IoT offerings.
Cycle30 also offers the Pivot platform to cable, wireless and
commercial telecoms operators for ordering, activation,
management and billing of all types of communications services.
The company was founded in 2010 and has 150 employees
worldwide with offices in Seattle, Portland and Denver. Cycle30
is a privately held subsidiary of General Communication.
(NASDAQ: GNCMA), a US$1 billion US-based communications
service provider.

Company credentials
Cycle30’s management team brings real operator experience
running back-office and billing systems for cable and wireless
providers, so they understand telecoms infrastructure and
carrier business operations. In addition, Cycle30’s experience in
telecoms billing offers expertise in sophisticated billing models
that includes complex business rules, taxation, data privacy and
regulatory issues, which Cycle30 is now offering to IoT.
The company also has a strong customer service focus driven
by president Jim Dunlap’s time as a senior manager at US retail
giant Nordstrom.

First, the Mobius platform manages devices throughout their
entire lifecycle. Instead of relying on a patchwork of different
services held together with custom development, Mobius
handles device provisioning, connectivity enablement, advanced
diagnostics, inventory and revenue management within a single
integrated stack. There is an API for device connectivity and
edge applications. Mobius supports custom integration at every
layer, but says that most users can get up and running faster
with Mobius than any other system because everything is ready
to go out of the box.
Second, Mobius supports multiple connectivity options. In
addition to global wireless capability, Mobius supports IPaddressed devices for broadband and satellite connections. This
allows a wide range of devices to be managed on a single
platform, so enterprises see a single view of their entire global
IoT operation.
Finally, Cycle30 offers sophisticated revenue management,
where billing can be based on any available data set, not just
cellular data volume. This allows companies to develop whole
new value-added industries rather than just reselling the
commodity of wireless data or airtime.

Competitive pressures
Cycle30 sees competitive pressure from the big platforms like
Jasper, primarily because they have scale and name recognition.
However, it believes that customers will ultimately reject being
locked-in to a specific carrier, and that when they do the ROI on
the amount of integration required to get robust billing, size
alone will become less of a compelling feature.

Numerex

Company summary
Founded in 1992, Numerex is a publicly-traded company on the
NASDAQ Stock Exchange (NASDAQ: NMRX), headquartered in
Atlanta, Georgia, USA. The company specialises in business
services, technology and products used in the development and
support of machine-to-machine (M2M) solutions for enterprise
and government markets worldwide. Numerex’s customers and
partners include Verizon Wireless, Huawei, AT&T, John Deere, BP,
Sprint, UTC and T-Mobile.

Company credentials
As a single-source M2M service provider, Numerex has evolved
from primarily a proprietary network services company into a
comprehensive M2M business using a variety of wireless
technology to serve a wide range of markets including
enterprise and personal security, government, healthcare,
energy and utilities, financial services and transportation.
Numerex’s portfolio encompasses products and solutions across
four key M2M vertical markets – security solutions, asset ID and
tracking, supply chain and remote monitoring and control. The
company’s M2M expertise enables its customers to efficiently,
reliably, and securely monitor and manage assets remotely
whenever and wherever needed, while simplified and speeding
up development and deployment. Numerex DNA offerings
include hardware devices, network services and software
applications that are the foundational components of Numerex
customers’ M2M solutions. Through an open-Platform-as-aService (PaaS) architecture, the company delivers technology to
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solve technical and cost barriers to deployment of advanced
device management and smart services.

Key differentiators
Numerex emphasises providing secure, real-time device
management, network and application platforms through two
unique differentiators which are Numerex DNA and the Numerex
platform. Its proprietary ISO-certified global network offers
cellular and satellite connections, seamlessly handling all aspects
of connectivity – including international regulations, processes
and data requirements. Numerex DNA integrates all the
necessary foundational components that work with any M2M
solution through a single source, rather than requiring
customers to utilise multiple vendors and partners. Numerex’s
platforms enable many devices to be connected to multiple
wireless networks through a single application.

Competitive pressures
The M2M value chain is comprised of multiple vendors each
specializing in different solutions, devices, platforms, middleware
and vertical specific applications. Numerex’s ability to shift from
vertically oriented systems, towards a horizontal systems
approach, allows its proprietary technology to work across a
variety of M2M industries. With the increasing requirements to
gather information and services from various resources,
Numerex’s flexibility and variety of IoT solutions help drive its
potential large market and growth opportunities.
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i
Telit

Company summary
Telit’s ONE STOP. ONE SHOP. delivery model offers a portfolio
of cellular, short-range, and positioning (GNSS) modules,
available in over 80 countries. Telit provides customer support
and design-in assistance from its sales and support offices,
global distributor network of wireless experts and 25+
accredited competence centres. From business unit Telit
Automotive Solutions, the company delivers a family of
products, including the ATOP line, designed specifically to meet
the needs of the Automotive OEM marketplace. Telit also offers
value added services from business unit m2mAIR. On the mobile
network side of device connectivity, m2mAIR Mobile delivers
business value through superior performance, redundancy, and
network coverage. m2mAIR Cloud’s platform as a service (PaaS)
secure application enablement and cloud back-end integration
services enable configuration and deployment of enterprisegrade M2M applications without any programming, enabling
intelligence in virtually no time.

Company credentials
Telit has about 780 staff in 35 sales offices and eight R&D
centres worldwide. In 2013 it reported revenues of US$243.2
million. With more than 5,000 customers worldwide, the
company is active in a range of industries including automotive
telematics, energy, healthcare, and security and consumer
electronics.
The Telit ONE STOP. ONE SHOP. delivery model delivers all
relevant device technologies including GSM through LTE, CDMA

though EV-DO, Wireless M-Bus, ZigBee, proprietary mesh and
many more. This is supported by the m2mAIR VAS platform
(created from acquisitions of GlobalConect, CrossBridge
Solutions and ILS Technologies) and mobile connectivity
through strategic arrangements with Telefónica, AT&T, Sprint,
Verizon, Rogers and Iridium. Telit differentiates itself from its
main competitors through technology and business innovations
including the ball-grid-array (BGA) module, backward
compatibility through the Family and Unified-Form-Factor
concepts, remote module diagnostics and management, cloudready modules and globally dispersed technical support.

Key differentiation
Telit aims to provide a comprehensive product portfolio, an
excellent value proposition, commercial flexibility and truly
global technical support. It also claims unrivalled continuity of
business, focusing exclusively on M2M since 2002. Since then it
has never been bankrupt or changed ownership and has
maintained a constant offering with strong commitment to
products and form factors.

Competitive pressures
Telit sees the concept of IoE/IoT becoming much more
universal, although it expects steady growth rather than
revolutions and killer apps. Telit clearly sees a huge opportunity
automotive: in April 2014 it acquired NXP’s automotive module
business. Telit anticipates a continued flow of IoT claims from
large technology brands outside the M2M/IoT market as the
industry remains vibrant and is growing as it is forecast to.

Wyless

Company summary
Wyless is a provider of end-to-end managed services that
simplify the development and deployment of Internet of Things
(IoT) and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) applications across the
globe. It offers its enterprise, mobile operator, original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) and channel partners the
freedom to build and choose a custom solution specific to their
needs and requirements. It is a catalyst for the future, from the
edge to the cloud, its products and services enable and
empower its customers to achieve their goals and remain on
the cutting-edge of this rapidly growing and innovative
industry.

Company credentials
Wyless has been in the M2M and IoT business for over 11 years.
Its multi-carrier platform Porthos manages more than two million
devices around the world, providing cost-effective control and
visibility of business critical operations. Porthos has been given
the accolade of a Frost and Sullivan Product Innovation award.
Wyless was built on the realisation that no single carrier is
capable of providing sufficiently flexible services or the high
levels of technical expertise and support required to
successfully deploy and manage innovative IoT applications.
Eleven years ago it undertook the development of a multicarrier global wireless data network, advanced management
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software and a comprehensive suite of IoT services,
underpinned by dedicated customer support teams and
technical experts.

Key differentiators
Wyless delivers global wireless connectivity via a secure and
resilient network infrastructure based on four Network
Operating Centres (NOCs) in three countries. Its industryleading management software, Porthos, provides complete
control over customer services and connected devices. Its
end-to-end managed services include multi-MNO support for
its 20 MNO partners, and provides equipment lifecycle
management, devices and installation covered by SLAs and tier
1 -3 support 24/7/2014.
Its acquisition of Aspider has provided it with its own core
network and open multi-IMSI SIM.

Competitive pressures
Wyless sees continual growth in the IoT market and the
entrance of new players. There will be consolidation such as the
recent the acquisition of KORE by Abry Partners. Customers
will increasingly demand a local MNO in every market to ensure
affordability and reliability, requiring service providers to
support a multi-domestic strategy
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INTERVIEW

EXPERT OPINION:

The author,
Oozi Cats, is the
chief executive of
Telit Wireless
Solutions

The boardrooms of the
future will punch up data like
a pilot’s heads-up display
The internet of things is changing the dynamics in the boardroom as
traditional C-suite graphs and charts based on months-old data are
replaced by dynamically assembled dashboards of business
context – interpreted real-time and interactive data, writes Oozi Cats
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around the perplexingly vast reach of their
impact – The Internet of Things and big data.
Traditional corporate decision-making processes
have been structured around hierarchical data
collection systems from the lowest levels of the
supply or distribution chain, progressively moving
up into departments, eventually making their way
as performance charts, graphs and red-flags into
boardrooms. As information technology evolved
from standalone mainframes to networks
including PCs and other types of devices, so fell

▼

As the generation that never knew a world
without the internet and cell phones enters the
workforce, it is only natural to expect business
dynamics to change. And change they will. Not
only because these new workers have a totally
different perspective on the unachievable, but
also because they are arriving at their desks just
as the internet and cellular industries converge
again to spawn two new spaces so revolutionary,
they have every top tier technology company
rushing to christen them with their own names.
Every analyst is also trying to wrap their minds
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the time lag between data collection at the edge and its arrival in the boardroom.
But with few exceptions, most processes remained confined to data from business
information assets inside the corporate campus.
Then in the mid-80s innovators like Federal Express revolutionised corporate
operations with truly global deployment of business processes reaching and
interacting with assets outside the gates. A few years later, with the arrival of the
second generation cellular telephony, Nokia, Ericsson, Motorola and others started
spinning up departments to develop the data side of handset technology into
modules that could be embedded into machines, cars, truck, alarm systems, and so
on. The birth of Machine to Machine communication (M2M) continued extending
the reach of business processes.
As the internet grew, analysts quickly moved to establish its impact on traditional
commerce since brick and mortar retail prices had typically included a 50% burden
for distribution margin stacking that the internet could replace. With global goods
retail valued in the trillions of dollars, the potential represented by the internet was
an economy in and of itself and the drive to retrieve these 50 cents became the
initial and pivotal push to expand the internet’s role in corporate processes at a very
fast pace.
With their evolution, these processes hungered for access to assets ever farther
outside the campus, driving advancements in the M2M industry quickly pushing it
to intersect the emerging cloud space. Cloud technology enabled machines,
sensors and other devices to upload and store vast amounts of raw data becoming
the analysis base brand new models for assessing performance, profitability,
competitiveness and other business metrics.
Everywhere chief executives are feeling the change in their boardrooms. Slowly but
surely, tedious presentations of weeks-old data compiled into graphs and charts
and displayed on dull slides are being replaced by dashboards of performance
indicators fed by IoT enabled live data from business assets ever more granular and
closer to locations critical to corporate operations. Data analytics’ role in corporate
steering has become a reality and even though big data technical terminology like
“kernel density estimate” may remain away from corporate boardrooms, the effect
of their use in large sets of data will be felt there.
Algorithms being developed by applied mathematicians from academia and the
private sector are systematically creeping into business tools virtualising the
complexity of the information they analyse to help crack the code of big data
enabling better decision making by chief executives and corporate executives in
every sector of the economy.
As the internet and cellular industries converge, spawning the internet of things
(IoT), big data finds in it, its most prolific data source yet. Crowd-sourcing, the
popular technique of gathering data from sensors’ in people’s smartphones, allows
analytics systems to feed services ranging from weather prediction to personal
navigation. But here comes what we at Telit call omnisourcing – the expansion of
crowd-sourced data collection to include machines and sensor networks vastly
more numerous than smartphones.
The omnisourcing effect created by the arrival of the IoT is helping reinvent
traditional corporate decision-making processes traditionally structured around
hierarchical data collection systems, typically viewed as performance charts, graphs
and red-flags in boardrooms. Soon, executives will use big data analytics to glean
performance metrics of campaigns, product changes and launches, right as they
are being rolled out.
Just as pilots in a glass-cockpit jetliner can punch up high-level information from
hundreds of sensors and systems into manageable displays, so can executives in
the modern boardroom, use big data analytics to glean performance metrics of
campaigns, product changes and launches, right as they are being rolled out. What
is more, they can interact with their assets all the way to the very edge of the
supply/operation chain and view amalgamated real-time results and data analyticsbased predictions and trends, including competitive performance.
On the 12-year journey leading to this reinvention of the boardroom, Telit has been
part of the charge that enabled the original M2M movement and now the internet
of things. We welcome the world’s new thinkers and encourage the continued and
relentless challenge of boundaries and limitations. Our products and services are
about simplifying the connection of things to the internet of things as we continue
adding value to the business process revolution.
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The internet of
things made
plug-and-play?
As those of us who have been
working in the machine-to-machine
marketplace already know, the
multi-vendor layout of the value
chain over the years doesn’t exactly
lend itself to the plug-and-play
idea. Of course, as technologists,
we also understand just how
important simplicity is to broadbased technology adoption.
If we are to achieve the true
promise of the IoT, as an industry
we must come together. Of course,
we’ve been saying this for years. As
the promise of IoT makes itself
clear – not only in the development
labs of deeply technical
engineering folks, but increasingly
in the C-Suites of companies across
industries and vertical markets –
saying it over and over quickly
becomes an empty promise.
That’s why Telit has decided to
bring the building blocks together
under one roof. Our ONE STOP.
ONE SHOP. vision for the IoT is a
direct response to a clear market
need. As we expand our footprint
across the M2M value chain, we are
able to achieve never-beforeimagined synergies between
hardware, software and services –
every day getting closer to
achieving a plug-and-play
experience for M2M and IoT
adopters.
We’re excited about the groundbreaking applications we enable –
across industry segments and
around the globe. And we know
the future holds world-changing
innovation we can’t even imagine
today. The time is now. Join the
revolution.

www.telit.com
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INTERVIEW
Anton Le Saux is head of
Managed Connectivity and
Partner Sales, Telefónica UK

Vinnett Taylor is
head of M2M Sales
Specialists, Telefónica

Duty of care and user
education are keys to
IoT growth by 2016
Telefónica’s M2M group in the UK is setting the pace for the company as
a whole, and identifying the critical factors assisting growth in the
Internet of Things (IoT). As Jeremy Cowan found in conversation with
Vinnett Taylor and Anton LeSaux, there is a growing focus within the
operator on business-to-business-to-consumer (B2B2C) services.

Anton LeSaux: Vinnett and I work in different
channels. I’ll answer from a channel point of view.
Vinnett covers the …
Vinnett Taylor: Enterprise side, but I'm doing
SMEs as well at the moment.
Anton: We’re seeing significant growth from our
partners in channel, but also interest now from
channels and partners that have not really focused on
M2M and are seeing M2M as a new product, seeing
the IoT as a way of adding a new revenue stream.
They have varying levels of understanding of
machine-to-machine (M2M) and the Internet of
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Things (IoT). Some know what they’re doing and
just want the means to offer an M2M or IoT
solution to a customer. Some have got a slight
grasp on it, and others will say, ‘What is M2M? Tell
me what I have to do to be involved.’
It almost feels like we’re at the tipping point. In the
same way as 2007/’08 when we were doing
mobile data and suddenly we monetised data for
the first time. I'm looking forward to 2015 because
it’s offering us, from a partner perspective, some
great new routes to market and great new
opportunities.
Vinnett: From an enterprise standpoint, like Anton
says, we’re at the tipping point, when they’ve gone
through prototyping M2M so it’s looking at niche
applications that have been silo-based. It’s on the

▼

M2M Now: How is Telefónica’s M2M service
offering being impacted by the growth of the IoT?
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board of directors’ Top 10 list. ‘What are we doing
within the organisation with IoT and M2M?

M2M Now: That must have a big effect on the
way you deal with the business.

The key for Telefónica as we look at M2M and IoT
in the enterprise, is to stop these silos, stop
reinventing the wheel every time a customer says,
‘This is my pain barrier, what’s your solution?’

Vinnett: And also the way that we manage it. In
the past you’d have a handful of contacts working
on a project, now you have third-party consultants,
you have systems integration. If you were lucky in
the old days there would be three players in it (a
project); one would be a supplier, one would be
the airtime and connectivity (provider), and then
you’d have the customer.

M2M Now: Does Telefónica view this growth as a
change of business model, a technology shift, a
completely new audience, or something else?
Vinnett: It’s an evolving technology, because the
market is evolving. I don’t think it’s a change of
technology, it’s a machine connected to a machine
that’s connected to the internet.
The price of sensors is coming down so the
technology price is coming down. I read
somewhere that sensor pricing had reduced by
60% in the last two years. We’re going to have
more and more sensors connected, so it’s driving
data through different devices. Instead of it being
a smartphone, a laptop or tablet, it’s a black box, a
wearable device or a camera.
M2M Now: Presumably, if prices are dropping as
significantly as that it enables new applications
to be brought to market that wouldn’t have been
cost-effective before?
Anton: Yes, we’ve been selling M2M technology
through partners for 16 years now and historically
we struggled with growth because of the cost of
entry into the market. For a basic M2M module, if
we go back six years, we were paying over
£100 (€127).
We are now able to source basic modules for as
little as £15 - £20 that do so much more than
modules have ever been able to do in the past.
We’re seeing now that you don’t have to have a
specific module for a specific device or black box;
one thing does all so it’s allowing people to take it
into areas that we’ve never considered.
It’s a way to change our business model. Earlier this
year we launched a global partner sales programme;
this is the first time we’ve been able to do something
at that scale where we can take all our five
different operating businesses and have one model
that fits all, one price point, and allow partners to
be truly global with the same organisation.
Vinnett: From an enterprise standpoint we
recognise that we can't deliver some of the big
global solutions without partnering, and that’s with
the big SIs as well as the niche entrepreneurs.
So we have a mixed range. Now you’ve got startup companies creating wearable devices for
patients suffering with Alzheimer’s. Then you’ve
got the big SIs that are actually doing all the
integration, multiple silos of systems. Partnership
is key for us, it’s just different types of partners
deliver different solutions, some resell and
some don’t.
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I’ve been involved with something recently on
connected cars and there are 35 partners in the
consortium. How do you manage that?
M2M Now: How do you manage that?
Vinnett: (Laughter). It’s really business
development, it isn’t going and selling, it’s about
understanding the customer’s pain barriers, who’s
fixing which part of it, and then being able to pull
it together and deliver it.
Every time you go into a new enterprise it’s like
starting a new business. You’ve got to understand the
players, the politics and what each party’s delivering.
M2M Now: It sounds like everyone talking at
once and nobody knows who’s in control. Is the
operator still generally seen as owning the end
customer, and then you build an ecosystem
around you?

“It’s about
understanding
the customer’s
pain barriers,
who’s fixing
which part of it,
and then being
able to pull it
together and
deliver it.”
Vinnett Taylor,
Telefónica UK

Vinnett: It’s whoever’s acting as a systems
integrator. Sometimes we find they have the
mobile contract with us, so we act as (the SI) and
we do everything and bring in the partners.
We have some big global customers where it’s the
IBMs of this world that own the relationship. Then
we’ve got other partnerships where you’ve seen
telematics change to a black box in a car. That’s
your connected car, which will become your
driverless car. It’s the specialists in those areas, like
the Transport Research Laboratory, the (UK)
government, that own the relationships.
Anton: One of the benefits of being a mobile
network operator in that value chain is there are
only three or four (telcos) within the UK that can
take that place. Whereas, there are literally
thousands of SIs that could be pulled in. Telefónica
recognises that everyone in that chain is just as
valuable as each other and we’re in a good place.
Vinnett: On the consumer side it’s sensors that are
driving that and the price of sensors is coming
down. I was reading today on Chubb, the alarm
people, changing their business into a service
company. Instead of just fitting an alarm they’re
now saying, ‘We’ll do a 24/7 service but we’ll also
service your heating,’ because if they’re putting
sensors in for doors they could put sensors into
radiators and then you’ve got a smart home.
M2M Now: Are companies finding it difficult to
make that transition from a traditional industry
to a digital service industry?
Anton: When you look at the market leaders, that
have seen this coming for a while, the transition is
not that difficult. If you’re hanging on someone’s
coat tails it’s a difficult place to be.

▼

It’s about delivering once but rolling out many
times into many sectors. There will be verticals
such as retail or transport, where you currently
deliver siloed solutions. We will look at those
solutions and say, ‘How can we replicate those
across other sectors?’
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The consumer space is not something we’ll be directly involved in with partners, but in
2015/‘16 it is going to be critical to the explosion of IoT.
Vinnett: It depends where that fits. Where does wearable (technology) fit into this? The
police are wearing jackets with cameras built in, but from a consumer standpoint you’ve
got the wearable tech watches, where it’s all about health, going for a run, monitoring
your speed, what route you’ve taken, who’s beaten you on that route.
Then you’ve got neat applications where the same device, with the same technology that
you use in a car’s black box, can be put into a watch that tracks a patient who suffers
with dementia. Are they in the right location or have they moved?
You set your geo fences, the same as you do with a vehicle. Consumers wearing devices
will drive business wearable devices because people will say, ‘Well, if it’s giving me that in
that scenario, can't we just tweak it to give something slightly different in a business?’ I
see watches coming into healthcare, and monitoring children.
Anton: Sales conversations are different as well. Go back a couple of years, we were
going into a customer and saying, ‘We can enable you to streamline your workforce or
save some time here, or cut down your deliveries.’
Now customers are starting to say, ‘This is the challenge in my organisation, what is there
in the market or what can we develop jointly that will enable me to overcome this
challenge?”
M2M Now: Over what sort of period has that happened?

“Employers are
thinking about the
impact of (M2M) on
their employees.”
Anton Le Saux,
Telefónica UK

Anton: I would say over the last 24 months. I was working with a company a year ago
who were designing a watch for Alzheimer’s and dementia patients. Look at those smart
watches and how big are they? Are they designed for frail, old people? Are they designed
for women? No, they’ve been designed by technology geeks who have said, ‘We can
track this, we can do it,’ and not really looked at the end user.’
Vinnett: This isn’t just about sitting in a room with a white coat, and designing a bit of
technology. It’s a lot more than that. It’s also about driving a return on investment. If you
have the right money and the right people there’s not a lot that you can't do.
M2M Now: Is M2M being held back, not by technology but by a lack of business
models that are replicable and scalable?
Vinnett: With M2M something’s developed for a particular market and it’s great
technology. Then it’s ‘How do you replicate that, so that it’s not a silo?’
If you take machine-to-machine, whether it’s a camera or a vending machine that’s
connected, whether it’s a train, or a light in the city, they’re all one thing connected to the
internet.
I saw a presentation by Ford the other day talking about how many cameras and sensors
are in their new cars. They were talking about healthcare. For diabetics they’ve now got
something that you clip on and if your sugar level drops low you just press a button and
it will tell you to pull over, but passengers can wear it as well. Their business is diverting
from something that was just for pure telematics. We are at the tipping point where car
manufacturers, healthcare, finance and insurance are changing their models.
M2M Now: Interoperability and the lack of standardisation within M2M and IoT keep
coming up. What is Telefónica’s view?
Vinnett: I was at a big retailer recently, and talking to their CEO it’s the business
intelligence side at the moment that they need to get right and standardise.
All these machines that are connecting to the internet – whether it be sensor, black box,
wearable device, or whatever it is – we’d like them all to have a standard open API. They
don’t, but as long as they’ll open that API so that the right data can be pulled in to the
right data centre and they’re analysing and getting what they need out of it, then that’s
the crucial bit.

▼

For me it’s about the cloud, portal, it’s about the security at that level and using
standards. At Telefónica Digital we’ve got our security side, we’ve got the cloud, so we’re
just making sure that we’ll be able to have access to our partners’ APIs if we don’t today.
The security and standardisation that we need is not there.
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I think it will get there once the (UK) government start rolling out IoT. We’re talking to
them about smart cities and healthcare. From smart metering going into homes and
buildings, as soon as they’re standard then you’ll start to see standard APIs.
M2M Now: What other challenges confront organisations looking to make the most
out of the IoT?
Anton: Education. Understanding that, as Vinnett said, probably nothing is impossible
with the Internet of Things but understanding what it means to individuals, small
businesses and large enterprises, and how to pull it all together into a solution that will
tick everyone’s boxes.
There’s too much that’s unclear to the end user, to the consumer and small businesses
around IoT and M2M. It’s how do we do it from a network perspective. How do we get
the education out there so that people can understand what M2M or IoT means to them?
How they can benefit from it as a consumer, an individual, or a business.
M2M Now: Which bodies should this fall to?
Vinnett: I think the start-ups. Some of Anton’s partners are doing this really well, where
they’ve taken out the complexity, the fear of M2M in the marketplace. They’re saying,
‘Let’s start working with the customer, understand their needs and let’s prototype
something, let’s build it up and let them roll it out.’
The start-ups are educating the customers by saying, ‘It doesn’t matter what shape you
want it, what do you want the technology to do inside it? Do you want it to be a watch,
on a phone, or in a black box? Now, what’s the connectivity? Let’s build that up.’
M2M Now: Over the next year or two will we see faster uptake in the consumer sector
or in business-to-business?
Vinnett: It’s business-to-business-to-consumer, B2B2C. It’s the players that can take it
through the market and say, ‘Telefónica are delivering something to us as an organisation
and we can deliver that to our customers.’
Anton: Consumers will be taking M2M solutions without realising it. If there’s an M2M
capability in their vehicle they don’t care, they just know they’re getting texts read
through their car audio system, or there’s a sensor sending something back to the vehicle
manufacturer to say, ‘There’s a problem with this part of my vehicle’.

“The start-ups
are educating
the customers.”
Vinnett Taylor,
Telefónica UK

Vinnett: I don’t even think at board level they care that it’s machine-to-machine, it’s, ‘Is it
addressing my pain? Is it giving me a return on investment?’ Manufacturing has been
using M2M for a long time, but if you were to ask them if it was machine-to-machine the
answer would be, ‘What are you talking about?’ (Laughter).
M2M Now: Which are the top five industry verticals at the moment? And how will that
change in the next year or so?
Anton: It’s going to vary in every channel. We’re seeing the biggest revenues coming out
of automotive, because you’ve got the connected car, vehicle telematics that fall into
that, and the insurance little black boxes that are growing massively.
From a partner point of view we’ve always had a great footprint in security and that
continues. It’s predominantly in the business space, so alarm systems, CCTV and back-up.
Vinnett: For us you’ve got the smart cities and smart phones. Retail’s absolutely massive.
In a supermarket you have sensors on the fridges to monitor the temperature and relay it,
monitoring the stock in there, if it’s running low they’re keeping it maintained.
Transportation is no longer just about a black box monitoring driver behaviour, it’s also
about reducing costs, and vehicle-to-vehicle communication is coming through.
Anton: ‘Duty of care’ is playing a big part in this as well; employers are thinking about the
impact of this technology on their employees. We have a solution now that’s got a traffic
light system on the dashboard, so if a driver is driving well he’s got a green light, if it goes
into orange then he knows he’s doing wrong.
We’ve got cameras on vehicles that record on a 10 minute rolling loop, and if there’s an
impact on the vehicle it captures the data and sends it to the insurer or the head office.
So we’ve got instant information now on an individual working alone.
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M2M Now Jargon Buster:
API: Application Program
Interface
SME: Small to Mediumsized Enterprise
SI: Systems Integrator
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SMART UTILITIES

EXPERT OPINION:

The author,
Marco Bijvelds is
the managing
director of Aspider
M2M Benelux

Smart SIMs for smart utilities
Smart meters have the potential to deliver significant cost savings to
utilities and consumers, but there have been numerous false dawns.
Along the way the respective merits of different connectivity
technologies have been debated, including: PLC, RF mesh networks
and cellular. The latter has become a popular choice, not only for
point-to-point communications, but also for deployment in data
concentrators, writes Marco Bijvelds
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in the Netherlands for utilities and elsewhere in
energy-hungry applications such as street
lighting.
We employ a smart SIM card to enable remote
manipulation of the IMSIs. This is managed by our
own SIM management platform. By creating a
customer specific profile on our core network,
the customer can both change mobile network
and move away from Aspider’s cellular network if
desired. Any lock-in from the communications
provider or an earlier technology that has been
retired, such as 2G, is thereby avoided.
Aspider has supplied over 100,000 multi IMSI

▼

Once installed, meters go on working for 10, 15 or
more years, which means that changing SIMs is
impractical. Therefore in order to avoid being
locked into the service of a single provider,
utilities require data communication solutions
that are service provider agnostic. In addition,
these solutions should enable the implementation
of customer specific profiles as well as the
guaranteed ability to change to a new service
provider without the need to change the physical
SIM. Therefore multi IMSI SIMs are needed.
Remote management is a key requirement as is
the need for a robust security mechanism.
It’s a tall order but one that Aspider M2M can
meet and this innovative solution is being piloted
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SIMs, many of which are used by Stedin, a Dutch
utility that is deploying smart meters for automatic
meter reading and smart grid purposes. Our OTA
platform enables remote management of the SIMs
– add, remove or overwrite in bulk.
Aspider has been delivering M2M connectivity
services for several years. We employ our own
fully featured core network (HLR, GGSN, SMSC
and IN rating engine), therefore we can provide
complete, managed connectivity solutions. Having
our own network enables us to transfer SIM cards
from one provider to another without physically
swapping the cards.
Privacy issues have been the main concern in
smart metering. We address that issue by
employing a true end-to-end security solution,
developed in-house, for M2M communications,
that employs state-of-the-art cryptography
technology. Cryptography is the foundation of
data security and it is widely employed in ecommerce activities. The security keys that the
solution generates, using an ultra-secure process,
are stored in transparent files that are embedded
in the SIMs.

Street lighting
Philips City Touch is a dynamic and intelligent
management platform that makes it possible to
optimise public lighting in terms of quality of life,
energy efficiency and operational costs. This
intelligent system turns static lighting into a
dynamic, flexible platform that can respond to the
constantly changing situations and events of the
smallest streets and squares to highways.
City Touch allows municipalities to make
automatic – or proactive – adjustments to the
lighting in specific intersections, streets or
stretches of highway in order to optimise safety
and energy efficiency. The total solution provides
complete visibility into the status of lighting
systems and helps those municipalities monitor
and manage their resources. This facility is
provided by an intuitive, easy-to-use interface.
Communications between the street lamps is
provided by cellular modems that employ Aspider
multi IMSI SIMs as well as our state-of-the-art
connectivity service. Most street lamps stay in
place for several decades so avoiding lock-ins with
a service provider is paticularly important.
Philips CityTouch gives its customers the power to
make street lighting in the city dynamic, intelligent
and totally flexible. Aspider M2M is the preferred
connectivity supplier. Extra security is provided by
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additional encryptions
on top of the VPN
encryption. Operator
independence and
maximising coverage is based on
the multi-IMSI SIMs.

The Wyless acquisition
Earlier this year Aspider became part of the
Wyless Group. Wyless is the global leader in
M2M/IoT managed services. From a geographic
perspective the acquisition is complementary, less
obvious are the additional capabilities that it
brought to the group, such as the core network
elements. We run our own Cisco and Oracle based
cellular network and this allows Aspider to
perform as an MVNE for the Internet of Things
(IoT). That is a significant development in its own
right, however, when integrated into the group’s
global offer it enables additional support to be
provided for large multi-nationals.
Combining the overlay strategy of Wyless with
Aspider’s core network capabilities allows us to
provide worldwide connectivity services at
competitive pricing for applications having both
low and high data traffic requirements.
Aspider has been focusing on offering corenetwork based solutions in the areas of operator
independence, security, outsourced billing and
prepaid M2M offerings via its prepaid IN. Wyless
has been focusing on building more complete and
complex end-to-end managed services around IoT
deployments. This means that there is a
synergistic fit. Wyless provides end-to-end
managed services, which include multi-operator
support and device lifecycle management, and
that fits well with Aspider’s approach of providing
core network based IoT Solutions. Wyless can
therefore complement its portfolio with the kind of
operator independent solutions that Aspider has
already deployed to customers like Philips, for
lighting, and Stedin, for smart metering.
The multi IMSI, encrypted SIMs are located in a
virtualised HLR and that would allow the utility to
move away, if necessary, from our solution and
employ the services of any other mobile network
operator in the world. Clearly we do not expect
this to happen, but it does underline a key
message. M2M communications is migrating away
from the proprietary vertical model towards the
open, horizontal model of enterprise and
mainstream networking environments. This is a
move that Aspider and Wyless fully support.

www.wyless.com
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How women are
impacting on the IoT
The industry can benefit from an emerging skills pool
Anna Vega discovers how women are contributing to the Internet of Things (IoT)

Lorna Goulden,
Creative Innovation
Works

“IoT is a tool, an expertise and an enabler that’s
set to impact across all sectors, which is what
makes it so interesting and also potentially very
disruptive,” says Lorna Goulden, director at
Creative Innovation Works.
Svetlana Grant, project director, Future IoT
Networks at GSMA, agrees: “The IoT is likely to
apply to every single business out there, in the
same way that the internet currently does.”
IoT-enabling ‘control and sensing’ capabilities are
taking up residence in a new layer on top of the
current internet infrastructure, which in turn is
comprised mainly of ‘information and
communication’ capabilities.
The new layer allows for “unprecedented levels of
insight into every aspect of our lives”, according
to Goulden. We will have insight into our bodies,
homes, cars, schools, farms, businesses, cities and
even our planet – with the ability to exert varying
degrees of control based on these insights.
The new capabilities necessitate a wide diversity
of perspectives, mindsets and skills. “Not just on
the technology front, but also economically,
environmentally, socially, legally, and politically,”
adds Goulden.

“IoT is one of the
most diverse
fields you can
work in.”
Andrea Sroczynski,
Telenor Connexion
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Goulden argues for a shift away from the
predominantly technological, and often
quantitative, discussion surrounding the IoT, such
as how many ‘things’ will be attached to the
internet believing instead that more qualitative
questions need to be asked. What does the IoT
mean for vertical sectors? What will they be
doing differently? What value will the IoT provide,

for whom and how? And how will people’s
activities, behaviours and experiences change?
Goulden is asking questions that many women in
the Internet of Things are likely to ask.

M2M Now decided to investigate
further, interviewing some of the key
women in our sector.

Is the IoT an interesting sector
for women to work in?
The sheer diversity of applications is hailed as the
most interesting aspect of working in the IoT
space by our interviewees, who say that device
connectivity provides them with ‘endless’
application opportunities.
“IoT is one of the most diverse fields you can
work in,” says Andrea Sroczynski, head of region
Germany at horizontal IoT infrastructure provider,
Telenor Connexion. “By having an open and
creative mind, you can broaden your horizon
and get insights into so many different industries.
Every day is a day to explore connecting new
things.”
“It is very fulfilling to be a part of cutting edge
technology that impacts our lives and businesses
every day,” says Terra Bastolich, VP of sales North
America at NetComm Wireless.
“The IoT is on fire with new entrants and new
ideas,” observes Laura Taylor, director of
marketing communications at Ethertronics. “I see

▼

“Unprecedented
levels of insight
into every aspect
of our lives.”
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Nina Bhatia,
commercial director at
British Gas

Terra Bastolich,
VP of sales North America,
NetComm Wireless

it as an untapped market with a diversity of
applications that will translate into major
opportunities for us to integrate our solutions.”
The growth in the market is causing excitement.
According to Sroczynski, the industry has moved
on from “boring sounding telematic data and
M2M topics” where machines were the focus, to
centring more on services and “the end users of
the machines”.
“Until recently, technology products have been
the preserve of largely male early adopters. That
is changing because the smartphone sits in our
pocket now, and the technology is available to
everyone,” says Nina Bhatia, commercial director
at British Gas.

So why is IoT interesting
for women particularly?

Laura Taylor,
director of marketing
communications, Ethertronics

particularly as they relate to in and around the
home. Many of these products and services have
traditionally been developed by and for men,”
adds Bhatia, who also leads the Connected
Homes division of BG, which she set up last year.
“There is room for women to contribute to the
functionality, design and delivery of these
products and we’re absolutely seeing that in
Connected Homes today,” Bhatia says.

The ecosystem and
understanding the customer

“Being a highly male dominated industry (as
most technology is), women have an advantage
to stand out, have a voice, and empower others
to do the same,” adds Bastolich.

Women who are not so IT-focused can still find a
space in this IoT ecosystem, according to
Sroczynski. The IoT is not only about technical
issues, but also about finding creative business
models, designing services and new products.

“I find that women are strong problem solvers,
networkers, and multi-taskers; which are all
critical to successfully putting these solutions
together. It’s a natural fit!” Bastolich says.
“Women have an important voice on the kind of
products and services that need to be developed,
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It is this ecosystem which makes the IoT
particularly appealing compared to other IT
related sectors, according to many of the women
interviewed.
“It is an entirely new capability provided by the
combination of different technologies, from
sensors and actuators to data transfer, storage
and analysis,” says Goulden.

“The IoT appeals
to women’s
sensitivity and
curiosity.”
Laetitia Jay, Gemalto

According to Bhatia, the appeal is in
understanding the customer problems that
applications can solve. If you just present
applications as technology or ICT, it can be
limiting.
“IoT plays to people who have a strong design
aesthetic, to understand what customers need,
and who are prepared to work in multidisciplinary
teams,” Bhatia explains. “It’s about making a
difference. Hive makes a significant difference in

▼

“New players, especially women, have the ability
to really make their mark in this sector through
creative, outside-the-box thinking – whether
through research, product development and
design, or marketing,” Taylor explains.

Laura Taylor,
Ethertronics

According to Laetitia Jay, VP M2M at Gemalto,
the IoT appeals to women’s sensitivity and
curiosity. Jay argues that women are “sensitive to
what the market tells us.” By paying attention to
“new needs popping up,” women are able to find
“the proper way to technically satisfy them”. Jay
says curiosity helps women better anticipate
needs, because as women, we “always keep an
eye on what happens around us.”

“The question is rather, why should it not be?
Women constitute half the world’s population,”
says Sroczynski.

Women are set to play a huge part in delivering
the IoT vision. A range of abilities the IoT requires
are traits often naturally attributed to women,
such as practical problem solving, networking
and multi-tasking. Creative thinking, especially
around product development and service
delivery, is an integral part of the IoT proposition.

“The IoT is on fire
with new entrants
and new ideas.”
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“IoT plays to
people who have a
strong design
aesthetic, to
understand what
customers need,
and who are
prepared to work
in multidisciplinary
teams.”
Nina Bhatia, British Gas

Vinnett Taylor,
head of M2M and IoT sales specialist
within Enterprise, Telefónica UK (O2)

the ways people run their homes and that’s
exciting.” Hive Active Heating is a Connected
Homes initiative from British Gas, to control
heating and hot water remotely.
So, in order to generate creative ideas for
building services around customer’s products, it’s
important to get input based on knowledge from
experiences throughout the ecosystem.
“Coming from real IT development engineering
and now heading up business development,
means I need to be out in the field meeting a lot
of diverse customers from different
departments,” says Sroczynski. “It’s not only the
IT department, but also the company’s services,
operations, marketing, R&D and accounting.”
“It’s all about creating these efficiencies and
solving the customer’s problems,” adds Bastolich.

Opportunities in business
models and user cases
“One of the biggest opportunities I have
experienced is the growing recognition that IoT
innovation requires technology integration and
development to become more user-case driven,
facilitated by multi-disciplinary, multi-stakeholder
and often multi-company engagement,” explains
Goulden.

“Capably
delivering
innovation.”
Kelly Gay, Numerex

Goulden argues that user-cases need to be
complemented with dynamic, value-driven
business models that are designed to grow and
develop over time – as the IoT value proposition
itself evolves.
“IoT is so new that a lot of business models are
not very well developed so you have to go in and
do a lot of work in building the value
proposition,” notes Grant.
“At Telenor Connexion, when we design solutions,
we always start with the end user in mind. What
benefits should it bring, who are the different
stakeholders, what are the company USPs we can
promote? The technical solution behind this is
then tailored for these needs, with the
infrastructure at the heart of the solution,”
Sroczynski adds.
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Laetitia Jay,
VP of M2M, Gemalto

Complexity challenges
Delivering IoT projects is challenging due to
ecosystem complexity, which requires established
partnerships and a solid understanding of the
issues involved.
“It takes time to evolve yourself in the industry.
It’s not a quick break-into area. Most applications
involve numerous partners to accomplish the
solution,” Bastolich explains.
As a cellular hardware provider, Netcomm
Wireless collaborates with carriers, operators,
platform providers and application developers.
Bastolich doesn’t believe that the IoT will ever be
a one-stop shop because of its complexity.
Breaking into the space requires “substantial
knowledge and connections with these
ecosystem partners”.
Kelly Gay, president, security solutions at
Numerex, backs up this view, emphasising that
“so many elements” of the value chain need to
align in order to deliver effective solutions.
Although this presents a challenge, Gay believes
women are able to distinguish themselves here
through “capably delivering innovation.”
Another tricky area is understanding and
educating clients that are new to IoT. “Many
established industries still operate within a
predominantly closed or siloed organisational
mindset, with little experience of their customers
playing an active participative role in their
business,” Goulden explains.
“In most cases you need to think through the
design and security issues, who you are going to
share the data with, how you are going to handle
your customer’s data. You need to understand a
lot of issues,” says Grant.

Opportunities to redress
the imbalance
The IoT is unfortunately a male-dominated
industry, as with IT, telecoms and engineering.
Women can, however, take advantage of
opportunities in the IoT to start redressing the
gender imbalance. The client base itself is
changing from what it was in pure M2M, with a
growing proportion of female clients. As such,

▼

Lorna Goulden,
director, Creative Innovation Works
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Andrea Sroczynski,
head of region, Germany,
Telenor Connexion

Svetlana Grant,
project director, Future IoT
networks, GSMA

“Speaking from
personal
experience, the
opportunities are
huge.”
Nina Bhatia, British Gas

women are key if we are to cater to this part of
the market.

or through education,” Taylor says.

Then there is overlap between the IoT and
sectors that are traditionally better represented
by women, such as education and marketing. As
collaboration increases between the two you will
see higher female representation in the IoT,
according to Grant.

Advice for women considering
entering the IoT space

“It could be that we need to do a bit more to earn
the same level of recognition,” said Jay, pointing
out that sometimes there is a feeling that as a
woman you need to justify your position.
A big challenge is encouraging younger women
to look at engineering and coding as core skills
rather than niche skills.
“We have an opportunity to create much more
surprise around women engineers and designers.
I’m very keen to make these sorts of careers
accessible, exciting, and interesting to women
who might otherwise go to the more traditional
occupations like marketing or commercial
professions,” says Bhatia.
Bhatia believes that to point girls towards
engineering, science and coding is vital, by
showing them that they can develop the products
they use on their smartphones (from which they
can’t be separated). “I’d rather my two teenage
daughters learn code than French. If they suddenly
found these careers interesting, that would be
terrific. Because speaking from personal experience,
the opportunities are huge,” she explains.
“There is a lot of job opportunity in this sector
going forward. To have the skills that everybody
is going to need is going to position them very
well for the future,” says Grant.
Grant believes there are ways of bringing women
into coding, writing apps and thinking about the
connected economy. “There’s software out there
that helps to write apps in a very visual way, Dragon
Draw type of programming and that can be the
entry point to something more complicated later
on. It’s not massively scary but it looks very real,
and then that set of skills can be built on.”
“Like all tech sectors, this industry could use
more role models – whether through professional
women’s networks that encourage and motivate,
M2M Now Black Book 2015

“50% of my team
are women.”
Vinnett Taylor,
Telefónica UK (O2)

Delivering IoT cannot be done by one person
alone, says Vinnett Taylor, head of M2M and IoT
sales specialist within Enterprise at Telefónica UK
(O2). “It takes a team of people to deliver an IoT
solution and I believe every successful team will
have an even split of men and women. At
Telefónica today, nearly 40% of staff are women
and 50% of my team are women,” she said.
“An innate curiosity for the IoT and technical
world should be part of your character if you
want to enter this sector,” Sroczynski says. Then
it’s a matter of identifying the part of the value
chain you are most interested in, be it on the
technical or communication side, with business
cases or products and support.
“You need to be able to code, you need to be
able to design in an online world and you need to
know your way around mobile, but those are
learnable skills,” adds Bhatia, who set up
Connected Homes with no technical background
so there was a steep learning curve. “If I stopped
to think that I didn’t have any of these skills when
we set it up I would never have done it.”
It is not a case of needing to leave your current
area to join the IoT, rather the other way around,
according to Goulden: “Move beyond a purely
technological perspective to understand the
broader implications, in particular from a system
thinking perspective, a user perspective, and how
this is set to impact the sector you are currently in.”
“I would say go for it! This is an especially exciting
time for the IoT market. The opportunities are
endless as long as you have the drive and come
with innovative ideas, a passion for the industry
and drive value wherever you see the chance,”
Taylor says.
“The IoT is set to become one of the most
dynamic and potentially disruptive shifts of the
coming decade – across all sectors. This also
makes it an incredibly exciting area to be in right
now, as much as it will be an unavoidable aspect
of our future. So the sooner you get involved the
better,” Goulden concludes.

Anna Vega, writer
and analyst
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SPONSORED CASE STUDY

EXPERT OPINION:

Numerex delivers
innovative asset
management system for
the solid waste market
A leading company known for manufacturing rugged RFID tags
for various industries saw a big market opportunity for growth, but
needed M2M expertise to make it happen. The success of any
rental businesses depends on the optimal utilisation and allocation
of their rental assets. The $54 billion management industry was
running on a very antiquated, ineffective system to track the
rentals of high-value metallic containers for construction waste,
called roll-offs. Roll-offs are constantly mobile between customer
sites. It is important for roll-off rental companies to have a
complete picture of these assets which are typically spread across
multiple storage, retail and customer locations. Asset location,
theft prevention and inventory management are the main focus of
business improvement
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leased without knowledge or permission. Theft of
roll-offs was also a problem. All of this manifested
into an ongoing loss of potential revenue because
lost containers cannot be rented to another
customer. On top of all this, the waste
management industry continued to experience
increased pressure for lower pricing and ever
tightening government regulations.
▼

Roll-off containers cost anywhere from $2,500 to
$10,000 each and can be located at a customer’s
construction site for a length of a few days to a
month. But the industry was historically
inefficient in managing those assets, not knowing
at any given point in time where a portion of their
roll-off inventory was located. Misuse of stock
was a real issue, too, with products being sub-
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The solution
Numerex’s supply chain management solution
network services and application framework built
around the Numerex platform held the answer.
At the core of the solution is the company’s
cloud-based, highly scalable horizontal service
delivery platform which includes is a flexible,
robust application essential to fully utilising the
data generated by remote devices. With this
platform, Numerex experts created a nextgeneration solution customised for the roll-off
container business.
Numerex developed a total end-to-end system
utilising a two-way communication link into a RFID
device installed on the roll-off containers to collect
and pull data, then translating that data into
actionable information. The result is a M2M system
that meets the stringent requirements of the solid
waste industry and that is capable of transmitting
the location of any roll-off container via GPS
technology, providing live geographic visibility,
tracking and insightful asset management.
Alerts via SMS inform in real-time of any critical
changes to the containers that may require
immediate attention. Data collected includes realtime asset location and expected movement
patterns. In addition, customers have access to
tools that support long-life device management
and a flexible system configuration to match
enterprise business rules, metrics and
management. Battery life is also managed
efficiently based on individual device load.
Customisations of the system included industryspecific needs for alarm timing, geo-fencing, asset
movement, dwell times, patterns and cycle loop
times, and more. Knowing the need to deploy the
solution on a very large scale, Numerex built the
platform for scale and reliability enabling high
growth of deployed devices across the industry.
The customised database allows for front-end
application and parallel processing as resource
needs are increased. Companies now have the
benefit of real-time monitoring and state-of-the art
analytics with alerts and notifications on anomalies
or when parameters have been compromised.
The Numerex platform is complemented by an
intelligent, web-based management portal. This
end-to-end solution manages the entire process
from development through deployment, allowing
customers to focus on their core business.
Numerex can support a host of applications such
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as monitoring mobile inventory, container asset
tracking with level sensing, and location of
packaged goods, pallets, containers, vessels and
heavy vehicles.
For the waste management companies,
profitability improves greatly with real time
monitoring and container mapping. The product’s
easy-to-use web-based portal allows businesses to
improve the productivity, fidelity, and security of
all containers in the field. Companies currently
utilising the system created on the Numerex
platform are seeing immediate benefits.
“In any business, knowing where your assets are at
all times is paramount to ensuring supply chain
fidelity and managing costs,” says Lee Lanucha,
the senior director for platform product
management SULTS at Numerex. “Our expertise in
M2M provides the optimal technologies for
network connectivity with cellular and satellite
options, allowing out customer to create valueadded services. This is both a revenue generating
and cost saving proposition.”

www.numerex.com
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HOT LIST 2014

The M2M Now Contract Hot List shows the companies announcing recent
contract wins for product deployment. Here, we present our Hot List for 2014

Vendor/Partners

Client, Country

Product / Service (Duration & Value)

Awarded

Aidon

Lyse Elnett, Norway

Contract to deliver advanced automatic meter reading technology to 144,000
customers in Rogaland

2.2014

Asavie Technologies

Telenor Connexion, Sweden

Deal to implement M2M Connect service for increased flexibility in global offering

2.2014

Cloudera

Kainos, London

Alliance to tackle big data in Europe with enterprise class analytics powered by
Apache Hadoop™

2.2014

Concirrus

SolveIT, Dubai

Partnership to help reduce M2M deployment from months to weeks in Middle East

1.2014

Device Cloud Networks

Arrow Electronics, USA

Contract to provide M2M connectivity and services enablement platform for
customers in Americas

2.2014

Device Cloud Networks

Anemon, Switzerland

Partnership to deploy biometric monitoring for dairy cows and animal husbandry

2.2014

Essence

Gulfstream, Russia

Deal to utilise WeR@Home system to deliver customer kits for smartphone
home control and security

2.2014

Gemalto

The Morey Corporation, USA

Contract to enable M2M connectivity with actionable intelligence to manage mixed fleets

2.2014

Inmarsat

RacoWireless, USA

Global distribution partnership to extend satellite M2M connectivity into new markets

2.2014

Iridium

ZTR Control Systems, USA

Contract to provide satellite connectivity to extend coverage for remote M2M monitoring

3.2014
2.2014

Jasper

Giesecke & Devrient, Germany

Joint solution brings single SIM worldwide platform with local service for mobile IoT

KORE Wireless

AirIQ, Canada

Agreement to provide access to global network in North America and Europe

2.2014

KORE Wireless

Attack, Taiwan

Global partnership to provide customers with single SIM telematics starter kit

3.2014

Numerex®

ETwater®, USA

System upgrade for smart water irrigation system to next generation network and app

Oberthur Technologies

in1SIM, Finland

Deal to use M-Connect to enable best mobile subscription and network selection
for M2M connectivity

2.2014

Oberthur Technologies

Device Cloud Networks, USA

Contract to use M-Connect for global M2M remote subscription management

2.2014

technologies

3.2014

POST Luxembourg

Jasper, USA

Agreement to help open up M2M market in Luxemburg for international brands

2.2014

Qualcomm

Medixine, Finland

Healthcare collaboration to offer disease management and remote monitoring in Europe

2.2014

Qualcomm

Next Step Citizen, Denmark

Agreement to deploy remote patient monitoring across Danish regions and municipalities

2.2014

Qualcomm

PARI, Germany

Deal to provide connectivity for global expansion of telemedicine

2.2014

RacoWireless

Audi, USA

Contract win to support new AudiConnect® 4G LTE connected vehicles

2.2014

SAP

ILS Technology, USA

Collaboration to integrate deviceWISE M2M AEP with SAP HANA® enables new

Sierra Wireless

Tech Mahindra, India

Alliance to support M2M on any mobile network globally

2.2014

Sprint

Spireon, USA

Strategic relationship to provide mobile resource management FleetLocate for fleet operators

3.2014
3.2014

IoT & M2M intelligence

2.2014

Tele2 AB

CSL DualCom, UK

3-year partnership to optimise European M2M connectivity from manufacturing to end-user

Telit Wireless Solutions

DCS Solutions, USA

Contract to employ cellular data card for mobile data in wireless N-Router

2.2014

Telit Wireless Solutions

NimbleLink, USA

Partnership to power new family of Skywire™ embedded modems with cellular M2M connectivity

3.2014

Telit Wireless Solutions

DCS Solutions, USA

Deal to implement cellular/SIM functionality in Text2Valet parking solution

3.2014

Telogis

General Motors, USA

To provide telematics with actionable data to help control fleet costs and increase safety

3.2014

Bell ID

EnStream, Canada

Deal to provision and manage secure applications on NFC-enabled devices in Canada

4.2014

Dialog Semiconductor

Cateye, London

Deal to implement Bluetooth semiconductor DA14580 SmartBond™ SoC into Strada

4.2014

Smart Cyclocomputer
EnVerv

Smart Meter Technologies

Collaboration for advanced infrastructure for residential, commercial & industrial meters

5.2014

Contracted to supply Sealys eCover & embedded eTravel software for ePassports

5.2014

Sdn BhD, Malaysia
Gemalto

Hôtel des Monnaies de la
Banque d’Algérie, Algeria
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Vendor/Partners

Client, Country

Product / Service (Duration & Value)

Awarded

Gemalto

Flaircomm Microelectronics,

Selected to integrate secure M2M for 'T-Box' telematics for car manufacturers in China

6.2014

China
GreenPeak Technologies

USI, China

Collaboration to develop high performance and low cost module for smart home sensor devices

6.2014

HARMAN

Chang’an Motors &

Deal to incorporate infotainment systems in leading domestic automaker offering

4.2014

Imagination Technologies

Oracle Corp, USA

Collaboration to enhance Java for embedded and IoT apps and architecture

5.2014

Intel Gateway Solutions

Advantech, Netherlands

Collaboration to simplify IoT deployment of connected, secure & managed applications

4.2014

Iridium Communications

SkyBitz, USA

Extension agreement for satellite connectivity to support remote asset and information

5.2014

Geely Motors, China

management without upfront investment
KORE Wireless

Robustel Technologies, China

Partnership to further industrial M2M solutions within Asia-Pacific

4.2014

LogMeIn

Verdeva, USA

Contract to turn gas pumps into internet-connected transaction stations via Xively IoT platform

5.2014

NetComm Wireless

Kanematsu

Distribution of wireless M2M products to major export and telecommunication carrier

4.2014

Communications, Japan

customers

Stream Communications, UK

Agreement to integrate Orion network into IoT-X platform

Numerex

i3G Corp, USA

Deal to incorporate management tools into i-tank bulk-liquid monitoring solution

4.2014

Orange Business Services

PSA Peugeot Citroen, France

Telematics partnership to help fleet owners reduce vehicle total cost of ownership

4.2014

Orange Business Services

Dacom, Holland

Contract to connect tens of thousands of devices in 30+ countries via Smart Agriculture

5.2014

New Forest

5.2014

Communications

M2M services
ORBCOMM

Corp Ten GSA, USA

Deal to market M2M products and services to federal government

5.2014

PCCW Global

Shanghai Zendai, China

Collaboration to support for Zendai’s development of a smart city in Modderfontein, SA

4.2014

PrismTech

Red Hat, UK

Partnership to enable connectivity for next generation IoT apps on Vortex intelligent data

6.2014

sharing platform
Queclink

RacoWireless, USA

Partnership enables turnkey M2M kits for fleet and asset management

4.2014

RacoWireless

DCS, USA

Three-way partnership to develop fleet management and diagnostic monitoring kit

4.2014

TRACKER, UK

Collaborative telematics agreement combining real-time video, vehicle usage & driver

5.2014

& CalAmp
Redcaps Security
Solutions
Richardson RFPD &

behaviour data for insurers & commercial fleets
Simply Home, USA

Aeris Communications

Collaboration to replace fixed internet lines for SimplyHome system with Cloudgate M2M

4.2014

gateway 3G cellular connection

SecureSeal Systems

Musgrave Retail Partners GB

Contract to install SecureTemp RF temperature alert system to protect frozen inventory in transit

4.2014

Semtech Corporation

KERLINK, France

Deal to assist companies building equipment/sensor monitoring networks via 1st IoT

4.2014

Sierra Wireless

Philips CityTouch, Canada

Deal to embed AirPrime wireless modules for remote lighting management system

Stream Communications

Inmarsat, UK

Completion of integration for BGAN-M2M commercial service on the OaSys platform

4.2014

Sunrise Micro Devices

Wicentric, USA

Partnership to offer Bluetooth Smart software for sub-volt IoT product

4.2014

TeliaSonera

Landis+Gyr, Switzerland

US$10m agreement consolidates multi-vendor network into one single provider for global

6.2014

long-range gateway
6.2014

managed services
Telit Wireless Solutions

Recominte, Brazil

Deal to utilise M2M modules in luggage tracking solution on land and in the air

4.2014

Telit Wireless Solutions

TireStamp, USA

Telit HE910 cellular module selected for real-time monitoring of tire pressures and

6.2014

ThingWorx & Nippon

NTT DOCOMO, Japan

Partnership to provide new M2M cloud for Japan's largest mobile service provider

4.2014

ViaSat, USA

Partnership to develop M2M platform with commercial packages for satellite M2M market

5.2014

temperatures inside TireStamp TireVigil
Systemware Co.
Thuraya
Telecommunications Co
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Vendor/Partners

TomTom Telematics

Client, Country

Product / Service (Duration & Value)

Awarded

NorthGate Flexible

Agreement to provide track and trace technology to help customers cut fleet running costs

5.2014

Contract to incorporate GNSS receiver module in world's smallest indoor/outdoor

3.2014

Renting, Spain
u-blox

WTS, Sweden

tracking device 'Trax' for children & pets
Vodafone

RWE, UK

Seven year, multi-million contract to become utility company’s total communications partner

4.2014

Vodafone

KONE, Worldwide

Deal to manage global M2M remote monitoring, diagnostics, & maintenance scheduling for

4.2014

thousands of elevators
WirelessCar

Qoros, China

Connectivity module 'Dispatcher' to deliver connected services telematics data to

6.2014

QorosQloud for new vehicle brand
Aicent

Syniverse, USA

Completion of acquisition, expanding global communications network, for approx US$292m

Apple

IBM, USA

Exclusive global partnership to bring big data and analytics to iPhone and iPad

8.2014
7.2014

ARAD

Obras Sanitarias del

Contract to supply 45,000 communicating positive displacement water meters

7.2014

Cyan

Tata Power Mumbai, India

Selected to supply advanced metering infrastructure in India

7.2014

Cybercom

Atlas Copco, Sweden

5 month contract to help develop smart construction equipment for Dynapac

7.2014

Estado, Latin America

Compaction Equipment AB
EVRYTHNG

Thinfilm Electronics, Norway

Agreement to combine printed electronics, NFC, and cloud software to connect everyday

7.2014

objects to the web
RFaxis
Gemalto

GreenPeak Technologies,

Collaboration to simplify chipset design for IoT in home automation and smart living

USA

initiatives

GSMA, Africa

Agreement to support mobile ecosystem with security expertise for 2 pan-African

7.2014
7.2014

mHealth programmes
IDModeling

City of Pomona, USA

Contract to supply Sedaru® platform for intelligent water network operations

7.2014

Landis+Gyr

RWE, Germany

Deal to provide smart meters in Warsaw for use inside residential buildings

7.2014

littleBits Electronics

RadioShack, USA

Partnership to start connecting everyday objects to the internet in 2000 retail locations

7.2014

Newport Media

Atmel® Corporation, USA

Agreement to acquire the provider of high performance low power WiFi and Bluetooth

7.2014

Oberthur Technologies

Cumulocity, Germany

Partnership to offer application enablement and objects management platform for M2M

solutions for US$140m
7.2014

and IoT industry
Orange Business

TAPcheck® Holding

Joint venture to connect after-care health monitoring objects across Europe, then

Services

Europe

internationally

ORBCOMM

Swing Transport, USA

Selected to deliver comprehensive trailer tracking for 1000+ strong fleet of dry van trailers

7.2014

PLAT.ONE

Telecom Italia Digital

Contract to develop and deploy connected solutions to food and beverage vending

7.2014

Solutions, Italy

machine enterprises

Pittsburgh Water & Sewer

Deal to provide FlexNet™ communication network, meter data management software,

Authority, USA

and customer portal

Undsiclosed smart

Deal to implement Coleto Creek and Quad-Port 10G networking cards in next gen

networking customer

network appliances

Sensus
Silicom

7.2014

7.2014
7.2014

SkyBitz

Transport America, USA

Deal to supply asset management technology for entire fleet of trailers

7.2014

Tele2 AB

NetComm Wireless, USA

Strategic partnership aims to transform asset management for vertical sectors

7.2014

Tele2 Norway

TeliaSonera, Sweden

Agreement to sell Tele2 Norway to TeliaSonera for an enterprise value of SEK 5.1bn

7.2014

Telit Wireless Solutions

Telefonica, London

Partnership to expand m2mAir mobile coverage across Europe and Latin America

7.2014

WirelessCar

Volvo Cars, China

Deal to provide 'Volvo On Call' concierge services for customers in China

7.2014
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Vendor/Partners

Client, Country

Product / Service (Duration & Value)

Awarded

Acal Bfi

Sierra Wireless, Europe

Extension of Pan-European relations to include Germany, Italy, and UK

11.2014

Antcor

u-blox, Switzerland

Acquisition of Greek company brings advanced, industrial WiFi tech for rugged comms

8.2014

AT&T

Mojio, British Columbia

Agreement to bring connected car technology to 160million cars on US roads

10.2014

BD Inc

SK Telekom, South Korea

Development of pilot operation for validation of IoT fish farm management system in Gochang

8.2014

Cisco

Tieto Corporation, Helsinki

Partnership for new Industrial IoE platform enabling new ways to connect devices & distribute intelligence

10.2014

Conterra Broadband Services

M2M Spectrum Networks, USA

Alliance allows proprietary M2M equipment on rooftops across USA in underserved markets

9.2014

Cyan

GridSense®, USA

Teaming agreement to jointly market smart grid solutions in India and other emerging regions

8.2014

Cyan

Dinsmore & Associates, Africa Agreement to seek smart metering, lighting, & M2M opportunities across sub-Saharan market

8.2014

Essence

Protect Australia, Australia

Selected WeR@HOME™ to deliver complete connected life home automation and security solution

9.2014

Gemalto

SOLARKIOSK, SA

Deal to deliver M2M connectivity, in assoc. with INSYS icom, tracking energy production/

9.2014

Globalscape®

SMS PASSCODE®, USA

Alliance increases customer security by integration of authentication platform and Enhanced File Transfer™

9.2014

gridComm

EDMI, Singapore

Deal to use GC2200 OFDMA technology in narrowband power line smart meters

9.2014

HKT & Cubic Telecom

Tesla Motors, China

Selected to provide launch vehicle with remote electronic-vehicle telematics via global cloud platform 11.2014

consumption of mobilized solar power station

Iridium Communications

Trimble, USA

Collaboration to support satellite based global M2M transport and logistics expansion

10.2014

Jasper Technologies

Telecom Italia Digital

Selected to power IoT services for regional and international enterprise customers

9.2014

Solutions, Italy
Jasper Technologies

VMware, USA

Collaboration of control centre and AirWatch® to streamline enterprise adoption for IoT / mobility management

10.2014

KMM

M2M Spectrum Networks, USA

Deal for the provision of turnkey logistics services to support nation's 1st network for M2M communications

9.2014

L&T Technology Services

Tele2AB, Stockholm

Strategic partnership to develop M2M/IoT & IoE for transport sector verticals

11.2014

Lightfoot®

Hydratight, UK

Installation of in-cab driver fuel-efficiency system on new fleet supplied by MC Rental

9.2014

LogMeIn

SATO, USA

Selected to enable next generation IoT connected printers

10.2014

Maingate

CareTech, Sweden

Deal to use platform to safeguard thousands of social alarms and personal security products

9.2014

Orange Business Services

Tesla Motors, France

Deal to provide wireless connectivity to Model S fleet of electric cars in France

10.2014

Radius

Luxoft Holding, USA

Acquisition of IoT solution provider to aid differentiation and development of complex services

10.2014

Redline Communications

Undisclosed oil supermajor

Deal to supply high-speed wireless network for digital oilfield

10.2014

Ryder

Trimble, UK

Collaboration to equip UK Ministry of Defence fleet in Germany

9.2014

SES

Clinton Global Initiative, USA

Agreement to develop SATMED in cooperation with NGOs for telemedicine platform

9.2014

SIGFOX

Securitas Direct, Spain

Partnership to connect and monitor millions of customer home IoT devices

9.2014
9.2014

SIGFOX

Albertis Telecom, Spain

Partnership to deploy alarms and connected services for smart homes

SkyWave Mobile

ORBCOMM, USA

Acquisition in collaboration with Inmarsat worth US$13m to create largest global space-based

Sprint

Gemalto, The Netherlands

Initiative to enhance M2M connectivity across USA via Gemalto Cinterion® PCS3 module on Sprint's network

9.2014

Tele2

Cybercom, Sweden

Strategic partnership to offer specific and secure M2M services, particularly eHealth

8.2014

Tele2

Cubic Telecom, Stockholm

Strategic partnership to provide global M2M/IoT solutions to the PC OEM & automotive space

10.2014

Telogis

Ford Motor Company, Germany

Partnership expansion brings Crew Chief next-generation telematics to European customers

9.2014

Tieto

Cisco, USA

Collaboration to advantage machine generated data via new industrial internet platform

10.2014

Transtel

Orange, Switzerland

Chosen to support new M2M offer via connectivity management platform

9.2014

TrueNet Communications

M2M Spectrum Networks, USA

Contract awarded to build-out 100s of sites nationwide with M2M wireless network

9.2014

Communications

M2M comms company

11.2014

TrustPoint Innovation

Redline Communications,

Deal to incorporate mSecureTM SDK and digital certificates for industrial wireless M2M systems

Technologies

Toronto

product line

10.2014

Verizon Wireless

Catalina Sea Ranch, USA

Deal to use cloud services on 4G LTE network to provide telemetry for Californian shellfish ranch

8.2014

Wireless Logic

Sierra Wireless, EMEA

Partnership launches AirLink® Enterprise Connect to deliver whitelabel M2M managed services

9.2014

Wyless TM Data

Getrak, South America

Partnership to offer managed connectivity bundles with cloud telematics

9.2014

ZTR Control Systems

GPS Mobile Solutions, USA

Partnership to offer customers rugged industrial asset tracking telematics

8.2014
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CONNECTIVITY AGNOSTICISM

The author,
Jim Dunlap, is
president of
Cycle30

EXPERT OPINION:

It’s time for IoT to become
connectivity agnostic
A lot of enterprise-level executives are trying to create a coherent,
organisation-wide IoT strategy, but they’ve inherited a patchwork
of multiple disconnected departments. Each of these have rigged
an IoT solution that works for their specific department’s needs,
but with no shared sense of purpose, and certainly no repeatable
efficiencies of scale, writes Jim Dunlap
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When we start to untangle the mess, we usually
find two facts: different departments have
legitimate needs for working with different
connectivity providers, and when the
connectivity transport is abstracted from the
data, it is much easier to see the way forward and
design an organisation-wide IoT strategy.

Working through this spaghetti of service
agreements, the sentiment I hear most often is, “I
can’t manage a different platform for every
carrier we work with.”

We call this transport abstraction connectivity
agnosticism, and it is the key to delivering a
competitive, scalable and successful enterprise
IoT strategy.
▼

The fragmented set of solutions this has created
forces executives to make decisions based on
siloed data sets. Furthermore, without the full
negotiating power of the larger organisation,
departments are in a poor position when it
comes to agreeing service levels and even basic
pricing with the carriers.
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The vast majority of IoT connections today are
cellular. But cellular isn’t always going to be the
best connectivity choice. Metropolitan Wi-Fi
makes much more sense for fixed-location devices
like parking meters. For sensors inside a factory,
ZigBee connected to a broadband router might be
the best approach. Maritime clients are demanding
more and more real-time data from their
containers en route, which is a perfect application
for direct container-to-satellite communications.
The challenge for IoT service providers and their
enterprise customers is that neither IT managers
nor business managers want to deal with multiple
systems for different types of connectivity. No one
wants to master the different user interfaces,
administer negotiations with multiple vendors or
take responsibility for combining the different
outputs into a single unified view of all devices
across the enterprise.
So the market has opted for convenience over
efficiency, and everything runs over the cellular
network. But as IoT business models mature,
enterprise is looking hard at how to stay ahead of
the competition. At the same time, satellite prices
are dropping and cable companies are investing in
their broadband networks and trying to grow their
commercial service offering.

A prime opportunity for
market disruption
Imagine a shipping company that can offer a
service level agreement to stay within a certain
temperature band for a shipment of bananas, with
a bonus for staying within a tighter tolerance
band. An IoT-enabled container could push realtime reports to a web-based dashboard so the
client can see the exact location and temperature
from packing facility to final destination. That
same application could push a text notification to
the captain of the ship if the temperature is
trending out of the acceptable limits, or trigger an
alert to the banana company if the shipment is
ruined, so they can get a head start on sourcing
replacement product to meet their downstream
commitments.
The next generation of IoT platforms will have to
support multiple connectivity options, being open
enough to accommodate both SIM-based and IPbased devices and present their disparate datasets
in a single data view.
This means open and published APIs and a
convergence towards common standards, instead
of the competing fiefdoms we see between
different industry alliances.

Extending the agnostic ideal
Of course, such a platform opens up another really
interesting opportunity for agnosticism:
Enterprises will no longer be tied to one carrier.
With a platform layer intercepting the different
data streams and presenting them in a unified
view, combined with the trend for SIMs offering
OTA (over the air) reflashing capability, different
wireless feeds can be presented in a common user
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interface. To the end user, different carriers will
appear as just another source of data.
This will really shift the balance of power as
connectivity becomes abstracted to a commodity.
Enterprises will be able to negotiate from a much
stronger position, since switching carriers will no
longer entail their teams learning a new platform
or accommodating new data formats.
A whole new class of provider will evolve, offering
a flexible menu of connectivity options from
cellular to broadband to satellite. Their services
will be much more closely tied to business
operations than today’s model of reselling cellular
data packages.
Enterprise will benefit from lower connectivity
costs, but more importantly, that single unified view
of all devices will enable new business models and
much better business intelligence supporting a
unified organisation-wide IoT strategy.

What does this all mean
for non-global CSPs?
Communication service providers will have to
choose whether to treat connectivity agnosticism
as a threat or an opportunity.
If they persist in believing in monotheistic
connectivity, limited to offering only one type of
connectivity and only within their local region,
they will quickly find themselves being outgrown
by their customer base. As their IoT needs
diversify, customers will migrate to one of the
global giants that claim to offer global roaming
agreements and a wider set of services.
Forward thinking chief executives on the other
hand, are seeing a clear opportunity to win new
customers and keep their current customers for
years to come no matter how quickly they are
scaling.
By offering an agnostic platform to enterprise,
CSPs will be able to maintain ownership of the
customer relationship, offering integrated services
like worldwide connectivity through a single UI
across cellular, broadband and satellite. They will
be able to offer new value-added services like
threshold monitoring or innovative billing solutions
based on data rather than pure data consumption.
Cable providers in particular will be able to take
advantage of their own wired networks,
integrating them seamlessly into a unified offering
and creating new reasons for their sales team to
engage with a whole new class of commercial
customers.
Being a connectivity agnostic means you’re open
to new ways of doing things: whatever is the best
way to get your IoT data from your device.
New technologies, from OTA flashing to cheaper
satellite communication, bring new revelations
every day, and both enterprise and CSPs have to
be ready to adapt or face becoming out-evolved
in the marketplace.

www.cycle30.com
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Enabling Freedom for the Internet of Things.
Your wireless data solution is more than just data connectivity. We understand that.
So we not only built the world’s most advanced global wireless data management
platform and private managed network, we also built our business upon the most
important connections of all – our relationships with our partners, carriers and customers.
That’s why Wyless is the trusted provider to our partners and the trusted solution for
Fortune 500 companies and startups alike. We’re the easiest company to work with.
We listen to our customers and take pride in every connection. Wyless offers truly
uncompromising LTE, 3G, and 2G data solutions, delivering worldwide wireless
connectivity over the most secure and resilient private managed network infrastructure
delivered in partnership with 19 Tier 1 MNOs in over 120 countries We provide unrivaled
management tools and empower you with end-to-end managed services, technical
expertise and dedicated support. So connect with the experts and together we’ll take
your applications to the next level. You have found your true IOE ( Internet of Everything )
and broadband data partner.

+1 617 949 8900
+44 1895 454 699
info@wyless.com
www.wyless.com
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Snapshot
Automotive infotainment and telematics are coming into their own.
Automakers are equipping their vehicles with advanced infotainment,
safety and, for electric vehicles, powertrain management systems that
make use of wired and wireless connectivity to enable connections to
outside networks. In this new connected car environment, the entire
industry value chain associated with the aforementioned technologies
is growing and provides new opportunities. This report, prepared by
Strategy Analytics exclusively for M2M Now magazine, provides a highlevel overview of different aspects of the connected car industry and
its competitive environment.

Executive Summary
Automotive Meets Wireless Shift

connectivity via mobile device tethering, enabling
use of smartphone functions in vehicles.
Automakers are also in the process of rolling out
embedded solutions. Over the long run,
embedded connectivity, along with a range of
other automotive sensor technologies, will be
used to enable autonomous driving. This report
examines the overall automotive M2M
marketplace in this context.
One question many outside the industry pose is
‘Why connect vehicles at all?’ For consumers, the
benefits include access to a range of services that
enable more efficient, safer transportation. For
automakers, connectivity and the functions and
services enabled by it allow them to differentiate
their brands, create new sources of revenue and
find ways to mitigate handheld use of mobile
devices in vehicles, making cars safer to drive in
an era when ubiquitous connectivity is expected
in the developed world.

The wireless and automotive industries are converging. This image
shows some of the questions and considerations partners in the
telematics value chain must evaluate in order to develop successful
automotive connectivity platforms.

Embedded or tethered connections are enabling
a host of new business models and opportunities
in the global automotive industry. Today, nearly
all automakers are focused on providing

In terms of implementing tethered connectivity,
many original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
are looking to mobile device apps and operating
systems for inspiration, developing and using
platforms that enable the addition of, and
updates to, infotainment features and content.
Beyond ubiquitous mobile device connectivity,
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more OEMs are beginning to embrace the idea of offering
embedded connectivity across their vehicle line-ups.
Although General Motors and its OnStar subsidiary have been
providing embedded connectivity for years, a mix of low
consumer willingness to pay for connectivity, limited hardware
capabilities and the long automotive production cycle have all
been barriers to more widespread adoption. Today, though, at
the start of the roll-out of embedded 4G LTE modems by a
number of automakers globally, including General Motors,
Tesla, Volkswagen and its luxury brand Audi, automakers are
beginning to enable capabilities in cars that have long been
taken for granted in the mobile device marketplace. Another
example is Qoros in China, which is offering free lifetime 3G
connectivity. BMW offers some of its connectivity services
(BMW Assist) free for 10 years. One major example is the
ability to provide over-the-air software and firmware updates,
though this is just the tip of the iceberg.
New capabilities enabled by embedded connectivity include
improved customer retention management (e.g. better vehicle
diagnostics and service scheduling), new safety applications,
video streaming and access to a high-bandwidth WiFi
hotspot. Other examples include electric vehicle powertrain
management, connecting wearable devices and eventually
vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
In Europe, the European Union’s push to legislate connectivity
through the “eCall” mandate that requires automakers to
install devices that provide automatic crash notification via an
embedded cellular modem, has held a great deal of promise
for the telematics industry but due to the mandate’s
continually delayed implementation, and the nature of the
legislation itself, the mandate isn’t likely to bring about
ubiquitous connectivity in the way many in the industry have
wanted. Still, eCall represents an effort to improve post-crash
response and will likely result in more lives saved.
In general, greater vehicle connectivity means access to realtime vehicle location and status information via mobile
devices, the availability of new infotainment streams and
services in the car, better customer relationship management
(CRM) for OEMs, sending and receiving vehicle sensor data
for safety purposes and eventually autonomous driving.

Brought-in Connectivity
The vast majority of automakers have some kind of
smartphone connectivity solution in the market today. They
enable connectivity via a wired or wireless connection, for
example USB and Bluetooth. OEM mobile device connectivity
platforms offer some form of hands-free calling control as a
basic feature.
The current ecosystem for mobile device connectivity and
related applications is generally specific to each automaker
and is composed of many disparate parts, including some
kind of software integration solution and branded and white
label applications that provide access to vehicle functions via
a smartphone and the use of specific smartphone applications
via the vehicle’s head unit.
Beyond a basic wired or wireless connection, smartphone
connectivity in the vehicle relies on some kind of software

Forecast Connectivity ECU Units And Revenue
(US $ Millions)

Although the number of ECUs outside the head unit is set to grow
substantially, as more cars become connected with embedded
modems, either via a telematics ECU or with the modem integrated
into the head unit, the number of separate connectivity ECUs (ECUs
that enable Bluetooth and WLAN connectivity but do not have a
modem) shipped globally will peak and begin to fall.

integration solution that links the in-vehicle infotainment
system to the smartphone. Solutions in the marketplace
include the Car Connectivity Consortium’s MirrorLink standard
and numerous proprietary offerings, including mySPIN by
Bosch SoftTec, OpenCar, CloudCar, Airbiquity’s Choreo,
Abalta’s Weblink, Ford and Luxoft’s Applink, and Obigo’s App
Connector, among others.
One major recent source of competition for companies and
organisations offering smartphone connectivity solutions is
the entrance into the market of hardware and software
companies that have traditionally operated outside the auto
industry, with two of the largest players being Google and
Apple.
Google announced its Open Automotive Alliance (OAA) at
the 2014 International CES. The OAA, as described by Google,
is designed to enable Android devices to connect to a vehicle
and “enable the car itself to become a connected Android
device.” Members of the OAA, in addition to Google, include
Audi, General Motors, Honda, Hyundai and Nvidia.
Apple made its own announcement of a smartphone
connectivity solution for its devices, which the company
dubbed CarPlay, at the 2014 Geneva Motor Show. OEMs
committed to supporting CarPlay in production models
include Ferrari, Mercedes Benz and Volvo. Other OEMs,
including BMW, GM, Ford, Jaguar Land Rover, Kia, Mitsubishi,
Nissan, PSA Peugeot Citroen, Subaru, Suzuki and Toyota, have
signed on but have not yet announced official in-production
support for CarPlay.
Ford, having taken an early lead in providing mobile device
connectivity with its SYNC platform, has taken a great deal of
criticism over its latest SYNC with MyFord Touch system. At
least partially as a result, the company is making major
changes to its in-vehicle infotainment operating system,
moving from primarily a touchscreen solution back to physical
knobs and plans to improve its voice recognition technology.
Ford hasn’t yet announced specifics for embedded cellular
connectivity, though the OEM’s CEO Alan Mulally has publicly
stated that Ford has a goal to add embedded modems to its
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vehicles, starting with Ford EVs and Lincoln models and then
implementing broader connectivity in Ford-brand models.
Today, Ford is focused on maintaining its lead in smartphone
connectivity and is building its app development programme,
integrating new apps and services into its AppLink platform,
for example in the 2015 Mustang in the U.S. and bringing
SYNC with AppLink to new regions, such as Europe. The
automaker is also improving its outreach to developers in the
form of a Ford developer conference.
General Motors provides mobile device connectivity, but the
automaker is primarily focusing on embedded connectivity
with its roll-out of 4G LTE via its OnStar subsidiary with
carrier partner AT&T. GM’s approach to mobile device
connectivity is to enable the use of smartphone apps that
provide access to vehicle status information and control of
certain vehicle systems (door lock/unlock, etc.) and tethered
connectivity as an alternative to embedded connectivity.
Ford and General Motors are notable for investing in largescale app development and developer outreach programmes,
though many OEMs have some kind of outreach to third-party
developers to create either OEM-branded (white label)
applications or integrate existing apps into an automaker’s
mobile device connectivity platform. Ford and GM have
created their own software development kits (SDKs) and
application programming interfaces (APIs) for third-party
developers to download, free of charge. Their goal is to foster
a software ecosystem where developers with promising apps
designed for the automotive environment can submit them to
the OEMs for potential integration with current or future
infotainment systems. Other OEMs are offering their own
SDKs, and have internal groups dedicated to developer
outreach, but are interested in establishing a dialogue and
business relationship prior to providing the SDK or access to
other OEM development tools.
Another OEM taking a more open approach to fostering a
development community is Mazda, which has partnered with
OpenCar, which provides an HTML5-based automotive app
development platform, and has made a statement calling on
developers to create apps for vehicles.
With respect to electrified vehicles, the OEMs that sell them,
offer smartphone applications that allow for electric vehicle
status monitoring, e.g. the state of charge, range left, charging
station locations and control over various charging functions.
Examples include General Motors with its Volt, Spark EV and
ELR, Nissan with its LEAF and Car Wings platform, Ford with its
electrified models (e.g. the Focus Electric and MyFord Mobile
app), BMW with its i sub-brand models (via the i-Remote app),
and Kia with its electric Soul EV (via Kia’s UVO E Services).

Forecast Telematics ECU Units And Revenue (US $ Millions)

The number of separate embedded telematics modules (ECUs with a
built-in modem) and revenue is set to grow significantly up through
the end of the decade.

around their connected service offerings. The vehicle is a
relatively new market for carriers and is growing because
automotive OEMs are promoting their connected infotainment
systems in order to differentiate their products.
One major issue is that of embedded connectivity being
provided by a specific carrier, preventing OEMs, and
consumers, from simply adding or sharing a mobile data plan
with a vehicle’s. This situation could change with the advent of
a re-provisionable SIM but this technology has yet to appear
in specific OEM connectivity plans or in production vehicles.
In North America, AT&T has made a number of recent moves
including the launch of its AT&T Drive programme and related
partnerships. Automotive OEMs, including Volkswagen’s Audi
brand and General Motors have committed to the roll-out of
4G LTE service, via embedded cellular modems, across their
vehicle line-ups and both have selected AT&T as their
respective carrier. Audi has announced pricing for the U.S.
market and it remains to be seen whether Audi buyers will be
willing to pay an ongoing fee for a vehicle-specific data plan.
General Motors has formally announced 4G LTE for its
Chevrolet, Buick and Cadillac brands. In addition, the smallbut-dynamic Tesla Motors has also chosen AT&T as its carrier
partner. Sprint provides connectivity to Chrysler’s Uconnect
system in North America. Other OEM partners include BMW,
Ford for its EVs and Nissan, for its Car Wings platform (on the
electric LEAF).

Built-in Connectivity

Verizon has retrenched in the automotive telematics space
after having lost business to AT&T, most notably with General
Motors, but the company now has a deal with Hyundai Motors
of America to provide connectivity for that automaker’s nextgeneration Blue Link system. Verizon also provides
connectivity to Mercedes for its mbrace2 system and
Volkswagen for its Car Net system.

Built-in automotive connectivity begins with wireless service
availability. The role of telecommunications companies in the
auto industry is growing as they strike new deals with
automakers globally to provide embedded connectivity
solutions. Not only are they providing connectivity, many are
attempting to build new platforms and business models

In Europe Vodafone is currently ahead in the telematics space
and recently signed on to provide Audi and its parent brand
Volkswagen with 4G LTE connectivity in that region.
Vodafone also has relationships with Volvo for its aftermarket
solution, with BMW in Europe, and others, including Fiat,
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Hyundai, Jaguar Land Rover, Porsche, Mahindra and Toyota.
French telco Orange is providing connectivity services to
Renault for that automaker’s R-Link system.
Bouygues Telecom provides service to Peugeot Citroen for its
in-vehicle telematics platforms. Deutsche Telekom has a deal
with Daimler to provide connectivity for Mercedes-Benz
vehicles, which is offered with the COMAND Online
multimedia system. General Motors plans to introduce 4G LTE
connectivity via its Opel brand in Europe. In addition, GM’s
OnStar subsidiary reached an agreement with Spanish
telecom network operator Telefonica for connectivity services
outside the U.S. and Canada, including Europe (via Telefonica
Europe), Latin America and elsewhere, with the most recent
introduction of OnStar service in Mexico. Tesla is another
recent Telefonica partner.
In China, major telecom carriers include state-owned
companies China Unicom and China Mobile. China Unicom
currently a carrier partner for a number of automotive OEMs
and their telematics programmes in China. Partners include
Audi (connect), BMW (Connected Drive), BYD (iSystem),
Chang An Auto (In Call), Chery (M1EV), Hawtai, Quoros, and
SAIC Roewe. China Mobile provides connectivity for GM’s
eMotion platform, and Nissan’s Car Wings platform (for the
LEAF) in China.

Revenue Challenge
Although growing consumer interest in connectivity is of
interest to many telecommunications companies, they face a
number of challenges in getting vehicle owners to use their
services, especially when they require an extra data plan or
additional data plan fees.
OEMs are experimenting with different ways of paying for
connectivity, including adding the cost of data to the up-front
price of the vehicle, for example BMW offering 10 years of
connectivity for free. Others charge subscriptions for access
to specific services while simultaneously allowing free use of
others, examples of this approach including General Motors
(Onstar and MyLink). A third approach is to offer a long trial
period for certain services but ultimately charge a subscription
for all services. Hyundai’s Blue Link system takes this approach,
with a three-year free trial period for the basic service, paid
thereafter, and subscriptions required from the get-go for other
specific services. A fourth example is Qoros, the ChineseIsraeli automaker that is selling its Qoros 3 sedan (saloon) in
Europe and China, with its Qoros Cloud service. Qoros simply
states that 3G connectivity and related services are free.

Cloud-based Telematics Platforms
To enable the wide range of services available from different
OEM solutions, automakers are increasingly turning to
platforms that move services to the cloud rather than build
them into the head unit’s software from the get-go. Some
companies are using cloud services for their entire platform,
moving the majority of infotainment features off-board,
whereas others are simply using cloud-based applications to
provide access to more content and services.

Cloud services provide a mix of benefits to automakers and
Tier 1 and 2 suppliers. Some key benefits include the ability to
easily offer new services and replace discontinued ones, the
ability to use run analytics on data being sent to and from the
system, off-board storage, an added layer that can be secured
independently of the vehicle and the ability to provide thirdparty applications with access to various services.
BMW uses WirelessCar for its BMW Assist service roadside
assistance and concierge service offering, which the
automaker includes in its ConnectedDrive suite. Volvo’s
Sensus Connect uses an HTML5-based platform and telecom
services company Ericsson’s Connected Vehicle Cloud
platform via a carrier partnership with AT&T. The
aforementioned Tier 1 supplier Harman offers the Aha
Platform, which provides audio content services to a number
of OEMs, including Chrysler’s Unconnect IVI system,
HondaLink’s and AcuraLink systems, Hyundai’s BlueLink
system, Mazda’s MazdaConnect and MZD Connect, and
Subaru’s StarLink. Acura’s and Honda’s telematics offerings
use Microsoft’s Windows Azure cloud platform as well.
In addition, a number of telecom carriers are working with
cloud service providers to offer end-to-end solutions that
manage subscriptions and billing, user profiles, services and
connectivity.
For example, Sprint is acting as a systems integrator with its
Sprint Velocity cloud platform. Sprint Velocity incorporates a
number of services into its cloud offering, including those
from WirelessCar, which offers a range of services to
automotive OEMs, though the solution, and related
connectivity, it provides the back-end cloud service for
Chrysler’s Uconnect system. Sprint works with a number of
telematics service providers, including WirelessCar, Aeris and
Airbiquity (for mobile device connectivity via Choreo).
AT&T has launched its Drive platform, which is designed to be
an end-to-end telematics solution. Partners in AT&T’s initiative
include Ericsson’s Connected Vehicle Cloud, which serves as a
global application delivery framework; VoiceBox, for natural
language voice recognition; Synchronoss, which provides a
cloud platform for network activation; Accenture, for big data
analytics and various connected vehicle services; Amdocs,
which provides a billing solution; Jasper Wireless, which has
its own global, cloud-based connected device platform;
Qualcomm, for its Snapdragon Automotive Solutions
processors; Red Bend Software, for managing over-the-air
software updates to applications; and QuickPlay Media, which
has a streaming video platform called OpenVideo.
Another example of a cloud service going into production is
Covisint, which Hyundai is using to integrate Google Glass
with the next generation of the automaker’s Blue Link
platform that’s debuting on the 2015 Genesis sedan.

Pan-European eCall
The European Union’s efforts to establish a pan-European
emergency response system for vehicles has promised a
major telematics market expansion in Europe for a number of
years. The eCall system involves a device in vehicles that
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Inactive Telematics Subscriptions

including Jaguar Land Rover’s InControl Remote, BMW Assist,
Mercedes-Benz emergency call, PSA’s Peugeot Connect and
Volvo OnCall.
Beyond eCall, a number of other countries have emergency
notification device mandates of some kind being
implemented, including Russia with its ERA-GLONASS, and
Brazil with its Contran SIMRAV mandate. In addition, the
Transport Division of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe is promoting a global framework for
eCall systems, though the regions where this type of solution
would have the most impact are developing countries with a
combination of a growing number of vehicles on roads and a
lack of infrastructure necessary to support such an initiative.
This effort is likely to focus on highlighting and sharing best
practices and other relevant information for such types of
emergency notification systems.

The large number of inactive telematics subscriptions globally is
already an issue in the auto industry, as illustrated in this chart.
Inactive eCall devices will only make this situation, and the amount
of revenue wasted, worse.

automatically calls 112 in the event of an accident to notify
emergency responders and provide a ‘minimum data set’
(including GPS location, time, driving direction and vehicle
description) via in-band modem signalling (the data is
included in the voice call). The call can be initiated in the
vehicle or on the network. The eCall device itself has an
embedded 2G modem and SIM with a single mobile network
operator (MNO) profile.
Despite the fact that legislation representing a compromise
between the European Council and European Parliament was
endorsed by the EU’s permanent members on March 19, the
eCall mandate must still be approved by the Parliament (a
vote was slated for April) and by the European Council
(sometime after the vote in Parliament).
The recent EU member endorsement stated that “member
states must have the infrastructure to handle eCalls in place at
least six months before the type-approval requirements for
the corresponding in-vehicle device start to apply and in any
case no later than Oct. 1, 2017.” For automakers, however, the
deadline to begin equipping vehicles with an eCall device is
November 1, 2015, though the European Parliament left open
the ability to postpone the deadline.
Recent revisions to the legislation’s text designed to protect
vehicle owner privacy allow vehicle owners to turn off the
eCall system. This revision and the unclear deadlines are
limiting the mandate’s effect in the marketplace. The broader
opportunity eCall represents, ubiquitous vehicle connectivity
in Europe, could end up being squandered. The industry has
long planned to use the eCall device to enable other locationbased services, such as electronic tolling, stolen vehicle
tracking or usage-based insurance, but if consumers can
simply turn the device off, neither these services, nor
emergency notifications, will be possible.
It should be noted that automakers’ existing emergency
notification services count as fulfilling the mandate, and a
number of OEMs already have embedded systems in place,

Car Sharing
‘Car sharing’ refers to various forms of short-term rental and is
a relatively new type of service initially enabled by
smartphones but beginning to leverage connectivity. Some
car-sharing programmes simply expedite short-term rental of
vehicles by distributing vehicles across an urban area and
allowing programme members to rent vehicles online and
access them via a keypad or smartphone. Other programmes
focus on peer-to-peer car sharing, where members can rent
each other’s cars for short durations. Examples include Lyft
and RelayRides. Zipcar, owned by Avis-Budget, and Hertz’s
Hertz On Demand are examples of car-sharing programmes
where the shared vehicles are part of a separate fleet owned
and maintained by a larger company. ‘Short-term’ can be
daily, hourly or by the minute, with charges accrued based on
the company and model. In many cases, vehicles in carsharing programmes are equipped with aftermarket hardware
(a GPS tracking device to determine the vehicle’s location
when being picked up or dropped off) or leverage existing onboard telematics.
With respect to connectivity, RelayRides is working with GM’s
OnStar to leverage GM vehicles’ embedded connections,
specifically by allowing OnStar subscribers who have reserved
a vehicle with RelayRides online to use their smartphone to
gain keyless access to another participating RelayRides vehicle.
In Europe and North America, BMW’s DriveNow, operated
with rental car partner Sixt, allows users to reserve a vehicle
via smartphone and to check vehicle status, for example fuel
or electric charge level, with the BMW ActiveE vehicles in the
DriveNow fleet. Daimler has worked with Europcar to create
the competing Car2Go programme, and a number of other
OEMs have rolled out car-sharing programmes in Europe. Both
Car2Go and DriveNow follow the pay-by-the minute approach.
As with any new business model in an established market,
entrenched businesses, such as taxi fleet operators, are
opposed to car sharing as they don’t face the same
regulations and costs that other transportation companies do.
In addition, many U.S. states are seeking new regulations for
car-sharing providers and programmes, for example
California’s Public Utilities Commission, which has created a
new definition for car-sharing providers, the ‘Transportation
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Network Company’. At this time government regulators, carsharing providers and various industry groups are developing
the model under which these new businesses will operate.
Membership in car-sharing programmes is still small
compared to the car-owning population in developed
countries, but it is growing steadily.

V2X Technologies and Applications
Advanced vehicle safety technologies, commonly described
by the acronym ADAS (advanced driver assistance systems)
are becoming more mainstream, with mass market vehicles
(such as the Mazda3) featuring a range of safety systems,
including rear cameras and sensors that enable driver alerts
and semi-autonomous driving functions, for example adaptive
cruise control and autonomous parking. V2X technologies
today are being designed to extend the range of a vehicle’s
sensors into the surrounding environment, providing non-lineof-sight awareness around the vehicle.
With connectivity becoming more available, there are
opportunities to relay vehicle sensor information to other
vehicles and surrounding infrastructure, though the auto
industry is still a number of years from implementing V2X
safety in any comprehensive manner.
Strategy Analytics has taken a scenario-based approach to
determining revenues and shipments of V2X DSRC
technologies. The first scenario, delayed implementation
beginning in 2017, shows demand rising to only 760,000 units
by 2010 (1% of global light vehicle production). A voluntary
scenario, where OEMs decide to adopt these technologies on
their own shows demand rising to 5.3 million units by 2020
(5% penetration), and a scenario where the U.S. government
mandates some form of V2X technology with implementation
beginning in 2017 points toward global demand rising to 18.8
million units by 2010 (16% penetration).

The Future: Driverless Cars
Many OEMs are predicting the arrival of fully autonomous
vehicles by some set date. General Motors has stated that
autonomous vehicles “will become available” sometime this
decade and Nissan has said it plans to sell autonomous
vehicles by 2020. European marques, such as Audi and BMW,
demonstrated more advanced autonomous parking at the
2014 International CES, and Volvo has successfully
participated in a project that showed autonomous vehicle
“platooning,” where a vehicle led a convoy of autonomous
vehicles on public roads. More recently, Volvo used magnets
embedded in a road surface to guide autonomous vehicles on
its test grounds in Sweden.
Despite progress toward developing better autonomous
vehicle systems, the auto industry must overcome major
hurdles for autonomous vehicles to eventually see widespread
adoption. Although various countries, such as the United
States and Sweden, allow for autonomous vehicle testing,
none currently have a regulatory framework in place that
allows members of the general public to purchase an
autonomous vehicle and operate it on public roads.
More autonomous vehicles on roads also raises numerous
questions regarding liability (if an autonomous system leads
to a collision, is the vehicle owner or automaker liable?), and
challenges the notion of car ownership itself. When
autonomous vehicles finally become prevalent, it may not
make sense for individuals to own car cars and instead all
autonomous vehicles will belong to companies that manage
fleets of them. Over the long run, autonomous vehicle
ubiquity will transform the entire auto industry, the businesses
that support it and consumer relationships transportation in
general.
www.strategyanalytics.com
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Fleet Management
& Asset Control
Snapshot
Berg Insight’s short term outlook for the global fleet management
industry is positive even though the slow recovery in the economies in
some regions is holding back the full market potential temporarily.
There is still a long way to go before the technology becomes adopted
by all potential beneficiaries. Particularly micro businesses have proven
difficult to reach, even with low-cost propositions. Among large
businesses there is now a high awareness of the benefits with fleet
management but even so decision-making and implementation can
take considerable time. At all times, business processes and enterprise
IT systems must be in place to support fleet management solutions. A
significant part of the market value will be generated by IT
infrastructure required for managing new information flows.

The report’s author
is Johan Fagerberg,
the chief executive
and senior analyst of
Berg Insight

Qualcomm is today best known for chipsets
and intellectual property related to wireless
technologies, but its first commercial product
was actually the OmniTRACS satellite mobile
communications system for the North
American transportation and logistics market
in 1988. This was the start of the fleet
management solution market and now, more
than 25 years later, it would seem logical that
the market would be saturated. That’s
definitely not the case. In some market
segments and regions such as larger
transportation fleets in Europe and North
America the penetration is quite high. Still,
Berg Insight has found that the market is full
of opportunity for innovative companies.
Telematics is very much the cornerstone of
efficient logistics and fleet management
solutions today. High fuel prices and increased

global competition coupled with technology
advancements in the form of cost-effective
mobile connectivity and feature-richer
hardware at ever lower cost have created
tremendous opportunities in this market. The
industry however remains overcrowded and
further mergers and acquisitions are expected
in the coming years. Berg Insight anticipates a
future scenario where the global fleet
management market is dominated by a
handful of providers with installed bases
measured in millions.

Fleet management
infrastructure overview
Fleet management (FM) is an ambiguous term
used in reference to a wide range of solutions
for different vehicle-related applications. Berg
Insight’s definition of an FM solution is a
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vehicle-based system that incorporates data logging,
satellite positioning and data communication to a back
office application. All of these components combined
enable the delivery of vehicle management, transport
management, driver management and mobile workforce
management applications linking vehicles and enterprise
IT systems.
At a high level, the infrastructure for fleet management
can be divided into four segments:

Major applications for fleet
management and asset control
Vehicle and asset
management

• Remote diagnostics
• Maintenance planning
• Security tracking

Driver
management

• Driving registration and analysis
• Eco-driving schemes
• Insurance risk management

• Vehicle and asset segment – All vehicles or assets
connected to the FM solution need to have a combined
satellite positioning and wireless communication unit.
The unit can be of a wide range of form factors and
may be connected to various devices, peripherals and
data interfaces inside the vehicle.

Operations
management

• Routing and navigation
• Transport management
• Mobile workforce management

Supply chain
management

• Cargo management
• Inventory management

• GNSS segment – The FM solution relies on public global
navigation satellite systems such as GPS and Galileo for
accurate positioning of the vehicles.

Regulatory compliance
and reporting

• Network segment – Wireless wide area networks are
employed by the FM solution for data transmission.
GPRS mobile networks are currently the most widely
used, with some systems also using satellite
communication.
• Backoffice segment – Behind a data communication
gateway, a wide range of standard and third party
applications may have access to data from the vehicles.
Fleet and asset management includes numerous feature
sets for various on- and off-road vehicles and nonmotorised assets. Typical high-level categories include
vehicle and asset management, driver management,
operations management, supply chain management and
regulatory compliance and reporting. Each category
includes different subsets of functionality, some of which
are generally applicable for all types of assets while others
are specific for certain operations.

• Drivers’ working hours
• Digital tachograph data download
• Tax and toll collection

Commercial vehicles and other assets
The fleet and asset management solutions covered in this
report are used to monitor and manage assets including
commercial vehicles, construction equipment, agriculture
machinery, cargo containers and trailers. There is today an
installed base over 330 million assets in these categories
worldwide. Around 26 million of these are estimated to be
equipped with active telematics solutions with back office
software access, representing a total penetration of 8.0%.
The active installed base will grow at a CAGR of 20.2% to
reach close to 70 million units by 2018. Fleet management
for commercial vehicles currently represents the lion’s
share of the connected units and is expected to remain
the key segment during the forecasted period. Solutions
for cargo containers, trailers, construction equipment and
agriculture machinery are however also anticipated to
experience strong growth in telematics adoption in the
medium-term.
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Fleet management for commercial vehicles is a
considerably larger market than tracking and monitoring
solutions for cargo containers, trailers, construction
equipment and agriculture machinery.

Commercial vehicles
There are more than 1 billion motor vehicles in the world,
including more than 700 million light vehicles and 300
million heavy vehicles. The Americas represents the largest
vehicle market with close to 400 million vehicles, followed
by Europe and Asia-Pacific with around 350 and 300
million vehicles respectively. Approximately 250 million of
these are commercial vehicles, out of which the majority
are light commercial vehicles such as vans and pickups.
Berg Insight estimates that around 23 million commercial
vehicles worldwide at the end of 2013 were equipped with
active fleet management systems based on satellite
positioning and mobile communication. This corresponds
to a penetration rate of 9.1% in the total population of nonprivately owned commercial vehicles. Growing at a
compound annual growth rate of 20.9%, the global fleet
management market is estimated to reach 59 million
active FM systems by 2018.

Active fleet management units by region
(2012-2018)
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The number of fleet management systems in active use in
EU 27+2 is forecasted to grow at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 14.5% from 3.6 million units at the
end of 2013 to 7.1 million by 2018. The penetration rate in
the total population of non-privately owned commercial
vehicles is estimated to increase from 12.3% in 2013 to
23.1% in 2018.
In North America, the number of fleet management
systems in active use is expected to grow at a CAGR of
14.9% from 3.8 million units at the end of 2013 to 7.6
million by 2018. The penetration rate in the total
population of non-privately owned commercial vehicles is
during the same time estimated to increase from 13.2%
to 24.1%.
The number of fleet management systems in use in the
Latin American region is projected to increase from 1.8
million units in 2013, growing at a CAGR of 16.1% to reach
3.8 million by 2018. The penetration rate in the total
population of non-privately owned commercial vehicles in
this region is estimated to increase from 8.1% in 2013 to
16% in 2018.

Fleet management solution providers
The fleet management market is populated by hundreds
of telematics players worldwide. These solution providers
include both vehicle OEMs and aftermarket solution
providers. Solutions developed by vehicle OEMs have so
far reached limited adoption. Given that fleets most often
include vehicles from multiple brands, the longer-term
strategies of vehicle manufacturers are anticipated to
include partnerships with established telematics providers.
The majority of the aftermarket solution providers are
small local players with installed bases in the range of a
few thousand units up to 50,000 units. Most FM
companies are only active on their respective domestic
markets and neighbouring countries. A number of major
fleet telematics players have however emerged which are
active regionally or internationally with significant
customer bases. The top ten FM providers together have a
total active installed base of close to four million units
worldwide. Major players providing FM services for more
than 400,000 vehicles include Trimble, Omnitracs
(formerly Qualcomm Enterprise Services), Gurtam and
Fleetmatics. Other providers with more than 300,000
active vehicle units include Digicore, TomTom, Masternaut
and Zonar Systems.

The largest fleet management markets are currently Europe
and Asia-Pacific followed by North America. Middle East
and Africa and Asia-Pacific are expected to experience
the strongest growth rates in the upcoming years.
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The FMS industry continues to experience strong growth.
All 10 companies on the top list have surpassed 300,000
subscribers and Trimble, Omnitracs, Gurtam and
Fleetmatics the 400,000 milestone.
A group of aftermarket solution providers have emerged
as the leaders in the European fleet management market.
Masternaut is ranked as the largest player overall in terms
of installed base with close to 320,000 units deployed at
the end of 2013, mainly in France and the UK. TomTom
Business Solutions was the fastest growing vendor also in
2013 and reached 285,000 subscribers. Digicore and
Trimble have also joined the exclusive group of fleet
management providers in Europe having more than
100,000 active devices in the field. Transics is number one
in the heavy trucks segment with an estimated 85,000
active units installed. Other significant players include
European companies such as Vehco, Navman Wireless,
TRACKER and Trafficmaster and international players like
Trimble from the US, Astrata from Asia and the South
African telematics providers DigiCore and MiX Telematics.
Berg Insight ranks Omintracs as the largest provider of
fleet management solutions in the Americas, with an
estimated total active installed base of approximately
500,000 units in the region. Omnitracs’ solutions target
heavy trucks and the company has a substantial market
share within this vertical in North America, as well as a solid
presence in Latin America where Brazil and Mexico are the
main countries. Trimble holds the second place, having an
installed base of 400,000 active fleet management units
in the Americas following the acquisition of PeopleNet,
which is one of Omnitracs’ main competitors. Fleetmatics
is the third largest provider with an estimated installed
base of around 400,000 units in the region. Both Trimble
and Fleetmatics are in the Americas focused on the US
and Canada. Zonar Systems and Telogis have also reached
the milestone of 300,000 active units. Teletrac, Verizon
Networkfleet, Geotab and Sascar have furthermore all
estimated installed bases in the range of 150,000–250,000
units in the Americas. All are focused on North America
except for Sascar, which is a leading provider on the
Brazilian market. XRS is focused on the heavy truck
segment and captures the last position among the top ten
vendors in the region with 107,000 active FM systems.

All major truck manufacturers on the European market
offer OEM telematics solutions as a part of their product
portfolio. Mercedes-Benz, Volvo and Scania launched their
first products in the 1990s and were followed by MAN in
2000, Renault Trucks in 2004, DAF Trucks in 2006 and
Iveco in 2008. The products all support the FMS standard
and can generally be deployed in mixed fleets even if
some functionality can be brand-specific. A major trend in
the past years has been the announcements of standard
line fitment of fleet management solutions. Since the end
of 2011, Scania is rolling out the Scania Communicator as
standard on all European markets and includes a four-year
basic service subscription. The new generation of the
Actros trucks from Mercedes-Benz contains the
FleetBoard vehicle computer as standard in all EU27
countries since October 2011. Volvo is going in the same
direction, offering Dynafleet as standard in Europe.
Renault Trucks also started to provide telematics as a
standard fit in 2011. MAN TeleMatics is, since July 2012,
standard on the new truck model TGX EfficientLine
including a four-month trial for the service.
Most commercial vehicle manufacturers active in the
Americas also offer OEM telematics solutions – either
independently or in partnership with established FM
providers – with examples such as Volvo Link and Ford
Crew Chief on the US market. Hino Insight was announced
in 2011, as was Virtual Technician for Daimler’s Freightliner
and Western Star trucks. Paccar’s TruckerLink service was
also introduced during the year. Daimler’s FleetBoard and
Volvo’s Dynafleet have moreover been launched in Brazil,
while Scania Fleet Management is rolled out in Latin
America. MAN Latin America offers the Volksnet solution
and Iveco has further developed the system Frota Fácil.
FM solutions from OEMs have not yet been particularly
successful in the Americas, but are expected to increase in
importance in the coming years.

Off-road construction
and agriculture equipment
Off-road equipment comprises self-propelled equipment
designed for other purposes than road transports, such as
construction and agriculture equipment. Construction
equipment (CE) includes machines used for various types
of construction including earth moving equipment such as
excavators and loaders, material handling machinery such
as cranes, off-road trucks and equipment used for road
construction. Average annual sales in the construction
equipment industry are estimated to be in the range of
around one million units. The average life length is relatively
long – 15–20 years – and the total fleet of construction
equipment in use is estimated to around 15 million
worldwide. Key players in this industry include Volvo CE,
Caterpillar, JCB and Komatsu. Additional providers in the
market are Doosan, Liebherr, Hyundai Construction
Equipment, John Deere and Hitachi Construction
Machinery. Most CE manufacturers have introduced
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telematics systems using wireless communication
technology independently or in partnership with thirdparty aftermarket telematics players such as Navman
Wireless and Trimble. Satellite communication has
dominated in the past but recent years have seen an
increasing adoption of cellular-based connectivity.
Orbcomm is a major communication provider in the
segment which has diversified also into end-to-end
telematics solutions. Standard CE telematics applications
include security features like machine location, geofencing
and after-hours alerts, fuel consumption management and
engine load monitoring. Remote immobilisation and driver
performance reporting are additional new applications
areas. Remote diagnostics and maintenance is further a
key functionality as downtime is highly costly for CE fleet
owners. The telematics hardware is commonly line-fitted as
standard on new larger machines and backoffice service
access is often included for free during the initial three to
five years. Komatsu is one of the leading providers in
terms of the installed base of CE telematics systems which
in 2013 surpassed 300,000 units across 70 countries.
Caterpillar has reached more than 100,000 machines
connected to its system, while the corresponding number
for JCB exceeds 45,000. In total, the construction
equipment market is estimated to have a total installed
base in the range of 1.0 million telematics connections
worldwide. The penetration rate is estimated to increase
substantially in the upcoming five to ten years to
approach 20–30%. Standardisation enabling compatibility
across OEM branded systems is moreover anticipated in
the medium-term due to market demands. This
development favours OEMs working in collaboration with
aftermarket providers that have multi-brand experience.
Agriculture equipment is also increasingly fitted with
telematics devices connected to back office applications
enabling monitoring of vehicle and operator behaviour.
Early initiatives include Valtra’s connected tractors that
automatically contacted the dealer in case of malfunctions
and also enabled the driver to turn on the engine block
heater remotely. Manufacturers today market a range of
telematics-enabled features aimed at improving efficiency
and preventing theft and misuse. A key application area is
machine performance monitoring to ensure optimal
uptime. CLAAS, for example, offers CLAAS Telematics that
enables its customers to use features such as remote
diagnostics, operating time analysis, fleet management
and automated reporting. John Deere has similarly
introduced a full-fledged telematics system for its
equipment. Case New Holland, Agco and Leica offer
telematics solutions for various agriculture equipment.
Approximately 30 million agricultural machines such as
tractors and combine harvesters are estimated to be in
use worldwide. Only around 3% of these are however
estimated to be equipped with active telematics systems

so far. The low penetration is explained by a general lowtech profile of most smaller farming operations and the
very long life lengths of agriculture machinery which often
are used for several generations due to durable designs.

Trailers, swap bodies
and cargo containers
There will be a strong focus on cargo container transport
security and increased supply chain visibility in the coming
years. Tracking of trailers, swap bodies and intermodal
containers is increasingly common. Furthermore,
technology advancements allow for smaller and smaller
logistics units such as air freight unit load devices and
even individual pallets or cargo boxes to be tracked at
reasonable cost. Acceptance of remote tracking solutions
will first be established in specific usage scenarios such as
high value, time critical or refrigerated goods. Tracking
solutions can help transportation chain stakeholders to
comply with regulations and security programmes as well
as increase the transportation efficiency and decrease the
carbon footprint in all parts of the logistics chain.
Berg Insight estimates that the installed base of remote
tracking systems with GPRS or satellite communication
capabilities for trailers and cargo containers will grow at a
compound annual growth rate of 22.3% from 1.5 million
units at the end of 2013 to 4.1 million units worldwide by
2018. The trailers and swap bodies accounted for 80% of
the total installed base of tracking units on trailers and
cargo containers at the end of 2013. Growing at a
compound annual growth rate of 14.7%, trailers and swap
bodies will remain the largest segment at the end of the
forecast period with an installed base of 2.4 million
telematics devices.
North America is the most developed region for trailer
telematics. The major actors include Skybitz and
Omnitracs with over 200,000 units installed each across
the US, Canada and Mexico. ID Systems is also an
important player in this market segment with 150,000
installed units. In Europe, Idem Telematics, Mecomo,
Schmitz Cargobull and Novacom Europe are major trailer
telematics solution providers with over 20,000 units
installed each. The new constellation WABCO/Transics is
also active in this market. The most important vendors
offering solutions especially developed for tracking and
monitoring of intermodal containers include Orbcomm,
Envotech, Savi Technology, Honeywell Global Tracking,
Pointer Telocation and Zenatech which all have achieved
installed bases of over 10,000 units each. OnAsset
Intelligence and Moog Crossbow are examples of actors
which have developed specialised solutions targeting the
adjacent area of real-time tracking of air freight unit load
devices.
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Market drivers and barriers
There are numerous drivers, as well as barriers, which
influence the developments on the market for fleet
management and asset control solutions. Macroeconomic
factors such as the general economic climate and fuel
prices have a major impact on the market. The
competitive and regulatory environments are changing in
many industries. The level of competition in industries
where vehicle and other asset fleets have a central role in
day-to-day operations is also influencing the demand. At
the one hand intense competition creates a pressure to
constantly improve efficiency but on the other hand ultracompetitive industries tend to be undercapitalised with
players lacking resources to make profitable investments.
Technology development is a fourth factor influencing
market developments.
FM solutions enable companies to proactively reduce
costs, improve fleet safety and increase productivity by
using applications such as driving style and driver
behaviour monitoring which reduce fuel costs and
increase the safety of mobile workforces. Compliancerelated features enabling enterprises to comply with
regulations and internal company policies such as working
hours’ logging, environmental CO2 emission policies and
e-tolling can also encourage adoption. The fact that
handset-based solutions are getting increasingly
competent can moreover increase adoption among the
most cost-conscious clients such as small fleets, LCV
fleets and owner-operators. Barriers to adoption are often
related to a general low awareness of associated benefits
of FM especially among smaller fleet-owning companies.
Privacy concerns are furthermore still hindering certain
types of companies that are reluctant to track its workers
due to privacy regulations and unions that strive to hinder
fleet management adoption.

Go-to-market strategy and
pricing model evolution
Many of the leading providers of fleet management
solutions in Europe are vertically integrated companies
with activities spanning hardware design, software
development, marketing, sales, project implementation
and system operation. Direct sales is still the principal
distribution model especially for the high-end solutions,
although many players are investing in the development of
indirect channels – particularly when expanding into
foreign markets.
The revenue model is usually a combination of hardware
sales and monthly service charges per vehicle. Hardware
pricing ranges from a few hundred euros for basic tracking
devices up to several thousand euros for high-end truck
on-board computers. End-customers are generally offered
a complete solution that includes data storage, application

hosting and SIM-cards and mobile data communication.
Sometimes hardware rental or leasing plans are offered in
order to minimise the initial cost for the customer. Project
management, integration support and other consultancy
services are other complementary revenue sources. There
is now a gradual shift towards solution-as-a-service
offerings where everything is included in a monthly fee. In
the future we could even anticipate profit sharing models
where the pricing is based on the performance of the fleet
management system.

Insurance telematics for commercial fleets
Fleet insurance costs have continuously increased in the
past years. Fleet management systems can help lowering
insurance premiums for fleet owners. Globally, around 6%
of all fleet vehicles are involved in a collision each year
according to the NHTSA. Many of these collisions could
most likely be prevented by monitoring and improving
driver performance. Driving style monitoring is part of
many FM systems and can encourage safer driving.
Motivating drivers and providing them with real-time
driver feedback solutions and ongoing coaching them to
drive safely is important to reduce fleet risks. Some
insurance companies install their own devices to collect
the driver behaviour and tracking data while others allow
fleets to use already installed fleet telematics devices.
Fleet insurance telematics is an application area which is
yet to achieve wide-spread adoption. Lower insurance
cost is today not a major selling point for FM solution
providers according to a recent survey conducted by Berg
Insight in 2014. It is however likely that insurance
telematics will become an important driver for fleet
management uptake in the next five years.

Fleet management services based
on mobile app platforms
The saying ‘There’s an app for that’ is today also valid in the
fleet management solution industry. New solutions based
on smartphone hardware emerge and can be suitable for
some market segments, but not all. A number of the
traditional FM vendors have today added smartphone apps
that can be connected to the backoffice software in the
same way as their stand-alone hardware devices. Other
initiatives are focused on smartphone apps only such as
Wejo Fleet in the UK and Spedion in Germany. The Wejo
app for example collects live data and a dashboard portal
presents driver analytics. The price point is considerably
lower than traditional fleet management solutions at
about €25 per driver and year. At the same time, there are
certainly situations where the smartphone cannot replace
dedicated blackbox solutions, such as in the transport of
dangerous goods. Larger transportation companies are
also in many cases in the need for more advanced
functionality than apps can offer today and smartphones
are also not as rugged as specialised in-cab displays.
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Big data in the fleet management sector
Big data is everywhere – it’s impossible to read the news
headlines or attend a conference without seeing or hearing
the term. Everything is data – driver performance, tracking
data, working times and maintenance history. TomTom
Telematics for instance process 25 billion new data points
every quarter for its fleet management clients. It can be of
immense value to use the large amounts of data generated
by a fleet and analyse this data in order to improve the fleet
owner’s ability to better understand its drivers and assets,
which allows it to make improvements that maximise
performance. Fleet owners can learn new things about their
daily operations by analysing everything from delivery
routes to waiting times. Big data can detect driving
behaviours and let employees know how they can change
their driving style to save money and potentially even save
lives. Big data can also be used to detect problems before
they happen, allowing vehicles to be serviced when they
actually need maintenance in order to minimise cost.

Mergers and acquisitions
to continue in 2014/2015
The fleet management market has become more
international and industry consolidation is likely to
continue among the fleet management providers in the
coming years. There are simply too many players on the
market and the very intense competition has sometimes
pushed pricing to a point where there is no room for
profitability. Handling the challenges with several
technology platforms after an acquisition is not an easy
task, but is necessary in order to be successful. Substantial
attention must be directed towards sound integration of
the acquired entities in order to achieve operational
stability and benefit from synergies.
As the fleet management solution market matures, the
consolidation trend to create larger global operations is
obvious. In North America, the operator Verizon
Communications acquired Hughes Telematics which owns
Networkfleet in 2012, thereby further extending its role in
the telematics industry as an end-to-end solution provider.
Trimble’s acquisition of PeopleNet in 2011 moreover
created a major player in terms of active subscribers

focusing on both service fleets and heavy trucking. The
company has since then acquired GEOTrac Systems,
Logicway and TMW Systems in 2012 and ALK
Technologies in 2013. Telogis has been a highly active
player in terms of M&As, most recently acquiring the
leading connected navigation provider Maptuit and the
mobile resource and fleet management solution provider
Navtrak in 2012. Other significant deals in recent time
include CalAmp’s acquisition of Wireless Matrix and
FleetCor’s acquisition of both NexTraq from Francisco
Partners and Telenav’s Enterprise division. Qualcomm
announced the divestment of the Omnitracs operations in
the Americas to Vista Equity Partners in August 2013.
Most recently, Michelin announced in June 2014 the
acquisition of Sascar, a leading Brazilian fleet management
and freight security company for a total price of €520m.
A second wave of M&A activities in Europe started in 2013.
Danaher Corporation acquired Navman Wireless and
Trafficmaster from Prairie Capital and Vector Capital
respectively. TomTom made its second acquisition in the
fleet management space in August 2013 when picking up
Coordina headquartered in Spain. Lyceum Capital acquired
Isotrak from Saints Chamonix Private Equity in the same
month. In September 2013, Oskando and Autolog merged
and at the same time launched the new brand EcoFleet. In
December 2013, BPW (the owner of Idem) acquired
Funkwerk Eurotelematik, a provider of telematics systems
for trucks. At the beginning of 2014, Qualcomm finally
divested also the majority of the European arm of its fleet
business to Astrata Group, a fleet management company
headquartered in Singapore. Later in February, WABCO
acquired Transics and the transaction valued the company
at about € 100 million. Lysanda acquired UK-based
TRACKER Network in February and plans to establish
Tantalum Corporation from the combined business. In
April, TomTom also acquired the French FM provider
DAMS Tracking, adding another 27,000 subscriptions to
the installed base. Francisco Partners moreover divested
Masternaut to Summit Partners and FleetCor in the same
month. This was FleetCor’s third acquisition in the fleet
management space in the past 15 months.
www.berginsight.com

Berg Insight is a dedicated M2M market research firm based in Sweden. We have
been specialising in all major M2M/IoT verticals such as fleet management, car
telematics, smart metering, smart homes, mHealth and industrial M2M since
2004. Our vision is to be the most valuable source of intelligence for our
customers. Berg Insight can offer numerous market reports, detailed market
forecast databases and advisory services. We provide custom research tailored to your requirements including
focused research papers, business case analysis, go-to-market strategies and bespoke market forecasting.
Our clients include many of the world’s largest mobile operators, vehicle OEMs, fleet management solution
providers, wireless device vendors, content providers, investment firms and venture capitalists, IT companies,
technology start-ups and specialist consultants. To date we have provided analytical services to 700 clients in 67
countries on six continents.
If you have any questions about our market report subscriptions and advisory services or simply want to
understand how Berg Insight can help you, don't hesitate to contact us at info@berginsight.com
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The benefits and
challenges of making
utilities smart
Utilities move towards smart metering
As the world enters the second decade of the 21st century, a major
energy crisis is unfolding. There are concerns that in Europe, older power
stations operating at today’s levels will not be able to meet the demands
for energy by 2020. According to Smart Energy GB, the cost of home
energy in the UK has risen seven times faster than household income in
the last ten years.

Gas and electricity

The author of this
report is Dr Therese
Cory, Senior Analyst
at Beecham Research

The move to smart metering is happening
worldwide, led by projects in North America and
Europe. The EU has mandated that the majority
of gas and electricity meters will be replaced
by so-called ‘smart’ meters by 2020, as part of
the move to address the challenges of climate
change and scarcity of energy resources. This
will be achieved by improving the management
and the visibility of energy use in order to reduce
consumption. Introducing smart meters goes
hand-in-hand with grid modernisation and the
swapping out of old meters.
Smart metering is a means of achieving a
more green and effective energy system in
Europe, which is a major policy objective for
the EU. For this reason, smart metering has
been pushed through a legislative process
(Directive 2009/72/EC) by the package
adopted by the EU in 2009 for its gas and
electricity market. This stated that at least
80% of European consumers shall be
equipped with smart meters by 2020,
provided that the result of a cost benefit
assessment for smart metering at national
level is positive.

That said, rollout progress is patchy in Europe
with some countries being ahead of others.
For this reason, an EU funded project, MeterON, has been formed to help guide member
states with research and development, policy
and regulation efforts to speed up
implementation. Participants include leading
European distribution system operators
(DSOs) as well as research institutions. They
aim to focus on what is needed from a
regulatory point of view to ensure the success
of smart metering, covering issues that include
incentives, costs distribution and market
models, standardisation, data flows and
privacy issues.
The efficiency of utility network operations
also varies from country to country; in many of
these, electricity network losses represent the
largest proportion of electricity consumed.
Smart metering would provide a way to help
reduce these losses. In the longer term, the EU
is committed to the creation and expansion of
trans-European grid networks. This will
facilitate demand side energy management on
a Europe-wide level and enable cross-border
electricity trading.
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Hence, from the production side, measures must be taken
today to ensure a secure and sustainable supply of these
precious resources for the future. On the consumer side,
smart metering will help householders and businesses
reduce consumption and cost. The goal is to go from
reactive to proactive control of energy/gas/water supply
and use, by both producers and consumers of energy.

Smart meter functionality
Smart meters vary widely in their capabilities and levels of
functionality. The mandated requirements of smart meters
vary between EU member states, according to the
regulations set up in that country.
At their most simple, smart meters collect usage data and
transmit this to the supplier office via a communications
network. From this data, customer bills may be calculated
and suppliers will gain a more immediate and accurate
view of the consumption of energy.
Smart metering systems with more complex functionality
will support two-way communications from and to the
consumer premises, sending usage information to a
display panel in the consumer’s premises detailing energy
use in an understandable form; this will enable consumers
to view their usage profiles, and amend their consumption
in order to reduce their bills.

The role of M2M in energy management
M2M technology will play a key role in the delivery of
meter data to the utility system, as well as delivery of
consumption and cost information back to the consumer’s
in-home display. Unlike conventional M2M implementations,
M2M will play a small, though essential, part of the
digitisation of the energy business. The same is happening
in industries key to delivering services and products to
society (transport, finance and banking, industrial
automation, healthcare); as these industries become
digitised, M2M will make possible the collection of new
types of data that can revolutionise the delivery of
services in those industries.

Anticipated benefits
The benefits and implications of smart metering will
impact a wide range of players, including:
• Customers and users: consumers/householders/
small and large businesses/factories
• Suppliers of hardware and software: equipment
vendors (including meters), providers of ancillary
equipment and services, home appliance vendors
• Suppliers of energy/retailers/distribution system
operators (DSOs)
• Grid operators, engineers, power generators,
distribution network operators (DNOs)
• Influencers: regulators, standardisation bodies,
national and EU legislators, industry groupings,
consumer groups, environmental and other interest
groups and last but not least, investors

For suppliers of energy
• The ability to detect peaks and troughs in supply
and use, such that suppliers will be better able to
estimate future consumption on a broader level and
mitigate these variations
• The availability of new information that will allow
suppliers to devise and offer a range of pricing
options (e.g. peak, off-peak time) and develop
appropriate marketing and support programmes for
customers
• Fewer bill complaints from inaccurate (estimated)
readings
• More efficient and rapid settlement
• Detection of network losses/theft
• In the longer term, with the arrival of home area
networks, evolution of the grid into an intelligent
energy delivery network
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For engineers / distribution
network operators
• Better coordination of grid development
• Better network and asset management overall
• Reduced losses through prompt/immediate
identification of fault locations, and rapid restoration
following outages
• Improved preventive maintenance and load
forecasting

For influencers
• Rolling smart metering into energy policy for
upgrading the old grid for 21st century needs
• Enabling the development of standards for
interfacing grid components
• Creating a stable regulatory framework to
encourage investment

For consumers
• More accurate billing based on true rather than
estimated readings; as for telecommunications
services, allowing customers to view their current
bill on demand
• An in-home display providing consumers with an up
to date and easy to understand view of their energy
usage, enabling them to make informed decisions
regarding their spend
• More payment options for consumers, enabling
them to choose from a range of tariffs
• Better warning for prepay customers of imminent
disconnection
• Enhanced competition among suppliers, ensuring
ease of switching between suppliers
• In the longer term, incorporating the smart meter
into an intelligent home hub, where additional
devices can be attached for smart home applications,
including managing appliances remotely.

Finally, smart metering will form a key piece of the smart
grid, a new information and communications infrastructure
which will go beyond the present user-supplier loop.
Ultimately this will unify decentralised sources of energy
(e.g. wind, solar, thermal) into the distribution network,
and also allow for a better understanding and
management of energy supply and demand at a higher
level. Hence smart meters are only the end-points of wider
networks, and their potential value of smart meters will be
enhanced if they plug into a wider infrastructure.
At the other end of the supply chain, Home Area Networks
(HANs) will develop, connecting home appliances to the
smart grid via the installed smart meter. By 2020, electric
vehicles are anticipated to become widespread, and will
place a huge additional load on home energy needs, risking
grid outages if owners do not power their vehicles sensibly.
Designing smart meter networks should therefore
anticipate future interoperability with intelligent
appliances. It is equally important to involve all types of
energy consumers – householders and businesses – as
they will have a proactive, even participatory role in their
use of energy resources.

Smart water metering
Europe’s water supply networks, which extend
to about 3.5 million km, require an estimated
annual investment of €20 billion to keep them
up to date. In addition to serving residential
customers, water supplies must also serve
commercial, industrial, and agricultural customers.
Drinking water is becoming a scarce resource worldwide,
and climate change is expected to result in reduced water
availability and an increase in the need for irrigation. As
issues of water scarcity become more acute, there is a
growing opportunity for smart solutions at all levels of the
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water distribution system to improve conservation at both
supply and consumption level.
Whilst the majority of the water systems in European
countries are under public ownership, private operators
are having a growing role in the management of this
resource. The shift of water and waste water management,
operation and investment from public service to business
creates new requirements for regulation.
Currently water assets are not managed actively on a real
time basis, and production, pressure management, water
quality and leakages are dealt with in a reactive way. As is
the case for energy, resources for production and
distribution need to be used more efficiently. Losses
through leakage alone are estimated at up to 50% of the
total water produced (source: EU). The use of remote
monitoring by smart metering would make possible the
continuous optimisation of supply, as well as increase
efficiency and reduce waste.
In contrast to gas and electricity metering, the EU has not
mandated smart metering for water supplies. However, it is
encouraging water supply networks in Europe to go
‘smart’ by supporting a new project termed
Smartwater4Europe. Smartwater4Europe brings together
public and private water operators, research organisations
and smart technology providers. The project is run by a
consortium of 21 organisations including Vitens (the
Netherlands), Acconia Agua (Spain), Thames Water and
the University of Sheffield in the UK, and the University
of Science and Technologies of Lille. The project which
began in December 2013 has been awarded a €6 million
grant from the European Commission. It has identified test
sites across Europe each with their own unique set of issues,
including leakage control, water quality management, and
energy optimisation and ageing pipe networks.
Apart from the Smartwater4Europe initiative, there are
separate projects under way. In March 2014, Thames
Water also began the UK’s first smart water programme to

install smart meters in its customer premises which will
enable residents to monitor their usage online. The
company is partnering Accenture to provide advanced
analytics capabilities, which will enable more efficient
water sourcing and remote monitoring of assets. The
information and data will help the utility anticipate
equipment failures and respond in near real-time to critical
situations, such as leaks or adverse weather events.
In a recent position paper, a group of UK water authorities
(Society of British Water and Wastewater Industries)
highlighted the piecemeal nature of domestic water
metering in the U.K. with each water company having
different approaches, policies and metering coverage.
With most of the existing water meters being ‘dumb’, the
water companies have no shared vision for a smart
metering system. The companies fear that without
representation of the water sector, the infrastructure
networks being put in place for energy smart metering will
not be able to cater for the future needs of the water
sector, and separate provisions would be resource
inefficient and, in the long term, significantly more costly
for customers.
In another initiative in France, a group of 84 French
municipalities are to install 8,000 smart water meters in
their area. M2ocity, a company created by Orange and
Veolia Eau, uses its network to remotely collect readings
from some 600,000 meters (water, gas, and others) in
France. And a European standards group, CEN/TC 92, is
developing a water smart metering standard specification.

Challenges in making
utilities smart
Government mandates are leading to the
creation of a regulatory framework and
development of a programme for smart meter
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implementation. This will help with investor
confidence, enable the industry to start
designing hardware and software for the grid,
and allow for new partnerships to form and
develop end-to-end solutions. However,
different member states vary widely in their
progress towards country-wide rollouts.
This is because different states use different criteria for
cost-benefit analyses, and some have found the costs not
to be justified. Some energy markets are regulated while
some are not. Such country level differences could slow
down the realisation of the economic benefits of sharing
energy resources across Europe.
As smart meter programmes progress throughout Europe,
it is becoming clear that rolling out meters on a large scale
has unprecedented implications – spanning technological,
regulatory, legal and societal issues. These include
technology options, data and network security, consumer
privacy, customer engagement, financing, supplier
obligations, legal and licensing arrangements, and wider
economic implications. Last but not least, legal and
regulatory issues to be addressed include assigning
responsibilities, the licensing of new entities, ownership
and cost. The enormity of the task of introducing new
legislation, new regulations, licensing new nationwide
entities, updating industry codes and service level
requirements should not be underestimated.

Non-technical issues
There are a large number of individual projects
underway or announced in EU member states.
Whilst the EU mandated that by 2020, 80% of all energy
meters in member states will be smart-enabled, the smart

metering programme in Europe taking longer than
envisaged. In mid-2014, the Commission downgraded its
target for a pan-European rollout of smart meters to 72%,
with only around half the member states committed to
meeting the 2020 deadline. This need not be altogether a
bad sign, as it means that all parties concerned are
coming to grips with the complex multilateral issues, and
that they appreciate the full extent of the wider ecosystem
that smart metering entails.

Financing
According to Metering International, the EU member
states plus Switzerland and Norway have invested over
€3.15 billion in smart grid technology so far. However, who
mandates pays, is not necessarily the case here.
The European Investment Bank (EIB) claims to have
provided more than €2 billion ($2.7 billion) in long-term
loans to support investment in European communications
infrastructure over the last five years. Nonetheless to date,
according to eActiv, investment has fallen short of the
€50 billion in Europe needed to roll out 250 million smart
meters by 2020, and the €480 billion to upgrade the rest
of the grid system by 2030.
In July 2014, the EIB announced it would provide £190 million
($323 million) in funding towards the deployment of smart
meters and other communications infrastructure in the UK;
here an estimated £200 billion worth of new investment is
needed for a massive overhaul and modernisation of the
grid, to ensure demand is met in the future.
According to Meter-ON, regulators should consider a fair
distribution of costs among the different actors who
benefit from smart metering, so as to achieve a balance
between the needs of the different stakeholders while
ensuring the DSO’s business plans. Moreover, as viable
business models for smart metering need a long payback
timeframe, regulatory stability should be assured.
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Consumer participation

Technical issues

The consumer is central – many benefits can only be fully
unlocked if consumers change their behaviour, so one
main challenge is raising awareness and generating buy-in
from them. Consumer behaviour trials in the UK, Ireland
and the Netherlands have shown real and potential cost
savings.

The concept of smart metering and smart grids entails an
unprecedented unification of communications, information
management and power technologies. There is a huge
leap in scale and organisation between piloting networks
made up of a few thousand meters and rolling out tens of
millions of new meters in homes across the nation.

In the UK, the government is placing a strong emphasis on
active consumer participation and the potential for
savings. The government has set up Smart Energy GB to
make consumers aware that smart meters can give them
real time information on their spending and help reduce
bills. What is more, DECC (Department of Energy and
Climate Change) estimates that once the initial
infrastructure investment is made, by 2020 smart meters
will be saving households around £26 a year on their
energy bill, and by 2030, £43. Some of these savings will
accrue from energy supplier costs and reducing cost in
the energy networks; the UK government and utility
regulator Ofgem have stated that these savings will be
passed onto consumers.
By contrast, as well as supporting energy savings, the
objectives of the Dutch programme include enabling
greater energy market competition through making it
easier for customers to switch supplier.1
The Danish Ministry of Climate and Energy anticipates a
2% reduction in electricity consumption per year for an
average homeowner as a result of the roll-out.
According to EurActiv, most utilities prefer that rather
than impose regulatory restrictions, governments should
stimulate demand such as through the Energy Efficiency
Directive, which requires utilities to find energy savings of
1.5% per year; a market driven approach would best help
customers to manage their energy consumption.

1 UK

Data and communications
The primary aim of smart metering is to collect accurate
and timely data for customer billing. Data is also crucial to
managing the network and the grid. It is necessary to
guarantee the integrity of the data whether in storage, or
in transit from where it is collected to the systems that
make use of it. Data and information flows need to be well
defined, ensuring compliance with data protection and
privacy laws, while still providing the requisite functionalities.
Utility companies have many different data collection and
communication systems and some are proprietary and not
interoperable. For smart metering and the smart grid to be
successful and justify the investment made in them, it is
essential to have the ability to gather and unify data from
all these systems in order to analyse the whole grid, as
well as its parts.
Energy supply amounts to more than an implementation
of an IT/telecommunications/ engineering project and
involves industry-wide and government issues. For the
first time, it would integrate the electrical and information
infrastructure. Clearing and settlement systems would
interface and interact with data collection, data exchange,
and electricity flows.
Standardisation work would also need to identify which
cross-industry interfaces need to be regulated. Various

Department of Energy and Climate Change: Smart Metering Implementation Programme Second Annual Report on the Rollout of Smart Meters (Dec 2013)
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groupings are developing standards, including for
example: the IEC / EN 62056 COSEM, a data model for
future implementations of electricity smart meters; the
European Smart Metering Industry Group (ESMIG); and
ETSI, the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute, which has an M2M technical committee.
The aims of standardisation are to: harmonise market
models, roles and responsibilities between different
suppliers; reduce uncertainty and lock-in effects; promote
market growth, anticipating future needs of the wider grid;
and comply with European mandates.
In the UK, the Data Communications Company (DCC) has
been created to provide communication services between
smart meters and the business systems of energy
suppliers, network operators and other authorised service
users. It will put in place the shared data and
communications infrastructure necessary for smart meters
to operate consistently for all consumers regardless of
their energy supplier, and provide smart metering data to
network operators in support of smart grids.
In parallel, the UK has begun to license partner alliances to
provide smart metering solutions to various parts of the
country. All parties must accede to The Smart Energy
Code if they wish to use the DCC's services. Additionally,
the Smart Metering Equipment Technical Specifications
(SMETS) will ensure that equipment deployed by different
suppliers will be interoperable.

Security and privacy
In the past, utility operators had responsibility for securing
their own industrial systems and the meters they
administer. However as home area networks become
connected to smart meters and vast numbers of
household appliances become connected to the utility
systems, the security of the grid will be undermined and
open to cyber attacks as never before.
Cyber attacks on infrastructure have become a major
worry for utilities, following the 2010 Stuxnet computer
virus. A recent report from Hewlett Packard has
highlighted the risk of security threats to the escalating
number and diversity of connected devices. Another

2

report from Beecham Research2 has identified end-to-end
solution security as the leading concern for solution
providers and for adopters of new M2M solutions,
including smart metering.
The advent of more internet-connected devices in homes
will also raise new questions about privacy. There are
already fears that hackers could more easily target home
area networks if they are connected to the Grid via the
internet. The Netherlands government is allowing
consumers the right to refuse the installation of smart
meters in their homes if they are concerned about privacy.
However if a significant number refuse, there will be less
real time information available to the supplier (DSO)
regarding energy demand and use, which may negate the
benefits upstream of having reliable data representing the
behaviour of the grid.

New business opportunities
are coming to light
Already there are signs of a blurring of
boundaries between smart grid/smart utilities
and home energy management. The Internet
of Things will expand this concept to connect
all objects that can be monitored to yield
valuable data, though it is not yet certain how.
Analysts have forecasts that there will be 50
billion such connected devices by 2020 – one
source forecasts ten times as many (500
billion) by 2030.
The smart meter programme is still rolling out but some
benefits are already becoming clear. Smart meters will
collect immense amounts of data – comprising usage as
well as other parameters. This will need to be managed
and analysed by a wide array of interested parties, and
utilised by new and as yet undiscovered applications
which would need it. To a large extent, the new uses to
which this information can be put will justify the enormous
expense and effort involved.

Beecham Research "Issues and Business Opportunities in Security for M2M Solutions," published October 2013
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This data will include operational data, representing the
behaviour of the grid and collected from instruments not
directly associated with energy delivery, as well as actual
meter usage data. Smart metering will necessitate an
unprecedented sophistication in level of service monitoring
and delivery, not to mention control of the network itself.
Business intelligence and data mining techniques, widely
used to analyse conventional business performance, will
be put to use to gain new understanding of the energy
business, and this would be integrated with the utility’s
own ERP system to derive added business value and
support future services. Much could be learned from other
regulated industries such as financial services, which
routinely handle very large volumes of data and
necessitate tight security and careful management.
New technologies and infrastructures create opportunities
to offer new products that change the way customers use
services and interact with their utility companies. Meter
data can form the basis of many business applications, in
particular services that link energy supply with the
management of the home.
In anticipation of the possibilities afforded by the
availability of valuable new data gathered by the meters,
alliances are being forged between existing M2M
specialists. They also involve major players from the
mainstream IT and networking industry including: Cisco,
IBM, HP, Google, and Microsoft, indicating that these
suppliers see the potential for huge rewards in entering
this market. Examples of recent moves in readiness for this
opportunity include: Energy Engage Mobile, from Siemens.
Siemens, which acquired eMeter - a company which
processes meter data, has launched an app to help
customers engage with utilities. This allows users to
monitor electricity, water or gas consumption in real-time
and view an estimated bill from their mobile handsets. The
site will also display account alerts as well as price
information, allowing customers to see the current cost of
electricity per unit and shift usage to off-peak times to
avoid higher energy rates. Siemens also acquired Pace
Global Energy Services in 2012, a management software
company and consultancy specialising in energy markets.
Orga Systems offers a ‘smart’ billing system designed to
bring real-time rating capability and multi dimensional
tariffing capability to a utility‘s smart metering
infrastructure. It integrates smart meter data into the
utility’s billing regimen. In particular, optimising scalable

rating performance is essential for automated meter
reading, where reading intervals are reduced from months
to hours and even minutes.
Ericsson has acquired the metadata-based billing specialist
MetraTech. The acquisition is expected to strengthen
Ericsson’s billing capabilities to support new revenue
models being driven by the Internet of Things (IoT) - including
smart metering. Schneider Electric, an established
provider of conventional electricity solutions, is also
working with utilities to support smart grid projects.
In 2014 Cisco, General Electric, IBM and Intel created the
Industrial Internet Consortium, a grouping dedicated to
influencing global IoT standards for the internet and
industrial systems and promulgating the IoT ecosystem.
This brings together leading players from the IT,
networking, and electricity industries. Industrial internet
markets encompass oil and gas exploration, healthcare,
transportation and manufacturing, all major vertical
M2M markets.
Cisco is only one of several networking giants making
investments in the smart grid. In 2013 it moved to acquire
JouleX, a company that makes software to monitor and
manage the power usage of networked devices. Microsoft
has developed a Smart Energy Reference Architecture
(SERA) to facilitate technology integration throughout the
full scope of the smart energy ecosystem. Google offers
tools to help manage the flow of power to and from homes
and business at the edge of the grid, complementing its
existing PowerMeter for home energy information. And
Telit Wireless Solutions has expanded from supplying
M2M modules to offer end to end connectivity solutions
for the energy industry, among others.

Unanticipated threats
may stall smart utility
programmes
According to Metering International, between
2012 and 2014 more than 400 new companies
entered the smart grid sector. The new
technologies and infrastructures will create
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“Agreed standards are needed
to ensure openness”

opportunities to offer new products that
change the way customers use their energy
supply and interact with their utility suppliers.
Smart utilities management will eventually link
to buildings management, home hubs and
everything needed for the efficient delivery and
usage of utility services.
In any new and growing market, there is ever the fear that
big, established players will dominate the market with
proprietary solutions, locking out any new competitors
and negating standardisation efforts to create an open
ecosystem. Set against this, with the IoT in particular,
‘smart’ ecosystems need to interoperate with as many
data sources as possible in order to gain the benefits.
Agreed standards are needed to that end to ensure

openness. Hence, corporate end users, solution vendors,
connectivity providers, independent software vendors,
systems integrators, OEM and device manufacturers both
large and small will all have their part to play in creating
the new ecosystem.
The greater fear is that of the unknown. We have touched
upon all types of possibilities, from consumer resistance,
to project delays from cost and funding issues to cyber
attacks on the grid. It is becoming clear that the large
scale evolution of the utility industries is unprecedented,
with ramifications spanning technological, regulatory,
legal, economic and societal issues - the long term effects
of which are as yet unanticipated. Hence it is important for
all parties - not forgetting consumers and regulators - to
cooperate in managing this evolution.

www.beechamresearch.com

Beecham Research
Beecham Research Ltd (BRL) is a technology market research, analysis and consulting
firm established in 1991. We have specialised in the growing M2M (machine-to-machine)
and IoT (Internet of Things) market since 2001. Other terms used to describe this market
include: Connected Devices; Embedded Connectivity, Embedded Intelligence; Industrial
Internet; Internet of Everything; Remote Asset Management; Pervasive Computing;
Pervasive Internet. We work in both business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) markets (and
B2B2C, etc.) covering cellular, fixed line, satellite and short range wireless connectivity.
We also engage in projects to design, develop and bring to market new connected product ideas, with skills
especially suited for Wearable Technology initiatives. Other specialisms include cloud services and solution
security. Through our sister company Beecham Technology Partners Ltd (BTP), we also support merger and
acquisition activity.
The management of BRL is well known and has provided consulting and research services for many of the
leading telcos, suppliers, resellers and trade associations. We frequently participate in conferences and organise
our own events with partners.
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Machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications improving
healthcare efficiency

With its size, complexity and strategic importance to
countries around the world, the global healthcare sector
simultaneously presents one of the greatest business
opportunities and challenges to machine -to-machine (M2M)
and Internet of Things (IoT) solution providers. The sheer
scale and structure of the global health sector make it one of
the largest potential buyers of M2M and IoT technology in the
world today. In 2012, the World Health Organisation (WHO)
estimated that annual global expenditures on healthcare
reached US$6.5 trillion, despite radically different levels of
expenditure among nations. For more developed countries,
the cost of healthcare has risen significantly in the last
decades, with the United States representing the largest
global healthcare market. Having failed to curtail the rise in
health costs, the US spends 18% of its GDP on health-related
activities, while still struggling to ensure comprehensive health
services to its entire population. While the US is unique in the
scope and challenge of its health spending, it is not alone in
the challenge of ensuring cost effective and well distributed
access to care for its populace. Public sector spending is
under pressure throughout the developed world, notably as a
result of the recent financial crisis, but also often due to
imbalances of a more structural nature that have developed
over time.
Health accounts for a significant proportion of public
spending in nearly all developed economies, accounting for an
average of 9.3% of GDP for OECD countries (as illustrated in
Figure 1-1). As such it is a priority area for many governments
to achieve cost savings.

Figure 1 1: Healthcare spend as a percentage of GDP in OECD
countries, 2011 [Source: Machina Research and OECD, 2013]
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Connected healthcare offers critical
tools to combat sector’s complexity
and costs
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Andy Castonguay,
Principal Analyst,
Machina Research

The size and the global nature of the healthcare market
present the M2M and IoT ecosystem with a remarkable
opportunity, but it also comes with the added challenges of
sector complexity, restricted budgets, comparatively stringent
levels of regulation and necessary certifications, and high
levels of organisational idiosyncrasy at national, regional and
institutional levels. Even though this confluence of factors
makes the short-term adoption of M2M in the healthcare
sector a challenge, M2M solutions also represent one of the
most profoundly impactful tools available to effectively
extend healthcare services to underserved populations,
reduce the cost of care delivery, improve patient engagement
and compliance, and lead to improved clinical outcomes. This
report will explore the key drivers and challenges facing M2M
adoption in healthcare today as well as highlight several use
cases that underscore the real value being delivered by M2M
and IoT solutions in the health sector today.
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1.1

Sizing the potential opportunity
for M2M in healthcare

Machina Research forecasts that the installed base of M2M
connected devices within the health sector will approach 847
million by 2023. With the US market leading the way, the
North America will be the largest region for the duration of
the forecast, with a share of worldwide connected medical
devices peaking at 61.2% and falling back to 45.6% by the end
of the forecast period, as growth in Europe accelerates.
Revenue for M2M connected healthcare applications will total
US$936 billion1 in 2023, with the North America region
accounting for 49% of global revenues, Europe 29% and
Developed Asia Pacific and Emerging Asia Pacific markets
accounting for 9% and 6% of revenues, respectively. The US
also tends to be a relatively early adopter of new
technologies, and benefits from the network effects that
derive from the relative homogeneity of that market. Europe
and Developed Asia present a significant opportunity, as
illustrated in figure 1-3 below. Combined, these two regions
offer almost as great an opportunity for M2M healthcare
applications (332 million connections in 2023) as does the
North American region with 386 million connections in 2023.
Figure 1 2: Global M2M connectivity in the health sector by region
2013-2023 [Source: Machina Research, 2014]

Figure 1 1: M2M devices and revenues in consumer and non-consumer
healthcare markets [Source: Machina Research, 2014]

However, the majority of revenues will be accounted for by
the non-consumer segment, due to the significantly higher
average capital cost of such devices. Connected devices in
medical environments (for example, hospitals) alone are
forecast to account for US$903.5 billion in revenues in 2023.
However, the bulk of this revenue will only be addressable by
established medical equipment manufacturers (although
related revenues opportunities will be available for systems
integrators and potentially certain niche platform providers).

2 Key drivers of the healthcare sector
highlight the potential for M2M
integration
The following factors will drive growth in the market for M2M
connected healthcare:
• People’s concern for their health and well-being. This is
the single most significant driver behind the largest M2M
healthcare opportunities.

Unsurprisingly, given the dynamic growth in consumer-based
activity trackers, sensors and non-clinical home solutions, the
majority of M2M connected healthcare devices will be
accounted for by consumer-oriented applications. As
illustrated in Figure 1-2 below, in 2023 consumer oriented
applications will account for 606.9 million connected devices,
or 65% of all M2M connected devices in the healthcare sector.

• Government belt-tightening. Public sector spending is
under pressure throughout the developed world, notably as
a result of the recent and ongoing financial crises, but also
often due to imbalances of a more structural nature that
have developed over time.
• The ageing population placing further strain on
healthcare systems worldwide. In 2010, there were 207
million people worldwide aged over 75 years of age. This
figure will rise to 265 million by 2020.

1 It should be noted that the majority of revenues in the market for M2M connected healthcare relate to the sales of devices, rather than monthly service fees, or fees for connectivity.
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• Regional shortages of healthcare personnel. Due to the
aging demographics, the US and other developed countries
are facing future shortages of nurses and physicians that
will force healthcare systems to recalibrate its resources to
be able to meet future demand.

2.1.1 M2M solutions improving the quality
of healthcare
While the adoption of M2M technologies in the global health
sector is still in its nascency, mounting evidence demonstrates
the positive impact that connected technologies can have on
tasks and functions throughout the healthcare spectrum of
care. Overall, M2M technologies can be expected to enable
more and better measurement and monitoring, which, when
properly integrated to healthcare workflow and process, can
result in better care for the individual patient. With the
tremendous pace of technology improvements related to
miniaturisation, sensor accuracy, wireless technology
pervasiveness, device energy consumption and costs, the role
of M2M will continue to expand to include medical facilities,
emergency response, healthcare clinics and increasingly the
patient’s own home. With this extended and connected
healthcare environment, M2M technologies will permit
increased frequency and accuracy of monitoring readings,
increase the level of trust and reliance that physicians place in
data (particularly data gathered by patients themselves),
support the extension of clinical environments into a patients’
home through remote monitoring, and enable the effective
remote monitoring of patients. Recent studies such as the UK
Whole System Demonstrator and analysis by the Veterans
Administration in the US are adding to the body of evidence2
that support the value of remote monitoring for individuals
with chronic conditions, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

35-56% reduction in mortality;
47% reduction in risk of hospitalisation;
6 days reduction in length of hospital admission;
65% reduction in office visits;
40-64% reduction in physician time for checks; and
63% reduction in transport costs

Accordingly, we forecast that global embedded connections
for Clinical Remote Monitoring applications will reach in
excess of 138 million connections worldwide by 2023, limited
mostly by the size of the addressable market which mainly
consists of those suffering from coronary heart disease,
pulmonary disease and diabetes.

In particular, M2M solutions can improve the quality of
healthcare in several ways:
• Permit the taking of readings for monitoring with increased
frequency, particularly in the case that the patient is outside
a clinical environment (for instance at home). With an
increased frequency of readings, and quicker analysis of
data, it is more likely that adverse healthcare events can
be averted.
• Reduce the recidivism of patients to emergency rooms and
medical facilities through improved patient adherence to
prescription medication and physical therapies. M2M
devices such as connected blood glucose meters, asthma
inhalers, automated medication dispensers and other
innovative products can establish a clear record of patient
compliance as well as remind and encourage patients to
follow medical guidelines more effectively and on schedule.
M2M devices show promise as a key method to achieve
improved compliance levels among patients of all kinds.
• Allow physicians and nurses the opportunity to utilise time
more effectively with patients to assess behavioural,
environmental and other contributing factors to health
problems, rather than spend time updating vital signs since
machines/devices can achieve this task more efficiently.
• Provide the ability to take vital signs and other health
condition status readings at regular intervals, regardless of
a patient's location, living situation and other factors that
can challenge consistent data gathering.
• Monitor overall patient adherence to medication and
prescribed activities as well as support an increased level of
accuracy for clinical monitoring readings, particularly
readings that would otherwise be provided by the patient
themselves (where a patient may lack the technical skills to
accurately take readings, or may 'fake good' readings).
• Increase the level of trust and reliance that physicians place
in data. This is particularly important when there are a few
outlying readings, which may potentially indicate an
underlying problem, but which might be attributed to
errors in measurement.
• Support the extension of clinical environments into a
patient’s home through remote monitoring. Through
targeted, secure sharing sites, patients can also share their
results and data with family and caregivers on a more

2 Cleland et al 2005; Lee R, Goldberg et al, 2003; Scalvini S, et al., 2001; Elsner et al, 2006; Van Ginneken et al 2006, and as summarised by the European mini-programme PEOPLE
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consistent basis, which can help alert family and friends to
changes in a person’s medical status. With greater
monitoring these systems can contribute to patients’ ability
to ‘age in place’, i.e. stay in their homes longer than they
might normally do. Many elderly or infirm patients go into
nursing facilities in order to gain a better level of safety
monitoring, but with dynamic monitoring systems to track
their health and activities, seniors can stay in their homes
longer.
A further positive effect of M2M in healthcare relates to the
improved nature data analytics facilitated by the growth of
sensors monitoring patients’ physical condition,
behavior/activity and other important factors. Where good
quality and granular data can be aggregated for a single
patient with multiple sensors/monitors or from across a base
of potentially thousands of patients, then this data can be
analysed to identify outlier conditions, precursor events, or
combinations and sequences of readings that tend to indicate
that a patient is about to experience an adverse healthcare
event. By monitoring patient readings in (near) real-time,
physicians can use data analytics techniques to support a
move from the historically reactive approach to medicine to a
targeted pre-emptive approach, improving patient outcomes
(and reducing costs associated with emergency hospital
admissions, or procedures). The potential benefits related to
data analytics will depend on a number of underlying factors
such as the effective, secure and efficient sharing of patient
data across the various departments and groups within a
medical system and its complementary service partners in
pharmacy, home health care, nursing facilities, outpatient
clinics and other partners. With the multiple connected
devices applicable to each of these partners and their
associated medical environments, M2M can contribute a
robust stream of patient data that can be integrated with big
data analytics tools and algorithms to achieve new
understandings related to medication, treatments, improved
healthcare pathways and treatment protocols.

2.2

M2M healthcare solutions are already
generating important value to healthcare
providers and vendors

The future potential for M2M integration into the healthcare
sector is substantial, but due to the fragmented and complex
nature of healthcare systems and the often slow adoption of
new technologies, the implementation of M2M solutions is
lagging behind the progress in other sectors such as
automotive, energy and buildings. Despite this trend, current

deployments and emerging technologies are not only showing
promise, but are also producing results related to reduced
costs, expanded services and improved healthcare outcomes.
This section will highlight a number of case studies that
demonstrate the unique benefits achieved through M2M
healthcare implementations.

2.2.1 M2M Telemedicine tools are closing
gaps of healthcare delivery in developed
and emerging economies
M2M Telemedicine is being deployed in urban and rural areas
in both the developed and developing world to improve
access to healthcare services, whether for primary medical
services or for specialist treatments. Historically, telemedicine
involved video conferencing to provide real-time physician
consultations for patients in remote areas where medical
infrastructure was either absent or lacking in capacity. More
recent generations of telemedicine platforms involve highdefinition video as well as a wide array of connected
diagnostic tools to permit detailed physical examinations of
patients, most often with the assistance of a nurse present at
the patient’s remote location.
In the developing world telemedicine usage is driven primarily
by the fact that demand for medical services in such regions
typically exceeds supply. This is due to the often severe lack
of medical support in remote and rural areas of poorer
developing nations, combined with a shortage of qualified
medical staff within the country as a whole. Disparities in the
quality and availability of medical service within a developing
nation can also be driven by the often substantial disparities
in per capita wealth between urban and rural areas. M2M
telemedicine applications typically provide increased levels of
support for a decentralised healthcare community, which
accordingly can be educated and trained to lower standards
and so deployed more quickly and at lower cost. For example,
such solutions might allow for simple and efficient rules-based
escalation of cases that are not within the competency of the
local caregiver, or for remote expertise to be made available
to local caregivers challenged by technical tasks such as the
effective use of a microscope, or to interpret x-rays.
Current M2M telemedicine solutions in the developing world
are typically niche in nature, and funded by means of aid,
charity, and local or national government investment, although
the private sector may also be engaged. A few examples of
current projects include:
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Table 2 1: Examples of Telemedicine projects around the
globe [Source: Machina Research, 2014]
Telemedicine project

Geography

Apollo Telemedicine
networking foundation

India & Africa

125 telemedicine centres
supported by 'Medintegra WEB'
EHRs and medical specialists

Medical focus

Tamaulipas Telehealth
Initiative

Mexico

Remote specialist consultations,
medical imaging, remote health
treatment support

Africa
Teledermatology
Project

Multiple
countries in
Africa

Providing dermatological
diagnostic support and treatment
services to underserved
communities

Telemedicine Support
to Promote Maternal
and Newborn Health in
Remote Provinces of
Mongolia

Mongolia

Provision of high-risk pregnancy
consultations, prenatal ultrasound
diagnostics, foetal monitoring,
and screening

Teletrauma

Ukraine

Remote specialist consultation for
trauma injuries

an expanded private practice to remotely engage with
Chinese patients through telemedicine. For Partners
Healthcare in Massachusetts, telemedicine has similarly
allowed their psychiatrists to nearly double their patient
rosters by facilitating more convenient video conferencing for
psychiatric ‘visits’ and consultations. Through secure
telemedicine platforms and equipments, patients are able to
have a live video conversation with their physician without
disrupting their personal and work schedules, while leading to
significant productivity gains for medical practices. With the
expansion of connected diagnostic equipment into the home,
the role of M2M telemedicine will play a major role in aiding
healthcare systems to treat growing populations of patients
without the need to hire significant new numbers of
physicians and nurses. As a result, M2M telemedicine is
positioned to play a major role in redefining medical practice
operations while also facilitating new levels of productivity in
the face of growing demand for medical services.

In the developed world, telemedicine also serves to improve
access to medical practitioners, especially in countries like the
US, Canada and Australia where more remote populations
typically have access to core medical facilities, but most often
lack in medical specialists. As high-tech healthcare becomes
more centralised, people in rural areas and smaller cities can
find they have to travel significant distances for consultations
and even the need to make an appointment and then attend a
set location can be regarded as a significant inconvenience and
also lead to disruptions in planned consults. For physicians
specialising in unusual facets of medicine, e.g. paediatric
urological surgery, large urban medical centres often serve as
a hub for patients in regional cities at great distances from the
primary medical centre. This results in consistent physician
travel to regional cities to visit and treat patients who cannot
travel easily. M2M telemedicine provides the means for
specialty physicians to conduct consultations with regional
patients but with a greatly reduced demand for travel.

2.2.2 Connected medical environments are
leveraging M2M connectivity to improve
medical equipment reliability and reduce
costs

Physicians at Stanford Medical Center in California, report that
by utilising Cisco’s Healthpresence telemedicine platform they
have been able to drastically change their medical practice to
treat remote patients. With the video and diagnostic tools,
Stanford doctors stated that they have doubled the number
of patients they can consult due to the significant reduction in
travel time and last-minute patient visit cancellations and
postponements, typical of the conventional structure. In
addition, Stanford is leveraging the Cisco platform to develop

• Expanded patient data collection. Clinicians benefit from
the facility to automatically collect, store and analyse
readings and other information that is detected by a range
of clinical equipment. This may be achieved through the
connection of devices to an intelligent aggregation point,
such as a tablet or Wi-Fi hub. If these are transferred to a
cloud computing platform, the results are then easily
available to all relevant parties using any web-enabled device.

One of the most promising areas for M2M to yield operational
and cost benefits is in the field of connected medical
environments, which encompasses the connection of medical
devices, patients and staff within a clinical setting. There are
three main drivers behind the connection of medical devices:
• Improved workflows and medical supplies inventories.
Hospital workflows benefit from information on where
equipment, staff and patients are physically located, and
whether equipment is fully functioning and sufficiently
sterile or awaiting repair or cleaning, as well as the facility
to remotely interrogate, reconfigure and update equipment.
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• Increased reliability of hospital capital equipment.
Manufacturers may benefit from remotely monitoring the
performance of individual pieces of equipment, and a
facility to interrogate equipment, in order to support preemptive maintenance and remote problem
diagnosis/resolution as part of a value-added services. The
Swedish company Elekta, which manufactures large
radiation machines for the treatment of cancer, has
aggressively retrofitted equipment already in the field and
has designed all new equipment for performance sensors
to monitor machine activity and component condition.
Through the addition and integration of connectivity into
its medical equipment, Elekta has gained the ability to
perform consistent, comprehensive machine diagnostics
and implement data-driven preventive maintenance
schedules. Through these design and process
improvements, Elekta has reduced on-site repairs by 30%
and been able to shift maintenance visits increasingly to
non-operational hours thus reducing service disruptions for
clients and permitting increased ‘up time’ for its radiation
machines.
In addition to location and tracking of equipment, personnel
and other assets, connectivity in the medical environment
facilitates a broad range of patient monitoring equipment. San
Antonio, Texas-based company Airstrip has deployed an FDAcleared platform which allows patient information (including
waveforms and other critical data from Electronic Medical
Records (EMRs), bedside monitors and devices, pharmacy,
lab, and other clinical information systems) to be securely
accessed by physicians and nurses on their smart phones or
tablets. Initially deployed for obstetrics and cardiology
applications, the platform is now used for many types of
waveform monitoring (cardiac, blood oxygen (SPO2),
ventilator, arterial line, etc.), combined with vital signs,
medications, fluid intake and output (I&O), lab results, allergy
lists, and EMR data for patients in areas such as intensive care
units, critical care units, post-anesthaesia care units, operating
theatres, and emergency departments. Overall the financial
case can be compelling. Since installing RFID equipment
tracking technology, Bon Secours Richmond Health System,
from Richmond, Virginia, has saved almost $2 million annually
throughout their network of four hospitals, which comprises
875 beds. The savings achieved mainly resulted from:
• Reducing the quantity of rental equipment used in the
four hospitals by 38%
• Decreasing the incidence of lost and stolen equipment
by 50%
• Reducing equipment service costs by 15%.

2.2.3 Clinical remote monitoring extend medical
services into the home
As technology advances, remote monitoring will increasingly
be ‘prescribed’ on a pre-emptive basis to people who are
otherwise well, but are at increased risk of suffering certain
diseases, and often well in advance of any potential acute
event. We class such use cases as Clinical Remote Monitoring,
given the attendant clinical grade technical, performance and
commercial risk implications.
Remote monitoring is possibly the highest profile M2M
healthcare application, and the one that people first think of. It
is easy to see the benefit of being able to monitor a
treatment’s progress without needing the patient to make a
journey to the nearest clinic. Existing solutions vary greatly in
terms of functionality and scope. Here are some prominent
and/or innovative new products and solutions for the clinical
remote monitoring industry:
• BL Healthcare has worked with Verizon and Sprint and
provides a comprehensive healthcare services solution that
enables the linking of patients, health advisors, service
providers and caregivers for the monitoring and
management of wellness and disease in the patient's home
and also in locations such as schools and airports. It
includes a touch-screen interface, two-way video and audio
communication, tools to support development of care
management plans, and the potential to connect to around
thirty different wired and wireless medical devices. There is
a Software Developer's Kit to assist with the delivery of 3rd
party services on the BL Healthcare Remote Healthcare
Management platform. BL Healthcare has expanded its line
of connected devices to include several medical peripheral
devices such as:
• Blood glucose meters
• Pulse oximeters
• Blood pressure monitor
• Weight scale
• Spirometer
• Examination camera
• Telefonica has been active in developing and expanding its
remote healthcare management programme through new
partnerships and acquisitions. In February 2013, through its
Telefonica Digital group, Telefonica acquired Brazilian
healthcare monitoring company AxisMed giving the MNO a
substantial presence in the Brazilian home health
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monitoring market. Leveraging its Brazilian mobile
operations, under the brand Vivo, Telefonica’s AxisMed
group monitors key vital statistics (e.g. blood pressure and
blood glucose levels) for more than 180,000 Brazilians and
offers a platform that Telefonica intends to expand into its
other Latin American operations. In addition to AxisMed,
Telefonica announced a global partnership with Capita to
leverage the company’s healthcare record and decision
support platform.
• Reflexion Physical Therapy – A California start-up,
Reflexion has developed a software platform that targets
patients who are undergoing physical therapy (PT). The
software utilises the Microsoft Xbox 360 and its Kinect
camera sensor accessory to visually guide, track and record
a patient’s exercise movements related to prescribed PT
movements. Using the Kinect to map a patient’s body, the
software tracks and analyses movement and compares
those movements against the examples of perfectly
executed exercises. Through this analysis, the Reflexion
system points out any movement errors and helps the
patient correct those movements to gain the maximum
benefit out of the therapeutic effort. Through the Reflexion
approach, patients are able to do their PT in the comfort of
their own home while also having a specific feedback
mechanism as well as a video record of their efforts for
review by their therapists and doctors. The service is
designed to reduce costs by reducing patient visits to the
PT centre, improve patient compliance with the exercises
and provide real-time feedback to the patient to ensure
more accurate movements and speed recovery. Current
testing indicates that the PT platform can reduce treatment
costs by as much as US$9,000 due to the efficiencies of
the approach.

2.2.4

Connected treatment and monitoring
devices gaining traction within chronic
pulmonary condition care

One of the most promising segments of the remote
monitoring segment focuses on prominent pulmonary
conditions sleep apnoea, asthma and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD). According to the World Health
Organisation (WHO) more than 300 million people suffer
these medical conditions with countries such as the United
States facing even higher incidence rates.

Table 3 2: Global addressable market of prominent pulmonary
conditions [Source: WHO, Machina Research, 2014]
Medical
condition

World population
with condition

Sleep apnoea

Estimates
between 1% and
6% of the world
population

• Recurring episodes of upper airway
obstruction resulting in significant
reductions in airflow and oxygen intake.
• Contributes to poor quality and
quantity of sleep and is linked to
cardiovascular problems and increased
morbidity

Chronic
obstructive
pulmonary
disease (COPD)

64m (est. in
2004)

• Incurable, life threatening lung disease
• 3m people died of COPD in 2003
• 90% of COPD deaths occur in lowand middle-income countries
• Primary cause of COPD is
tobacco smoke

Asthma

235m

• Most common non-communicable
disease among children
• Increasing prevalence due to
urbanisation and increases in air pollution

Key characteristics

With a combined global population of asthma and COPD
sufferers estimated to be approximately 300 million globally,
the addressable market for intelligent, connected solutions is
substantial. One of the earliest pioneers in this space is New
Zealand-based Nexus6 with its portfolio of wirelessly
connected ‘Smartinhalers’ and supporting software platform
and applications for mobile and PCs. Having received FDA
clearance for its Smartinhaler in 2009, Nexus6 has expanded
its range of devices to include metered dose inhalers, dry
powder inhalers, nebulisers and ‘puffer’ format inhalers.
Connectivity for these products is primarily facilitated by
Bluetooth or Bluetooth LE incorporated into the inhaler
devices, which are subsequently linked to smartphones or by
the Smartinhaler hub which uses cellular connectivity to
upload inhaler usage data into the company’s cloud-based
server application: SmartinhalerLive.com.
A more recent arrival in this category is the US-based
company, Propeller Health, formerly known as Asthmapolis.
Based in Madison, Wisconsin and with offices in San
Francisco, Propeller has developed an inhaler-based solution
that houses an FDA-approved sensor to monitor the
frequency and level of usage of the inhaler, and then uses that
data in its smartphone application to guide and educate
asthma and COPD patients to maintain better health. The
product is designed to fit onto a medicated inhaler and
capture usage behaviour data so that every time the inhaler is
used the Propeller sensor records date, time and location data
and then syncs that data wirelessly with the Propeller
smartphone app or data hub. This process creates a detailed
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compliance record of the patient’s actual medication usage
that can be shared with medical personnel, eliminating the
need for manual keeping of asthma treatment logs typically
requested by physicians and frequently ignored by patients.
While Propeller Health initially focused its efforts on the
asthma community, it has been expanding its strategy to also
include COPD sufferers. According to Propeller’s CEO, David
Van Sickle, with greater adherence to COPD protocols
facilitated by the company’s inhaler and software, patients can
reduce the rate of exacerbation by approximately 20%.
Additionally, the usage patterns of the inhaled applications are
also used to predict a patient’s worsening condition and likely
need of emergency room visits or interventions and therefore
establish a 4-5 day lead for the patient and his/her clinician to
address the problem. For asthma patients the solution
appears to be effective in raising medication adherence as
much as 80%, according to the company. This represents a
significant improvement among asthma patients as studies
indicate that as many as 55% of asthma patients do not have
their condition under control3.

2.2.5

Remote cardiac monitoring and
treatment options reduce service costs
with M2M platforms

In addition to remote monitors in other specialty areas,
wireless connectivity has become central to the monitoring
and maintenance of implanted cardiac devices such as
pacemakers and implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs).
Despite being a highly specialised field, the volume of cardiac
implants has become significant, as highlight by the table
below.
Table 2 3: 2009 market data related to global pacemaker
implants [Source: Pacing and Clinical Electrophysiology,
2011;34 (8):1013-1027]
Type of Implant

Total

New

Replacements

Pacemaker

1,002,664

737,840

264,824

Defibrillator

328,027

222,407

105,620

Totals

1,330,691

960,247

370,444

For OEMs of these highly specialised devices, the business
model of including wireless telemetry results in multiple
benefits in terms of patient service quality, product quality
monitoring, as well as financial efficiencies specifically related
to product maintenance and repairs. One of the defining

characteristics of pacemakers and other implanted devices is
the ability to work reliably for many years. Towards this end,
OEMs such as Medtronic offer service warranties for the
lifetime of the implant patient. Under such warranties, since
the geographic scope of implants is truly global, implant
device manufacturers are often required to send technicians
to visit the patient in order to perform data retrieval,
software/firmware updates and other repairs. As a result, prior
to the adoption of wireless monitoring in pacemakers and
ICDs, the medical device companies faced more substantial
costs associated with maintaining those devices across the
globe. With the development and implementation of M2M
platforms, implant makers such as Medtronics have
significantly reduced their costs to diagnose and resolve
implant device problems, since there is no longer an
automatic need to physically send a technician to the patient’s
location in order to assess a problem with a device.

2.2.6

Pharmaceutical compliance platforms
are crucial to future improvements in
healthcare spending and outcomes

For patients with multiple health concerns and conditions, the
daily task of maintaining faithful adherence to their
prescription regimen, which often involves dozens of pills per
day and at specific schedules, can be significant challenge.
For may elderly patients and others with declining memory
capabilities, the task of complying with their prescriptions can be
overwhelming and present a significant risk to their health. With
the inclusion of connectivity in pill bottles, pill dispensers and
even the pills themselves, wireless technologies and associated
applications are beginning to change the tide of pharmaceutical
compliance. Pharmaceutical compliance and security
One of the greatest challenges to effective medical care is the
lack of patient compliance with prescription medication.
Studies indicate that non-adherence to medication regimes
accounts for elevated annual costs due to exacerbated
physical conditions of patients, avoidable hospitalisations,
nursing facility admissions and premature deaths4. Important
facts regarding the impact of non-compliance [Source: Annals
of Internal Medicine5, Machina Research]
• 20-30% of prescriptions are never filled
• 50% of medications for chronic illness are not taken as
prescribed
• In the United States, an estimated 125,000 annual deaths,
10% of hospitalisations, and increases in mortality are
attributed to improper adherence to prescriptions
• Non-adherence contributes to an estimated cost to the US
health system of between US$100 billion and US$289 billion

3 Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology. 2007 Jun;119(6):1454-61
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Table 2 4: Pharmaceutical adherence approaches utilising connected
sensors and/or devices [Source: Machina Research]
Strategy for
improved adherence Core tactical elements
Connected pill
bottles and
dispensers

Pill dispensers and pill bottles with wirelessly
connected sensors, open/close/security
mechanisms, and/or physical alert systems

Smartphone and
tablet applications

Programmable alert dashboards send text,
email or other alerts to the patient to remind
him or her that he/she is due to take specific
pills or other medications. These applications
may or may not be directly linked to
pharmacies and doctors’ offices.

Next generation
pills

The coming generation of pills will be
available with sensor-based technology,
allowing for automatic compliance records
with each use (e.g. Proteus Digital Health)

The ramifications of non-compliance with prescription
medicine are significant in their costs to health systems and
physical and mental well-being of patients. There are several
strategies gaining prominence in the market aimed at
improving compliance with medication regimens, including
devices and applications that have been developed to provide

better engagement with the patient to ensure greater
adherence to prescription protocols, outlined in Table 2-4
below. While pill dispensers can aid patients become more
consistent with the pill usage, there the connected pill bottle
still does not guarantee that a patient has actually consumer
the pills dispensed by the machine in the correct quantity or
at the appropriate times.
California-based company, Proteus, is taking a radically
different approach to pharmaceutical compliance monitoring
with its sensor pills designed to wirelessly signal a receiver
patch, worn on the body, when a pill has been ingested in the
stomach. Proteus Digital’s unique approach is gaining support
from large pharmaceutical companies and holds the potential
to disrupt the conventional approach to pill design and
compliance records. The core design of the Proteus solution
produces pills with embedded elements that are similar in size
to a grain of sand that communicate with a body patch
receiver when the pill has made it into the stomach of the
patient. Once in contact with stomach acid, the embedded
metals on the pill react to the acid, generating just enough
electricity from the reaction to send a message to the receiver
body patch, attached to the outside of the patient’s stomach.
By communicating only when the medication hits the
stomach, Proteus’ approach creates a valuable compliance
record for its patients, detailing which medications were
consumed and at which specific times and location.

www.machinaresearch.com
4 Osterberg and Blaschke, “Adherence to medication,” New England Journal of Medicine, August 2005.
5 Ann Intern Med. 2012;157(11):785-795

COMPANY INSIGHT:
With more than 400,000 customers — including 100 of the Fortune
100 — and with deployments across a wide variety of industries in
more than 145 countries around the globe, Oracle offers an optimised
and fully integrated stack of business hardware and software systems.
Oracle’s Internet of Things Platform, the
platform for a connected world, provides a
comprehensive architecture from the device to
the data centre both on-premises and in the
cloud, delivering scalable and cost-effective
Internet of Things (IoT) solutions across all
markets.

Visit: www.oracle.com/iot

In the data centre, Oracle excels at delivering
powerful solutions to all critical areas of
challenge in the healthcare industry. Oracle’s
wide range of integrated, industry-specific
software and hardware solutions are optimised
to improve operational efficiencies and deliver
performance levels that are unmatched in the
industry. And because Oracle systems are built
on open standards, they can be deployed in
the data centre as individual components or as
complete solutions that are integrated from
applications to engineered systems.

On the device side, Oracle Java Embedded is
widely used in many vertical markets from
automotive, to industrial automation to
healthcare. Java is found in remote patient
monitoring gateways, imaging systems and
other embedded devices, streamlining
application portability across a variety of
application processors, microcontrollers and
operating systems. As a result, developers can
focus on value-added features, as well as
forward-looking investments such as identity
management, security, and remote device
management in an increasingly connected IoT
environment.
Supported by the world’s largest community of
developers and deployed in over three billion
devices, developing with Java enables the
utilisation of ubiquitous Java talent to rapidly
create and adapt sophisticated IoT solutions.
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Arkessa
Business applications: Building & Plant Automation applications |
Connected Consumer Device applications | Energy & Utilities
applications | Healthcare & Medicine applications | Industry &
Manufacturing applications | Public Safety & Government applications |
Retail, Internet, POS & Vending applications | Security, Access Control &
Defence applications | Transport & Logistics applications
Service: Software/Service Delivery Platform developers & vendors
Description: Arkessa is a leading provider of M2M of IoT platforms and
Managed Services which has enabled organisations of all sizes to
monitor, manage and control remote devices since 2002.
The Ark M2M Connectivity Platform enables connections to be made
anywhere in the world providing a future-proof solution, incorporating
global Satellite coverage, emerging communications technologies
(LPRNs) and is truly mobile network agnotisic.

Website

3G Cellabs Pvt Ltd

www.cellabs.com

7Layers Inc.

www.7layers.com

A2E Limited

www.a2etech.com

Aartesys AG

www.aartesys.ch

AcalBFi

www.acalbfi.co.uk

Acision

www.acision.com

Aclara

www.aclara.com

Adaptive Mobile

www.adaptivemobile.com

Adaptive Modules

www.adaptivemodules.co.uk

Adura

www.adura.com

Aepona

www.aepona.com

Aeris Communications

www.aeris.com

Aggrupa Network S.L.

www.agruppa.org

Airbiquity

www.airbiquity.com

Akuacom

www.akuasom.com

Alcatel-Lucent

www.alcatel.com

Alert Enterprise

www.alertenterprise.com

Altaworx.com

www.altaworx.com

Amdocs

www.amdocs.com

Anite Telecom

www.anite.com

AnkushCharaya

www.ankush.com

Antenova

www.antenova.com

AnyBridge

www.anybridge-m2m.nl

Arkessa's IoT Service Bus connects IoT devices to enterprise systems,
taking care of the plethora of different IoT protocols, standard and
proprietary devices and legacy devices so that enterprises can derive
real business value from their Internet of Things.

Arantech

www.arantech.com

Arc Advisory Group

www.arcweb.com

Aria Networks

www.aria-networks.com

Aricent Group

www.arricent.com

Arkessa

www.arkessa.com

Salisbury House, Station Road, Cambridge, CB1 2LA, UK
Country: United Kingdom
Web: www.arkessa.com
Tel: +44 1279 799270

Arrayent

www.arrayent.com

Ascom

www.ascom.co.uk

Asentinel

www.asentinel.com

Cerillion Technologies

Asya Traffic Signalling

www.asyatraffic.com

AT&T Inc.

www.att.com

Atmel

www.atmel.com

Atrack Technology Inc

www.atrack.com.tw

Audi

www.audi.com

Augusta Systems

www.augustasystems.com

Auto Alert Ltd

www.autoalert.me.uk

Auto-Txt

www.autotxt.com

Averox

www.averox.com

Axeda

www.axeda.com

Axesstel

www.axesstel.com

Axiros

www.axiros.com

B&B Electronics

www.bb-elec.com

Business applications: Automotive | Agriculture & Fisheries applications
| Building & Plant Automation applications | Connected Consumer Device
applications | Connected Home & Entertainment applications | Energy &
Utilities applications | Environment Monitoring & Control applications |
Healthcare & Medicine applications | Industry & Manufacturing
applications | Marketing & Advertising applications | Mining & Exploration
applications | Public Safety & Government applications | Retail, Internet,
POS & Vending applications | Remote Monitoring & Control applications |
Security, Access Control & Defence applications | Smart Grid & Smart
City applications | Storage & Distribution applications | Transport &
Logistics applications | Other applications | ALL applications | Asset &
Cargo Tracking; Fleet Management; Personal Tracking | Telematics
Service: Back Office - Billing, CRM, BI, ERP, Inventory, Lifecycle.

Baltnetos Komunikacijos

www.balt.net

Beecham Research

www.beechamresearch.com

BergInsight

www.berginsight.com

Beyond Wireless

www.beyondwireless.co.za

Description: Cerillion is a leading provider of billing, charging and
customer management systems with more than 20 years' experience
delivering its solutions across a broad range of industries including the
telecommunications, finance, utilities and transportation sectors. These
are used to price and bill subscriptions and variable usage for wholesale,
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BiZDimensionsLimited

www.bizdimensions.org

Blue Slice

www.blueslice.com

BMW Teleservices

www.bmw.com

Bridge Energy Group

www.bridgeenergygroup.com

Bridgewater Systems

www.bridgewatersystems.com

Brighterion

www.brighterion.com

Broadband Forum

www.broadband-forum.org

Broadcom

www.broadcom.com

Bsquare

www.bsquare.com

BT

www.bt.com

Busiraks

www.busiraks.co.za

Buywowgold

www.wow-gold-team.com

CalAmp Telemetric Systems

www.calamp.com

Carriots

www.carriots.com

Casello.com Group

www.caselloweb.com

CBOSS

www.cbossgroup.com

CCGroup

www.ccgrouppr.com
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retail and white label services; B2B and B2C offerings and multi-country
service provider portfolios.

Celizion Inc

www.celizion.com

Cerillion Skyline combines this heritage of providing high performance
billing and transaction processing engines with an intuitive online user
interface to provide a complete Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) billing
application for the next generation of digital and non-digital services.

Cerillion Technologies Limited www.cerillion.com

Ciena

www.ciena.com

125 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, WC2H 8AD, UK
Country: United Kingdom
Web: www.cerillion.com
www.cerillionskyline.com
Tel: +44 20 7927 6000

Cinch Connectors Inc.

www.cinch.com

Cinterion

www.cinterion.com

Cellphone-Mate

www.surecall.com

Ceragon Networks

www.ceragon.com

www.cerillionskyline.com
CeTEC GmbH & Co KG

www.cetec.cc

Cetecom

www.cetecom.com

Cisco Systems

www.cisco.com/uk

Clarity

www.clarity.com

ClearRF L.L.C

www.clearrf.com

Comarch

www.comarch.com

Comarch S.A

www.m2m.comarch.com

Communication WAVE

www.commwave.co.kr

Compass Intelligence, LLC

www.compassintelligence.com

Comptel

www.comptel.com

Compuware

www.compuware.com

Comverse

www.comverse.com

ConnectM Technology Solutions www.connectm.com
Continua Health Alliance

www.continuaalliance.org

Contrive S.r.l.

www.contrive.it

Converged Infrastructure

www.converged-solutions.co.za

Solutions
Convergys

www.convergys.com

Coradiant

www.bmc.com

Coronis

www.coronis.com

CradlePoint

www.cradlepoint.com

Digi International

CrossBridge Solutions

www.crossbridgesolutions.com

Crystal Ball Ltd

www.crystalball.tv

Business applications: Agriculture & Fisheries applications | Building &
Plant Automation applications | Connected Consumer Device
applications | Connected Home & Entertainment applications | Energy &
Utilities applications | Environment Monitoring & Control applications |
Healthcare & Medicine applications | Industry & Manufacturing
applications | Mining & Exploration applications | Public Safety &
Government applications | Retail, Internet, POS & Vending applications |
Remote Monitoring & Control applications | Security, Access Control &
Defence applications | Smart Grid & Smart City applications | Storage &
Distribution applications | Transport & Logistics applications | Asset &
Cargo Tracking; Fleet Management; Personal Tracking | Telematics

CSL DualCom Limited

www.csldual.com

CST

www.intoxalock.com

Current Cost

www.currentcost.com

Cyan

www.cyantechnology.com

Service: Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line, Satellite, (M)VNO |
End-to-end M2M Solution/Service Providers | M2M Cloud Platform
Services
Description: Digi International is the M2M solutions expert, combining
products and services as end-to-end solutions to drive business
efficiencies. Digi provides the industry’s broadest range of wireless
products, a cloud computing platform tailored for devices and
development services to help customers get to market fast with wireless
devices and applications. Digi’s entire solution set is tailored to allow any
device to communicate with any application, anywhere in the world.
11001 Bren Rd E, 55343, USA
Country: United States
Web: www.digi.com
Tel: +1 952 912 3444
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Cybercom

www.cybercom.com

Cycle30

www.cycle30.com

Cypress Envirosystems

www.cypressenvirosystems.com

Daimler

www.daimler.com

DATAMOBILE

www.compro-online.de

DATAMOBILE AG

www.datamobile.ag

DataOnline

www.dataonline.com

Datatrade Managed Services AG www.datatrade.ch
DENSO

www.globaldenso.com

Deutsche Telekom

www.telekom.com

Digi International

www.digi.com

Digicom Spa

www.digicom.it

Diginotar

www.diginotar.nl

Digital Fuel

www.digitalfuel.com

Duodigit Ltda

www.duodigit.com.br

Durrants

www.durrants.co.uk

Echelon Corporation

www.echelon.com

Echelon Geolife

www.echelon-geolife.ru

EcoAxis

www.ecoaxisindia.com

EcoTelematics Group Oy

www.ecotelematics.com

Edevice

www.edevice.com

EELEO

www.eeleo.com

Ei3 Corp

www.ei3.com

Elster

www.elster.com

Ember

www.ember.com

Emerge Alliance

www.emergealliance.org

EMnify

www.emnify.com

EmutexLimited

www.emutex.com

Encore Networks

www.encorenetworks.com

Energy Hub

www.energyhub.com

Energy ICT

www.energyict.com
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Energy UK

www.energy-uk.org.uk

Enernex Corporation

www.enernex.com

EnerNoc Inc

www.enernoc.com

Enfora

www.enfora.com

Entuity

www.entuity.com

Enzen Global

www.enzenglobal.com

ERCO & GENER

www.ercogener.com

Ericsson

www.ericsson.com

EServGlobal Ltd

www.eserveglobal.com

FTS

Eseye

www.eseye.com

Esprida Corp

www.esprida.com

Business applications:
Service: Back Office - Billing, CRM, BI, ERP, Inventory, Lifecycle. |
Hardware; Software; Professional Services

Eurotech

www.eurotech.com

Everon

www.everon.fi

Evolving Systems

www.evolving.com

Exosite

www.exosite.com

Description: FTS, a Magic Software Group company, works with
telecommunications, M2M, content and payment service providers
globally to help them manage complex transactions and relationships
with greater flexibility and greater independence.

Falt Communications

www.faltcom.se

Famhost

www.famhost.com

Analysing every transaction from a business standpoint, FTS offers endto-end and add-on convergent billing, charging, policy control and
payments solutions to customers worldwide, and services both growing
and major providers. FTS implements its solutions in mobile, wireline,
broadband, M2M/IoT, MVNO/E, payments, e-commerce, mobile money,
cable, cloud and content markets. FTS’ solutions dramatically lower the
total cost of ownership (TCO) for telecoms, machine-to-machine and
content service providers.
6 Maskit street, Herzliya, 46140, Israel
Country: Israel
Web: www.fts-soft.com/category/M2M-billing
Tel: +972-9-952-6500

FF-Automation Oy

www.ff-automation.com

Fixed Wireless Pty Ltd

www.fixedwireless.com.au

Flash Networks

www.flashnetworks.com

Flutura Decision Sciences

www.flutura.com

and Analytics
Ford/Bug Labs

www.buglabs.net

FourC AS

www.fourc.eu

FTS

www.fts-soft.comcategory

G4S

www.g4s.com

Gemalto

www.gemalto.com

Giesecke & Devrient

www.gi-de.com

GlobalTopTechnologyInc.

www.gtop-tech.com

GlobeTelecom-ITEnabled

www.m2msolutions.globe.com.ph

M2M-billing

ServicesGroup
Google Inc

www.google.com

HCL Technologies

www.hcl.com

Hideasolutions

www.hidea.kr

Highdeal

www.highdeal.com

Honestar Technologies Co Ltd www.honestar.com
Honeywell International Inc

www.honeywell.com

Horsebridge Network Systems www.horsebridge.net
Hortonworks Inc.

www.hortonworks.com

Huawei

www.huawei.com

Hughes Telematics

www.hughestelematics.com

Hyundai

www.hyundai.com

I21 Solutions

www.i21solutions.com

KORE

IBM

www.ibm.com

IControl Networks

www.icontrol.com

Business applications: Energy & Utilities applications | Environment
Monitoring & Control applications | Healthcare & Medicine applications |
Industry & Manufacturing applications | Security, Access Control &
Defence applications | Transport & Logistics applications | Other
applications

IGL-Technologies

www.igl.fi

IGo

www.igo.com

Service: Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line, Satellite, (M)VNO |
End-to-end M2M Solution/Service Providers | Managed Network
Services; Business Management Platform
Description: KORE is the world’s largest wireless network provider
specializing exclusively on the rapidly expanding global machine-tomachine (M2M) communications market. Operating under the KORE
Telematics brand in the USA, and providing solutions to enterprises and
operators under the KORE Systems brand, KORE provides unified control
and management for cellular and satellite network service delivery in
more than 180 countries worldwide, KORE empowers its application,
hardware and wireless operator partners to efficiently deliver M2M
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ILS

www.ilsmart.com

ILS Technology

www.ilstechnology.com

IMBU Switzerland

www.imbu.es

IMetrik

www.imetrik.com

Infobright

www.infobright.com

Infonova

www.infonova.com

InfoVista

www.infovista.com

Infozech

www.infozech.com

Ingenico

www.ingenico.com

Inilex

www.inilex.com

Inmarsat

www.inmarsat.com

InnoPath

www.innopath.com

Innopay

www.innopay.com

Inrix

www.inrix.com

INSIDE Secure

www.insidesecure.com

Intamac

www.intamac.com

Intec

www.intec.co.uk

Intec Billing

www.intecbilling.com
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solutions for connected devices across the globe. M2M applications in
industries as diverse as healthcare, utilities, enterprise IT, transaction
processing and fleet management rely on the KORE network to deliver
operational efficiencies and cost-savings. KORE offers a range of
technologies — including GSM, HSPA, CDMA EV-DO and LTE, as well as
satellite services — that ensure the greatest possible reliability and coverage.
3700 Mansell Road, Suite 250, Alpharetta, GA, 30022, USA
Country: United States
Web: www.koretelematics.com
Tel: +1 877 710 4028

@

Integral Analytics

www.integralanalytics.com

Integralis

www.integralis.com

Intel

www.intel.com

Intel Lumension

www.lumension.com

Intelliden

www.intelliden.com

International Turnkey Solutions www.its.ws
Intersec

www.intersec.com

Intesyn

www.intersyn.it

Intuitive Business Intelligence www.intuitivebusiness
intelligence.com
IoBridge

www.iobridge.com

Ipanema

www.ipanematech.com

IPass

www.ipass.com

IQsim

www.iqism.com

Iridium Communications

www.iridium.com

IWOW Connections Pte Ltd

www.iwow.com.sg

Ixia

www.ixiacom.com

Ixonos

www.ixonos.com

Janus Remote Communications www.janus-rc.com

Maingate
Business applications: Automotive | Agriculture & Fisheries applications
| Building & Plant Automation applications | Connected Consumer Device
applications | Connected Home & Entertainment applications | Energy &
Utilities applications | Environment Monitoring & Control applications |
Healthcare & Medicine applications | Industry & Manufacturing applications |
Public Safety & Government applications | Retail, Internet, POS &
Vending applications | Remote Monitoring & Control applications |
Security, Access Control & Defence applications | Smart Grid & Smart City
applications | Storage & Distribution applications | Transport & Logistics
applications | Asset & Cargo Tracking; Fleet Management; Personal
Tracking | Telematics

Jasper Wireless

www.jasperwireless.com

Jaspersoft

www.jaspersoft.com

Jazz Wireless

www.jazzwirelessdata.com

JBilling

www.jbillingdata.com

John Deere

www.deere.com

JT

www.jtglobal.com

JTGlobal

www.jtm2m.com

JTrack M2M Tellocation

www.jtrack.ca

Systems Ltd
Jungo Ltd

www.jungo.com

Junifer Systems

www.junifersystems.com

Juniper Networks

www.juniper.net

Kaizo

www.kaizo.net

Kalido

www.kalido.com

Kamstrup

www.kamstrup.com

Kapsch CarrierCom

www.kapschcarrier.com

Keynote Systems

www.keynote.com

Kobil

www.mobil.com

Kognitio

www.kognito.com

Kony

www.kony.com

KORE

www.koretelematics.com

Korea Communications Agency www.kca.kr

Service: Software/Service Delivery Platform developers & vendors |
Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line, Satellite, (M)VNO | Data
Management & Control Services & Systems | M2M Point Solution/Service
Providers | End-to-end M2M Solution/Service Providers | Service Delivery
Platforms; Software - Device Management | Managed Network Services;
Business Management Platform | M2M Cloud Platform Services
Description: Founded in 1998, Wireless Maingate AB is an ICT company,
providing M2M Connectivity and Data Management services to
customers around Europe. We are a trusted partner to more than 1.000
customers, including leading utilities such as E.ON, Fortum and
Vattenfall. We work closely with leading technology partners such as
Gemalto, Giesecke & Devrient, Oberthur, Schneider Electric, Kamstrup,
Telia, Tele2 and Deutsche Telekom. Today we connect more than 55% of
all smart meters in Sweden, 20% of all smart meters in Finland, 70% of
the Point-of-Sales terminals in Sweden and 40% of all residential alarms
in Sweden.
P.O Box 244, Visiting address: Drottninggatan 16
SE-371 24 Karlskrona, Sweden
Country: Sweden
Web: www.maingatesolutions.com
Tel: +46 (0) 455 36 37 00
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KPN

www.kpn.com/m2m

KPN Telecom

www.kpn.com

Kroll Ontrack

www.krollontrack.co.uk

KT

www.kt.com

KT Tech

www.kttech.com

KUANTIC

www.kuantic.com

KXEN

www.kxen.com

Laipac Technologies

www.laipac.com

Laird Technologies

www.lairdtech.com

Lantronix

www.lantronix.com

LEO Integrated Technologies

www.leoelectronics.com

Pvt Ltd
LG

www.lg.com

LHP Telematics

www.lhptelematics.com

Libelium

www.libelium.com

Lifenet

www.lifenet.com

Lifetree Technologies

www.lifetreetech.com

LockState

www.lockstate.com

Logic PD

www.logicpd.com

Logica

www.logica.co.uk

LogiSense

www.logisense.com

LPRS

www.lprs.co.uk

LS Telecom

www.lstelecom.com

LSR

www.lsr.com

M2M Communications

www.m2mcomm.com
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M2M DataSmart

www.m2mdatasmart.com

M2M Germany GmbH

www.m2mgermany.de

M2M Now

www.m2mnow.biz

M2M Simplexx GmbH

www.m2msimplexx.de

M2M Solution

www.m2msolution.com

NetComm Wireless

M2MWorldNews

www.m2mworldnews.com

MACH S.a.r.l.

www.mach.com

Business applications: Agriculture & Fisheries applications | Building &
Plant Automation applications | Energy & Utilities applications |
Environment Monitoring & Control applications | Healthcare & Medicine
applications | Industry & Manufacturing applications | Mining &
Exploration applications | Public Safety & Government applications |
Retail, Internet, POS & Vending applications | Remote Monitoring &
Control applications | Security, Access Control & Defence applications |
Smart Grid & Smart City applications | Transport & Logistics applications

MachNation

www.machnation.com

Maestro Wireless Solutions

www.maestro-wireless.com

Service: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways | Data Management & Control Services & Systems | Hardware;
Software; Professional Services | Device Management; Multi-IMSI SIM;
Hardware (Gateway Provider)
Description: NetComm Wireless Limited (ASX: NTC) is a leading
developer of innovative broadband products sold globally to
telecommunications carriers, core network providers and system
integrators. For 32 years NetComm has developed a portfolio of world
first data communication products, and is a respected global provider of
3G and 4G wireless devices servicing the major telecommunications
carrier, Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and Rural Broadband markets.
NetComm’s products are designed to meet the growing needs of today’s
diverse home, business and industrial broadband applications and
designed to optimise the performance of global network advancements.
Headquartered in Sydney, Australia, NetComm has offices in the US,
Canada, UK, New Zealand, the Middle East and Japan.
18-20 Orion Road, Lane Cove, Sydney, 2066, Australia
Country: Australia
Web: www.netcommwireless.com
Tel: +61 2 9424 2070

Maingate

www.Maingate.se

MakerBot

www.makerbot.com

Maporama

www.maporama.com

Martin Dawes Systems

www.martindawessystems.com

Marvell

www.marvell.com

Masergy

www.masergy.com

MasterCard

www.mastercard.com

Max4Systems

www.max4systems.com

MBlox

www.mblox.com

Mbricks

www.mbricks.no

MegaSys

www.megasys.com

MELPER

www.melper.co.kr

Mesh Systems LLC

www.mesh-systems.com

Metaswitch

www.metaswitch.com

Metracom

www.metracom.fr

MetraTech

www.metratech.com

MGt

www.mgtplc.com

MHealth Alliance

www.mhealthalliance.org

Mi Pay

www.mi-pay.com

Micro Focus

www.microfocus.com

Microchip Technology

www.microchip.com

MidWest Data

www.mwdata.net

Milton Security Grp

www.miltonsecurity.com

MIND CTI

www.mindcti.com

Mindtree

www.mindtree.com

MITIE

www.mitie.com

Mobile Distillery

www.mobile-distillery.com

Mobile Squared

www.mobilesquared.co.uk

MOBILENT CORP

www.mobilant.co.kr

MobileThink

www.mobilethink.dk

Mobilisis d.o.o.

www.mobilisis.hr

MOBILTRUST Bilisim San

www.mobiltrust.com

ve Tic AS.
MobiquiThings

www.mobiquithings.com

Moneybookers

www.moneybookers.com

MontageData

www.montagedata.com

Motorola

www.motorola.com

MOXA

www.moxa.com

Multi-Tech Systems

www.multitech.com

Mycom International

www.my-int.com

MyriadGroup

www.myriadgroup.com

Orga Systems

Mzcbdgi

www.hlcdssvsllej.com

Nabto

www.nabto.com

Business applications: ALL applications

Nakina Systems

www.nakinasystems.com

Narus

www.narus.com

Service: Back Office - Billing, CRM, BI, ERP, Inventory, Lifecycle.
Description: Orga Systems is a leading software vendor for convergent
charging and billing, with an international customer base in
telecommunications, utilities and automotive markets. For more than two
decades, Orga Systems’ real time billing technology has been enabling
customers around the globe to quickly launch and monetise enhanced
offerings. With integrated order and revenue management, service
providers can drive a new agenda for launching, selling, and monetising
products. Orga Systems’ GOLD product family provides embedded
policy control, real time charging and billing and order management, all
driven by a central product catalog. Best-in-class consulting and
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Navetas

www.navetas.com

Navteq

www.navteq.navigation.com

Nayax Ltd

www.nayax.com

NCP engineering GmbH

www.ncp-e.com

NeoMedia

www.neom.com

Neptuny

www.neptuny.com

Netcomm

www.netcomm.com.au

NetComm Wireless

www.netcommwireless.com

NetCracker

www.netcracker.com

Netformx

www.netformx.com

Netisit

www.netisit.com

NetQoS

www.ca.com/netqos

NetScout

www.netscout.com
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implementation services for convergent billing and utility billing
guarantee customer satisfaction and immediate ROI.
Am Hoppenhof 33, Paderborn, 33104, Germany
Country: Germany
Web: www.orga-systems.com
Tel: +49 5251 8749 3061

@

Netsize

www.netsize.com

Network Cadence

www.verecloud.com

Network Critical

www.networkcritical.com

Network Mining

www.networkmining.com

NeuStar

www.neustar.biz

Neutral Technologies

www.neutraltechnologies.com.sg

NexasNetworksInc.

www.nexasnet.com

Nextraq

www.nextraq.com

Nexus Telecom

www.nexustelecom.com

Nissan/ Renault

www.renault.com

Noetica

www.noetica.com

Nogueria Business Consultants www.nbc.com
Nokia Networks

Swisscom
Business applications: Automotive | Connected Consumer Device
applications | Remote Monitoring & Control applications | Smart Grid &
Smart City applications
Service: Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line, Satellite, (M)VNO |
System Integrators/Consultants | Service Delivery Platforms; Software Device Management | Business Intelligence, News & Networking Platform
Description: Swisscom M2M Centre of Competence focuses on
delivering innovative M2M & IoT related products, services and solutions
that offer both regional and global scale. Committed to assisting
companies of all sizes from concept and design on through to
implementation and distribution, Swisscom M2M Centre of Competence
offers the deep industry expertise and extensive world-wide roaming
coverage necessary for advanced M2M solutions. The portfolio range
includes, among other solutions remote management, mobile payment,
fleet management and track & trace.
Swisscom M2M Centre of Competence
Müllerstrasse 16, Zürich, Switzerland
Country: Switzerland
Web: www.swisscom.com/m2m

www.networks.nokia.com

Novatel Wireless

www.nvtl.com

Novell

www.novell.com

Novotech Technologies

www.novotech.com

NPHASE

www.nphase.com

NTG Clarity Networks

www.ntgclarity.com

Nuance Communications

www.nuance.com

Numerex

www.numerex.com

OASIS Systems

www.oasissystems.com

Oberthur Technologies

www.oberthur.com

Objective System Integrators

www.osi.com

Octo Telematics

www.octotelematics.com

Oi Paggo

www.paggo.com.br

OKI

www.oki.com

Omni m2m

www.omnim2m.com

Omnilink Systems Inc

www.omnilink.com

OmniSite

www.omnisite.com

OMNITROL Networks

www.omnitrol.com

Omnix Software

www.omnixsoftware.com

Onasset Intelligence

www.onasset.com

OneSimCard

www.onesimcard.com

OneVu

www.onevu.com

Oninit Consulting

www.oninit.com

Ontology Systems

www.ontology.com

Onzo

www.onzo.com

Open Trust

www.opentrust.com

OpenCloud

www.opencloud.com

Openet

www.openet.com

Opower

www.opower.com

Opto22

www.opto22.com

Oracle

www.oracle.com/iot

Orange Business Services

www.orange-business.com

ORBCOMM, Inc.

www.orbcomm.com

Orga Systems GmbH

www.orga-systems.com

OriginGPS

www.origingps.com

Orsis

www.orsis.co.uk

OSI Soft

www.osisoft.com

Pace

www.pace.com

Pachube

www.pachube.com

Palantiri Systems Inc

www.palantirisystems.com

Panasonic

www.panasonic.com

Paraimpu

www.paraimpu.crs4.it

Synapse Wireless

Parkopedia

www.parkopedia.co.uk

Parsec Technologies, Inc.

www.parsec-t.com

Business applications: ALL applications

Payforit

www.payforit.org

PayPal

www.paypal.com

PCN Technology Inc.

www.pcntechnology.com

Service: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways | Software/Service Delivery Platform developers & vendors |
Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line, Satellite, (M)VNO | System
Integrators/Consultants | Data Management & Control Services &
Systems | M2M Point Solution/Service Providers | End-to-end M2M
Solution/Service Providers | M2M Industry Associations, Analysts, Media,
Marketing | Test & Measurement | Service Delivery Platforms; Software -
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Pedigree Technologies

www.pedigreetechnologies.com

PEER 1 Hosting

www.peer1hosting.co.uk

Pentaho

www.pentaho.com

Perle Systems

www.perle.com

Persistent Systems

www.persistentsystems.com

Phoenix Energy Tech

www.phoenixet.com
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Device Management | Hardware; Software; Professional Services | Service
Deployment Kit | Managed Network Services; Business Management
Platform | M2M Cloud Platform Services | Device Management; Multi-IMSI
SIM; Hardware (Gateway Provider) | Business Intelligence, News &
Networking Platform
Description: Synapse Wireless has nearly a decade of experience
implementing IoT solutions across multiple industries. The company’s
competitive advantage is its unique SNAP® IoT operating system, which
is designed for real time processing, distributed computing and
scalability for enterprise customers with large network requirements
(from node to gateway to cloud). SNAP was developed to solve the ‘hard
problems’ for applications, and enables unmatched, field proven
scalability. Synapse currently has solutions implemented in multiple
industries, including intelligent lighting, foodservice, renewable energy,
healthcare and retail.
Credited with over twenty patents, Synapse is a leader in the industry as
it continues to focus on research, product development and
technological advancement in order to provide its customers easy,
comprehensive solutions that enable improved efficiencies, reduced
operational costs and enhanced visibility. Harbor Research, a leading IoT
research firm, states that: “Synapse Wireless is jumping ahead of the
current market’s noise and confusion about wireless connectivity and Big
Data and is re-defining how value is created from sensors and the data
received.”
Synapse Wireless is based in Huntsville, Alabama, and is a subsidiary of
McWane.
6723 Odyssey Drive, Huntsville, AL 35806, USA
Country: United States
Web: www.synapse-wireless.com
Tel: +1 256 852 7888

Telit Wireless Solutions
Business applications: ALL applications
Service: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways | Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line, Satellite,
(M)VNO | Data Management & Control Services & Systems | End-to-end
M2M Solution/Service Providers | Hardware; Software; Professional
Services | M2M Cloud Platform Services | Device Management; Multi-IMSI
SIM; Hardware (Gateway Provider)
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Physio Control

www.physio-control.com

Pitney Bowes Business Insight www.pbinsight.com
Pivetal

www.pivetal.com

Polaris Wireless

www.polariswireless.com

Polycom

www.polycom.com

Polystar OSIX

www.polystar.com

Portrait Software

www.portaritsoftware.com

Powelectrics Ltd

www.powelectrics.co.uk

PRD Technologies

www.p-rd.com

Precidia Technologies Inc

www.precidia.com

Prime Carrier

www.primecarrier.com

Prism Technology

www.prismtechnology.in

Pro Atria Ltd

www.proatria.com

Progressive Insurance

www.progressive.com

Proliphix

www.prolifix.net

Pronto Networks

www.prontonetworks.com

PSA

www.psa-peugeot-citroen.com

Pursway

www.pursway.com

QlikTech

www.qlikview.com

Quake Global

www.quakeglobal.com

Qualcomm

www.qualcomm.com

Quarterwave Ltd

www.Quarterwave.jpg

Queralt Inc.

www.queraltinc.com

Quest Software,Inc

www.questsoftware.com

Quova

www.quova.com

Raco Wireless

www.racowireless.com

Radialpoint

www.radialpoint.com

Radio Data Technology

www.radiodata.co.uk

Radiocrafts AS

www.radiocrafts.com

RayFengMachineCo.,Ltd.

www.cnc-lathe-machines.com

Raymar Information Technology www.raymarinc.com
ReaDIYmate

www.readiymate.com

Redbend

www.redbend.com

Redknee

www.redknee.com

Redwood Systems

www.redwoodsystems.co.uk

RFM

www.rfm.com

Richardson RFPD

www.richardsonrfpd.com

RightITnow

www.rightitnow.com

Roamworks

www.roamworks.com

Rodopi Software

www.rodopi.com

Rogers Wireless

www.rogers.com

Rosslyn Analytics

www.rosslynanalytics.com

Rubico Consulting AB

www.rubico.se

S3 Group

www.s3group.com

Samsung

www.samsung.com

Sandvine

www.sandvine.com

SAP

www.sap.com

SAS

www.sas.com

Saturn Wireless, LLC

www.saturnwireless.com

Satyam

www.mahindrasatyam.com

Scania

www.scania.com

Scorecard Systems

www.scorecardsystems.com

Securitas

www.securitas.com

SeeControl

www.seecontrol.com

Seeker Wireless

www.seekerwireless.com

SEM S.r.l

www.semtechnologies.it

SENA Technologies

www.sena.com

Sensera Systems

www.senserasystems.com

Sensile Technologies SA

www.sensile.ch

Sensinode

www.sensinode.com

Sensoria Networks LLC

www.sensorianetworks.com

SensorLogic Inc

www.sensorlogic.com

Sensus

www.sensus.com

SentryBay

www.sentrybay.com

Service2Media

www.service2media.com

Sevone

www.sevone.com
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Description: With over 12 years dedicated to the M2M market, Telit is
constantly advancing its technological leadership through a network of
eight R&D centers around the globe. Responsible for innovations that
have propelled m2m technologies into main-stream adoption, including
the introduction of the ball-grid-array (BGA) module in the mid-00s, the
“Family” and “Unified-Form-Factor” concepts which allow side and
backward compatibilities among products and the smallest and most
sensitive GPS receiver module, Telit continues to demonstrate a unique
ability to translate prowess in the various technologies it dominates, into
business breakthroughs. Telit’s ONE STOP. ONE SHOP. offers an
extensive portfolio of the highest quality cellular, short-range, and global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) modules; all available in over 80
countries from 35 sales offices and 60 distributors. From business unit
Telit Automotive Solutions, the company delivers a family of products,
including the ATOP line, designed specifically to meet the needs of the
Automotive OEM marketplace. Telit automotive products are subject to
strict automotive-grade lifecycle and process management, representing
industry-leading innovation with a roadmap to the latest, cutting-edge
technologies plus intelligent integration of new hardware, software and
services functionalities. By supplying products that are business scalable
and interchangeable across families, technologies, and generations, Telit
customers can keep development costs low and benefit from solid
protection for their design investments. Telit also offers Software as a
Service (SaaS)-structured value added services from business unit
m2mAIR. On the mobile network side of device connectivity, m2mAIR
Mobile delivers business value through superior performance,
redundancy, and network coverage. On the Internet side, m2mAIR
Cloud’s platform as a service (PaaS) secure application enablement and
cloud back-end integration services enable configuration and
deployment of enterprise-grade m2m applications without any
programming – enabling intelligence in virtually no time. Addressing the
critical demand for cost-control solutions, m2mAIR offers multi-faceted
tool sets designed to help adopters reduce total cost of ownership with
better security and enhanced real-time cost control. Telit also provides
unmatched customer support and premier design-in expertise from its
sales and support offices, global distributor network of wireless experts
and 30+ accredited Competence Centers. The Technical Support Forum
is a first-of-kind initiative where not only customers, but the entire m2m
community including system integrators, developers and partner
companies, can exchange opinions and ideas amongst themselves plus
receive direct and timely assistance from any of Telit’s “Technical Support
Centers” (TTSCs) around the world.
7th Floor, 90 High Holborn, London, WC1V 6XX, UK
Country: United Kingdom
Web: www.telit.com
Tel: +39 040 4192111
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Shenick

www.shenick.com

Shenzhen Wlink Technology

www.wlink-tech.com

Co., LTD
Sierra Wireless

www.sierrawireless.com

Sifteo

www.sifteo.com

SIGFOX

www.sigfox.com

SigFox Wireless

www.sigfox-system.com

Silicon Laboratories

www.silabs.com

SIMCom

www.sim.com

Simon Kucher & Partners

www.simon-kucher.com

SingTel

www.singtel.com/m2m

Singularity

www.singulartylive.com

Sitronics TS

www.sitronicsts.com

Sixnet

www.sixnet.com

Sixthsensemedia

www.sixthsensemedia.com

SkyTel

www.skytel.com

Skywave Mobile

www.skywave.com

Communications
SL Corporation

www.sl.com

Smart Trust

www.smarttrust.com

Smartlabs

www.smartlabs.tv

Sofrecom

www.sofrecom.com

SoftwebSolutionsInc

www.softwebsolutions.com

Solair Corporate

www.solaircorporate.com

Solera Networks

www.soleranetworks.com

Sonus Networks

www.sonusnet.com

Sopra Group

www.sopragroup.com

Sourcefire

www.sourcefire.com

SparkIntegration

www.sparkintegration.com

TechnologiesInc.
Sparus Software

www.zenprise.com

Spectrum

www.spectrumdsi.com

SpeedCast Limited

www.speedcast.com

SPIMESENSE Technologies

www.spimesense.com

Spirent Communications

www.spirent.com

Sprint

www.sprint.com

SPSS

www.ibm.com/software/
analytics/spss

Starchip

www.starchip-ic.com

Starhome

www.starhome.com

Stepac

www.stepac.com

Steria

www.steria.com

Stream Communications

www.stream-communications.com

Subex

www.subexworld.com

Subnet Solutions

www.subnet.com

Sunrise Telecom

www.sunrisetelecom.com

Suntech Technologies

www.suntechtechnologies.com

SunWize Technoloties

www.SunWize.com

Supervisor Sp. Z.o.o

www.supervisor.pl

Swisscom

www.swisscom.com/m2m

Sybase

www.sybase.com

Sygnity

www.synity.pl

Symmetry Electronics

www.symmetryelectronics.com

Corporation
Symplio Lifestyle Technologies www.symplio.com
Symsoft
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www.symsoft.com

Synapse Wireless, Inc.

www.synapse-wireless.com

Synchrologic

www.synchrologic.com

Synchronoss Technologies

www.synchronoss.com

Syniverse

www.syniverse.com

T Mobile

www.t-mobile.co.uk

Tail F Systems

www.tail-f.com

Talisma Corp

www.talisima.com

Tango Telecom

www.tango.ie

Tanla Mobile

www.tanla.com

Taoglas

www.taoglas.com
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TU-Automotive
Business applications: Automotive
Service: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways
Description: Tracking Automotive Technology and Innovation
TU-Automotive is the reference point and communications hub for the
evolving automotive technology segment as it converges with consumer
electronics, mobile and IoT to re-define connectivity, mobility and
autonomous use-cases.
Fashion Street, London, E1 6PX, UK
Country: United Kingdom
Web: www.tu-automotive.com
Tel: + 44 207 375 7517

Wireless Logic
Business applications: Automotive | Agriculture & Fisheries applications
| Building & Plant Automation applications | Energy & Utilities
applications | Environment Monitoring & Control applications |
Healthcare & Medicine applications | Industry & Manufacturing
applications | Marketing & Advertising applications | Mining & Exploration
applications | Public Safety & Government applications | Retail, Internet,
POS & Vending applications | Remote Monitoring & Control applications |
Security, Access Control & Defence applications | Smart Grid & Smart
City applications | Storage & Distribution applications | Transport &
Logistics applications | Asset & Cargo Tracking; Fleet Management;
Personal Tracking | Telematics
Service: Software/Service Delivery Platform developers & vendors |
Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line, Satellite, (M)VNO | End-toend M2M Solution/Service Providers | Service Delivery Platforms;
Software - Device Management | Hardware; Software; Professional
Services | Managed Network Services; Business Management Platform |
M2M Cloud Platform Services | Device Management; Multi-IMSI SIM;
Hardware (Gateway Provider) | Business Intelligence, News & Networking
Platform
Description: Europe’s leading independent Machine to Machine (M2M)
platform solutions provider, Wireless Logic works with over 800
application providers, system integrators and enterprises, delivering a
range of managed services including management and monitoring
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Tata Communications

www.tatacommunications.com

Taxameter Centrale

www.taxameter.nl

Techmahindra

www.techmahindra.com

Technocon

www.technocon.com

Tekelec

www.tekelec.com

Tektronix

www.tek.com

Telarix

www.telarix.com

Telchemy

www.telchemy.com

TelcoBridges

www.telcobridges.com

Telcotec

www.telcotec.com

Telecity Group

www.telecitygroup.com

TelematicsUpdate

www.telematicsupdate.com

Telemetry International

www.tiltd.com

Telemoneyworld.com

www.telemoneyworld.com

Telenor Connexion

www.telenorconnexion.com

Teleonto

www.teleonto.com

Telic

www.telic.net

Telit Wireless Solutions

www.telit.com

Telmap

www.telmap.com

Telogis

www.telogis.com

Telos

www.telos.si

Telstra

www.telstra.com.au

Telular Corp

www.telular.com

TELUS Mobility

www.telusmobility.com

Tempest Technology

www.tempesttech.com

Tenable Network Security

www.tenable.com

Tendril

www.tendrilinc.com

Teneo

www.teneo.net

Teradata

www.teradata.com

Tevron

www.tevron.com

Texas Instruments

www.ti.com

Thales

www.thalesgroup.com

The Brattle Group

www.brattle.com

The Morey Corp

www.themoreygroup.com

Theta Networks

www.thetanetworks.com

Thinglink

www.thinglink.com

ThingWorx

www.thingworx.com

Thistle Technologies Ltd

www.thistletechnologies.co.uk

TIBCO Software, Inc.

www.tibco.com

Tieto

www.tieto.com

TimeData Corp

www.timedatacorp.com

TMNG

www.tmng.com

TNO

www.tnl.nl

Toll collect

www.toll-collect.de

Toyota

www.toyota.com

Traak Systems

www.traak.com

Transatel

www.transatel-m2m.com

TransparencyMarketResearch www.transparencymarket
research.com
Transverse

www.gotransverse.com

Tridium Inc

www.tridium.com

Trigyn

www.trigyn.com

Trilliant

www.trilliantinc.com

Trimble

www.trimble.com

Triptec Ltd

www.triptec.de

Trivnet

www.trivnet.com

T-Systems

www.t-sytems.co.uk

TU-Automotive

www.tu-automotive.com

Turkcell

www.turkcell.com.tr

Twingz development

www.twingz.com

Twisthink LLC

www.twisthink.com

U-blox

www.u-blox.com

Ukash

www.ukash.com

Ulticom

www.ulticom.com

Ultrack Solutions

www.ultrack.ca

Unipier

www.msis-sagl.ch
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software platforms, a cloud-based private network infrastructure as well
as specialist cellular and satellite connectivity.
All services operate across SIMPro, a single unified management
platform and are designed to meet the specific needs of connected
assets within the global markets of M2M and the Internet of Things (IoT).
Continuous investment in technology enables Wireless Logic to provide
an increasing range of value-added services which include specialist
mapping solutions from Google and HERE, device management
platforms and end-to-end security encryption services.
Connected devices through Wireless Logic exceed 1.5m subscriptions
across 20 European networks.
Grosvenor House, Horseshoe Crescent, Beaconsfield
Buckinghamshire, HP9 1LJ, UK
Country: United Kingdom
Web: www.wirelesslogic.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1494 679 800

@

USAT Corp.

www.usatcorp.com

Utiba

www.utiba.com

Utilimetrics

www.utilimetrics.org

V2COM

www.v2com.mobi

Valimo

www.valimo.com

ValutechInc.

www.valutechinc.com

VC4

www.vc4.nl

Vendavo

www.vendavo.com

Ventraq

www.ventraq.com

Verax Systems

www.veraxsystems.com

VeriFone

www.verifone.com

Verint

www.verint.com

VeriSign

www.verisign.co.uk

Verizon Business

www.verizonbusiness.com

Verizon Wireless

www.verizonwireless.com

Verso

www.versocommunications.co.uk

Vertek

www.vertek.com

Via Expo Ltd.

www.viaexpo.com

VI-Agents, LLC

www.viagents.com

Vimpelcom

www.vimpelcom.com

VISA

www.visa.com

Visionael

www.visionael.com

Visiongain

www.visiongain.com

Vistorm

www.vistorm.co.uk

Vitria

www.vitria.com

Vivendi

www.vivendi.com

Vivo

www.vivotelecommunications.co.uk

Vlingo

www.vlingo.com

Vodafone M2M

www.vodafone.com

Vodat International

www.vodat-int.com

Wyless

Voice Objects

www.voiceobjects.com

Volubill

www.volubill.com

Business applications: ALL applications

Volvo

www.volvo.com

VW Group

www.volkswagen.co.uk

Wave2m

www.wavelink.com

Service: Software/Service Delivery Platform developers & vendors | Endto-end M2M Solution/Service Providers
Description: Wyless is a leading global M2M managed services provider.
Our resilient platform, delivered in partnership with the world?s largest
network operators, provides secure, reliable communications with
wireless devices in over 120 countries. Powerful management tools offer
real-time reporting and control over all devices connected to our
network. Wyless delivers a comprehensive suite of managed services
with unrivalled expertise, professional support and competitive pricing.
We enable our customers and partners to deploy M2M applications and
services faster, cheaper and more effectively.
60 Island Street, Lawrence, MA 01840, USA
Country: United States
Web: www.wyless.com
Tel: +1 617 949 8900
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Wavenis OSA

www.wavensis-osa.org

WaveRoute by Digitec

www.difitecinc.com

WebTech Wireless Inc

www.webtechwireless.com

WeDo Consulting

www.wedotechnologies.com

Western Union

www.westernunion.co.uk

Widetag

www.widetag.com

Wipro

www.wipro.com

Wireless Innovation Ltd

www.wireless-innovation.co.uk

Wireless Logic

www.wirelesslogic.com

Withings

www.withings.com

Wyless Inc.

www.wyless.com

Xact Technology LLC

www.xacttechnology.com

Xavient

www.xavient.com

Xelas Software

www.xelas.com

XIUS-bcgi

www.xius.com

Xwave

www.xwave.com

Yellow Pepper

www.yellowpepper.com

YourVoice SpA

www.yourvoice.com

ZenithOptimedia

www.zenithoptimedia.com

Zhejiang Holley Group

www.holleytrade.com

Zing

www.zing.com

ZTE Corp

www.zte.com.cn

Zywan

www.zywan.com
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